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Message from the Director

SCERT has developed the new series of textbooks in tune with NCF 2005, RTE 2009 and
SCF 2011. The textbooks for the classes 1 to 9 have already been in use. This year, ie.
2014-15, SCERT is launching the new textbooks for class 10. As a part of the curriculum
revision the CCE pattern covering Formative and Summative Assessment has already been
suggested for classes 1 to 8. This will be continued for the classes 9 and 10.
Like the other textbooks in the series class 10 textbook also has been developed based on
certain themes such as personality development, social issues, woman empowerment, etc.
Teachers have to develop thorough understanding about the shift from teaching the contents
of the textbooks to achieving the targeted academic standards. Passing the examination is
not the sole aim of teaching English but helping the learners explore various sources and
use language meaningfully in everyday life. In the context of the shift in the focus of teaching
and learning, teachers have to aspire for continuous professional development without which
they will not be able to facilitate language learning effectively.
It is in this backdrop that the handbook for class 10 has been prepared. It contains how to
plan the teaching of a unit, the classroom process to be followed, the outcomes to be
targeted, the process of conducting formative and summative assessment, specimen question
papers with guidelines and detailed analysis of the discourses targeted. In addition to these,
the handbook also contains a chapter on the process of constructing formal grammar
which hopefully will help the teachers develop insights into the various language phenomena.
SCERT, AP, Hyderabad very strongly recommends that teachers have to go through the hand
book carefully, and follow the classroom processes suggested in it. Give utmost importance
to transacting rich linguistic experience to the learners rather than transmitting the
information given in the textbook.
SCERT appreciates the efforts taken by various individuals for developing this material and
is thankful to all of them. Also, SCERT is thankful to Dr. K.N. Anandan and Prof. A.L. Khanna
who have been extending their academic support to SCERT continuously for developing
the new textbooks and the handbooks.

Director
SCERT, TS, Hyderabad
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UNIT
I

Introduction and Academic Standards

Introduction
Dear teachers,
You have been teaching English probably for a long time. You may have been following
certain methods for teaching the language. At the end of the course most children may have
secured pass, sometimes even good grades. Of course there may be a few unsuccessful students
also. Since the examination was the target, all classroom process was revolving around how to
make children come out successfully, memorizing lots of information given in the textbook.
Whether the successful students are capable of using English in their life has never been put to
acid test. Since the textbook itself constituted the syllabus, a teacher can complete teaching the
whole textbook and make a claim on the completion of syllabus.
Now the situation has changed. Our state has progressed with the curriculum change with a
drastically different conceptualization of language and language learning. A new set of textbooks
has reached the hands of the learners. These textbooks are different from the earlier ones in
several ways which you will come to know when you go through the units in it and the instructions
given to teachers. What is most important is that the new textbook does not make the syllabus by
itself. The State Curriculum framework 2011 has defined the academic standards for each level
which cover areas such as listening and responding, reading comprehension, vocabulary and
grammar and oral and written discourses. What is conceived as the syllabus is the academic
standards. The textbook is only one of the tools that helps the teacher to achieve the targeted
academic standards.
In this backdrop the completion of the textbook is not the ultimate goal of teaching English
but achieving the targeted academic standards. So if we concentrate only on the content of the
textbook, we will not be able to achieve the goal, which is making the learners use language on
their own both orally and in writing. It is also important to notice that the main objective is not
only to help the learners procure a pass in the examination, but also to help them acquire knowledge
which they can use in their life. In order to achieve this goal a meticulous transaction process has
been worked out in tune with the current understanding of language and language learning.
This handbook is meant to throw insight into some of the major aspects related to the
teaching of English. These include:
•

The classroom process and the nature of interaction that has to take place

•

The process for facilitating the production of oral and written discourses

•

Editing as the process for grammar sensitization and the correction of errors

•

Giving positive feedback to the learners on their oral and written output
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•

Different genres of discourses and the features of each discourse targeted in class 10

•

Planning the transaction of a lesson/unit

•

Procedures for formative and summative assessment

•

Specimen question papers based on the revised guidelines

The revised pedagogy has conceived a modular mode of transaction; the various modules are:
pre-reading, reading, discourse construction, editing. Interaction cuts across all these modules and
becomes a vital component of classroom transaction. Interaction is conceived not as mere asking
questions and eliciting responses , but dialoguing with the learners using various strategies and linguistic
devices such as reporting, seeking agreement, asking for opinions, seeking confirmation, interpreting,
analyzing, taking positions, justifying and summing up. The teacher has to have fairly good understanding
of the purpose of interaction at various stages and the exact language that is to be used to meet this
purpose.
Knowledge construction is not conceived as an individual activity alone. The history of mankind
reveals that knowledge construction is a collective process where the individuals collaborate and build
up knowledge base of the society which becomes the shared knowledge of the whole society. In this
process, both the individual and the society are benefited. Implicitly, this means that the teaching and
learning process is not something that takes place between the teacher and the individual learner only.
There is a process of collaboration where the learners share their ideas and learning experiences with
their peers exploring new ideas and coming to consensus. The classroom process envisioned in the new
curriculum provides space for the learners to collaborate whether it is in reading, producing discourses
or editing. The teachers as facilitators have to understand the process of sharing and the synergy that
can be generated through the process. The classroom is neither teacher centred, nor learner centred;
it is knowledge centred.
It is quite likely that given the teaching learning situation that has been prevailing in our classrooms
for decades, there could be some learners who have not yet achieved desired levels of learning. These
students are always left out of the classroom process. It is quite likely that teachers may not have any
strategy to instill confidence in them and bring them on par with the others. These learners are typically
labeled as “slow learners”, a derogatory term which demoralizes the learner. In the classroom process
that we have conceived here there is a field-tested strategy for addressing the issues of low proficient
learners whether it is in speaking, reading or writing. At every stage of classroom transaction extreme
care is taken to ensure that they feel included in the process of learning. Also, some activities have been
suggested to bridge the gap between expected levels and their present levels. By virtue of these, students
will be able to produce descriptions, conversations and narratives on their own, which will make them
confident in using the language.
We expect that the teachers across the state will find this material useful and will be following the
classroom process suggested in it.
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1.1 The ten plus commandments for teachers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

Unless you are professionally equipped you may not be able to help the learners acquire
English language. Make it a point to strive for professional development using all possible
means.
The contents of the textbook themselves do not make the syllabus. Our target is to make
the learners achieve the academic standards and not to make them memorize the contents
of the TB.
Interaction at various points of classroom transaction is the richest language input you can
give to the learners as every instance of interaction leads to dialoguing with the learners.
This is the only way which will equip them with language.
A meticulous process for classroom transaction has been suggested. If the processes are
not followed it is quite unlikely that children will be able to achieve the targeted academic
standards.
The textbook is only one of the materials available to the teacher and the students. We
have to go beyond the textbook by exploring other materials such as newspapers, journals,
story books etc. in order to widen their world of English.
Passing the examination is not the sole aim of language learning but using language in
everyday life.
Classroom theatre is a pedagogical tool that can eliminate all inhibitions of the learners
and instill confidence in them.
The teacher’s role is to facilitate language acquisition and make them autonomous as
independent users of language.
At various points of learning children have to collaborate with others. Teachers have to
create space for such collaboration and monitor the process.
Teaching grammar and vocabulary as discrete entities will not help the learners acquire
language. These elements are to be contextually embedded in appropriate discourses. They
have to get used to applying their intuitive language sense which can be facilitated through
editing passages.
Project work will help the learners explore various themes for which they will have to use
language contextually and meaningfully. Give importance to projects.
Making errors is a part of language learning and is natural. Children should not be
pressurized for producing correct expressions only. The classroom process takes care of
error corrections.
Plan the lessons thoroughly. The handbook contains a comprehensive plan for transacting
all the components in unit 1. It also contains suggestions on what is to be aimed at in each
unit.
Don’t haste to teach the units in the textbook. If the learners are not at the desired level of
learning go for the suggested activities meant to bridge the gap between the targeted levels
and the learners’ present levels.
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1.2 About the class 10 textbook
In this section we will have a closer look at the design of the textbook and the themes that
are chosen for making the lessons in it.
You are familiar with the contents of the earlier textbooks. There will be reading passages
and exercises built upon a set of vocabulary and structures presented to the learners in a graded
manner. The teachers were supposed to teach the vocabulary items and the structures in a
contextualized manner. Most often these elements were treated as discrete entities. The focus of
teaching was to make the students learn these elements. The lessons in the various units did not
have any thematic relationship among them.
Instead of presenting graded vocabulary and structures the new English textbooks in class
10 contains selections from different genres of discourses such as short stories, biographical
sketches, essays, interviews, plays, poems etc. These are organized into different units, each unit
dealing with a certain theme and the themes range from environment, women empowerment,
human rights, personality development, theatre, etc. Each theme deals with some values that
every citizen in our country should acquire. They are taken from the suggested list of themes
given in NCF 2005. It is not only the reading passages that are thematically related; all the
components of the units including activities such as study skills and project work are also related
to these themes.
Let us go for more details.
Themes, Language and Construction of Knowledge
The issue that is treated as theme provides the necessary context, involvement, inputs and
experiences. This contextual relevance helps the teachers and the children as it provides a sound
background for language learning and teaching. Introducing each unit in certain themes that are
well within the experiential orbit of the children paves way for realizing the objectives of teaching
and learning English while children form and alter their attitudes and construct knowledge of the
world around them. The learners are ushered into this theme with the help of theme pictures
given as the style sheet for introducing the theme and the face sheet at the beginning of each unit.
This is further strengthened by the reading passages and the other inputs that follow in the unit.
Teachers have to understand the relevance of the theme and ensure that sufficient
brainstorming takes place in the class so that the students get an opportunity to perceive the
theme from multiple perspectives and assimilate it.
We have eight units in the present text book and each unit is an integrated one. Let’s try to
know the relevance of each of them.
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Unit I
Theme: Personality Development
Personality Development is a concept which has gained currency in the last few decades. The
concept has its roots in the need of making better, mature human beings. It helps people understand
themselves- and their strengths and weaknesses- and to form right attitude towards the life, society,
career and so on. The individual who has right attitude towards problems will always accept them
courageously and tries to find solutions from the constructive side.
Class X students are adolescents; they are sensitive to so many things in their surroundings. It is
hoped that they draw inspiration from the cases of people who struggled with adversities and finally
succeeded. More than anything, the very concept ‘Personality Development’ helps the learners take
successes and failures as matters –of – fact. The present society witnesses absence of courage, presence
of greed among certain people. It is envisaged that this unit will give the exposure to a science of living.
The three texts included under this theme are:
A. Reading: Attitude is Altitude
Nick Vujicic is born cripple. Trunk and head are his body. But because of his attitude, he was
able to overcome all the hurdles successfully. He swims, surfs, writes and does many things. Today he
is a ray of hope to the world of differently abled. He has many admirers across the world.
B. Reading: Every Success Story Is also Story of Great Failures
It throws light into inspiring history of inventors, politicians who faced a series of miserable failures
and who were ridiculed by the society for being so determined. Some of these people include Abraham
Lincoln, Wright brothers, etc.
C.Reading: I Will Do It
This is the story of an IIT aspirant. He worked hard and succeeded in getting a seat in the much
coveted institute. But he could not join the institute as the family was not able to pay for his studies.
Even then he didn’t get discouraged. He continued his valiant battle with adversity. Now he is a towering
personality in the field of Information Technology. It is none other than Narayana Murthy of Infosys.

Unit II Wit and Humour
Wit and humour are indispensible though some consider these two are distinct entities. Wit is the
ability to say or write things that are both clever and amusing. Sometimes it is found in offering solutions
to tricky problems. India has abundant literature on wit. The stories of Tenali Raman, Pancha Tantra,
Arabian Knight Stories, Chandamama stories bear testimony to this. These are considered to be mustread stories to children.
English - Class X - Handbook
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These stories develop sound logic, a deep sense of humour which go a long way in making the life
of people more harmonious. They also develop philosophical insights into different social questions.
The present unit brings to us two valuable pieces- a one act play and a short story.
A & B. Readings: The Dear Departed
The one act play, ‘ The Dear Departed’ is presented in two parts as A & B Readings. It was
written by W S Houghton in 1908,who had a remarkable gift for dialogue. In the present play he
satirizes the degradation of moral values in the British middle- class. Though the play is from British
background, it has universal appeal and hence it holds mirror to the contemporary society.
C. Reading: The Brave Potter
Children have a strong love for stories that fire their imagination. The C Reading includes The
Brave potter which exactly does this, making the story all the more interesting. It is basically a Telugu
story and was published by Marguerite Siek in English language. The story has a lot of interesting turns
in store for the readers.
The children will find a lot of pleasure in reading these two (The Dear Departed and The Brave
Potter) and find them amusing and thought provoking. These will leave an everlasting impression in their
minds. It is hoped that, by reading this, the learners will evince interest in reading some original literature
in the future.

Unit III
Human Relations
‘Child is the father of man’-This is a well known quotation from Shakespeare’s works. The child
grows into an adult. The adult finally becomes old. As this happens, there is an attitudinal change in the
individual. The children have some dreams about their future. The adults have some priorities like
getting a good job, living in comfortable house, etc. But none of these physical comforts gives us the
feeling that warm relation with people living around us gives. Nowadays, the elderly people have feeling
that they not wanted by anybody. In this background, “Old age homes” are mushrooming which tell us
that human relations have been pushed to the back burner.
The globalised world has encroached this space among people and they feel that they are separated
from their friends and kin psychogically. Many stories, novels, poems have been written on this subject.
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The present reading includes the following:
A. Reading: A Journey
The story ‘A Journey’ creates a silent ambience which mostly psychological in nature. The reader
feels that each individual( the father and the son) is talking to himself. Their behaviour brings out so
much that is not expressed orally; but their actions suggest what would be the thoughts of the father and
his son. The father is confident and son is diffident and feels that his education had made him so. At the
end of the story, the son and the father start travelling in two opposite directions symbolizing their ways
of life.
B. Reading: Another Woman
‘Another Woman’ is a poem picturising the plight of the traditional Indian woman. The ill treatments
meted out to her, the treatment given by her in-laws after the marriage is universal phenomenon. The
poem picturizes all these things quite naturally.
C. Reading: The Never- Never- Nest
‘The Never- Never- Nest’ is a one act play on the vicious circle of instalments. This play shows
how a family of average income group might fall prey to consumerism. The characters and their attributes
are found everywhere in the society.

Unit IV
Films and Theatre
‘Films and Theatre’ is considered to be the most popular entertainment media. India has a 100
year history of films. The first Indian film was released in the year 1913. The year 2013 remains in
history as programmes are being organized as a mark of centenary celebrations of Indian cinema.
Children have a sound knowledge of films and are ready to discuss something about films. The 100
years of Indian cinema has some outstanding personalities and films of epic stature. The technology of
Indian cinema has evolved over the years. The 35mm black and white and colour, cinemascope films,70
mm and 3D films are the milestones of film technology. Dts is a recent advance. The galaxy of directors,
producers and actors provide the children with an opportunity to exchange information and opinions. A
special effort has been made to introduce certain interesting technical concepts to the learners.
A. Reading: Rendezvous with Ray
‘Rendezvous with Ray’ is a feature article on the world famous film-maker Satyajit Ray. As a
feature article it has many niceties to observe. It presents how Fr. Gaston Roberge happened to see the
three movies of Apu trilogy;how he was drawn closer to Ray; how he described the physical attributes
and intellectual qualities and humaneness of Ray in a complex but clear manner.
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Each paragraph of this article has clear idea conveyed in a rich range of vocabulary. This article is
a typical example that should be read by any learner who is a potential reader of feature articles. It is
well-known that feature articles provide the reader with good range of vocabulary and organising the
events in an interesting manner. This text is a good model for practising writing feature articles. It is
interesting to note that this article has two narrators.
B. Reading: Maya Bazaar
This is a review about the near sixty year old Telugu-Tamil classic ‘Maya Bazaar’. The review is
written on the occasion of the film’s Golden Jubilee in he year 2007.
Usually any review outlines the story and then proceeds to the other aspects. But this review is
slightly different. It takes for granted that the story is known to every one. It is special in the sense that
it throws light on some interesting facts which are not ordinarily noticed. It is a film about Pandavas and
Kauravas. We don’t see any one of the Pandavas throughout the film. The review analyses how the film
became known to every household. Teachers can exploit this text to teach review writing to children.
C. Reading: A Tribute
It is a tribute to the well-known artiste Savitri. This is not a biographical sketch. In a biographical
sketch personal details are important. A tribute is slightly different from that. Savitri hails from a village
where there is no ambience for potential artiste to develop. She entered the tinsel world and initially was
not successful. But within no time she became famous and was admired by all. All these facts are
included in the form a tribute. A tribute is not a biographical sketch. But what is it? No prizes for
guessing the other important qualities of a tribute.

Unit V
Social Issues
Even after 65 years of independence India is not totally free from barriers such as caste, religion,
region, etc. as evidenced by the unhappy incidents that are constantly being reported in the media.
People who are socially and economically unprivileged are denied of their freedom by those who enjoy
all privileges of living in a free country. We hear about child labour, dowry deaths, female infanticides,
and the like incidents almost every day. We have to reflect whether this is the India that we want, what
our great poet Tagore envisaged when he wrote,
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Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
By narrow domestic walls
Where words come out from the depth of truth
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and action
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake
Students in class 10 should have a critical perspective on different social issues and should be able
to take up leadership roles to bring about the awakening of India.
A & B. Readings: The Storeyed House I & II
The story is presented in two parts with the prevalence of untouchability in India. Bayaji’s story of
building a storeyed house for their family gives a clear picture of inhuman practice of untouchability.
Bayaji first wants to build a storeyed house. But to avoid notice of people like Patil, who are the land
lords, he builds a concealed storeyed house. On the day of house warming, a celebration is organized
in Bayaji’s new house. Suddenly the house catches fire. Bayaji is caught in the fire and burnt severely.
He breathes his last. After his burial, his sons start building a new house. This time it is not concealed
storeyed house, a real storeyed house.
The humility and wisdom exhibited by Bayaji is typical of a mature person from an oppressed
group. The awakening that finally comes in his sons shows them their timely purpose of building
their real storeyed house. It is not just the question of building a house. It is the question of
assertion and it is an urge to seek and make others acknowledge their identity.
C. Reading: Abandoned
‘ Abandoned’ is a poem written by Dr. Suraya Nasim. It is about a baby abandoned in a
garbage bin. The poem has no fixed pattern. It is like a natural flow. Her poems are simple and
easy to read and understand.
The poet succeeds in describing the young child, the surroundings of the garbage bin, how
insects, cat and rats cause chaos that ends the life of the abandoned infant.
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Unit VI
Bio- Diversity
The theme is more relevant than ever in the wake of sweeping changes taking place in different
spheres across the world. The process of development has assumed a new dimension in the recent
times. It has been a direct attack on the biodiversity and large scale exploitation of resources for private
profits.
This problem is likely to aggravate further making life on the planet miserable. There is every need
to think about today and tomorrow. This becomes the rationale for including the present texts for
reading. The learners will certainly become aware of their role in preserving the pristine nature of the
environment as they read and reflect on the passages in this unit.
A. Reading: Environment
It is an interview by Japan’s NHK Radio with Wangari Maathai, a well-known environmentalist
and a Nobel Prize winner from Africa. She started the Green Belt Movement and also fought for equal
rights for women in Africa.
B. Reading: Or will the Dreamer Wake?
The very title of the poem is interesting. It is a question arousing interest in the minds of the
readers. It clearly depicts how certain species of animals are about to disappear. The dreamer ,
perhaps, here is the man; the destruction is caused in four directions. It seems that man is still
dreaming about something. The animals like tigress, white bear, songthrush and whale are
disappearing very fast. But the question is whether the dreamer or the man would wake up in the
right time, is an open ended question.
C. Reading: A Tale of Three Villages
It tells us the stories of three villages that are vulnerable to pollution with dangerous chemicals
and radioactive dust. It presents a clear picture of many hundreds of villages which are in the
same plight as the three villages depicted here.

Unit VII
Nation and Diversity
India is a land of diversity. The diversity is so much that many people across the world
wonder how this land is able to remain intact till now. Even the British, as a matter of strategy,
expressed doubts about the unity of the nation if given independence. After independence, there
have been difficult times. But the nation withstood.
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We have the national song’Jana gana mana ….’ referring to Punjab, Sindh, Gujarath, Maratha,
Dravida,Utkala, Vanga…. As regions these are different. The learners will only be able to appreciate
the richness and plurality of culture. This geographical diversity, along with linguistic and religious diversities
can be appreciated if they are provided with appealing reading material in support of the nation and the
greatness of its diversity.
A. Reading: My Childhood
It is an excerpt from A P J Abdul Kalaam’s ‘Wings of Fire’. In this book, the former president of
the nation narrates his childhood to the readers. His experiences with Hindu-Muslim interaction and his
memories with his friend Ramanatha Sastry are really impressive. The war time memories of the writer
and the description of Rameswaram of his childhood make everyone nostalgic. We feel like going back
to the days of childhood or we tend to chew the cud of our childhood.
B. Reading: A Plea for India
The poet portrays contemporary India with all its negative elements such as riots, terrorism,
exploitation, corruption, etc. which make every one of us bend our head down out of shame.
This is not the India we want. The poet appeals to the people to leave prejudices and become
emotionally united. He exhorts the people of India not to be misguided by the forces that work
with vested interests. The structure of the poem is a free verse. Yet, it is emotionally charged.
C. Reading: Unity in Diversity of India
It is an essay about the heritage of India. It is basically an expository essay. The essay
presents to us the different dance and art forms found in India. The essayist throws light on how
Indian sages and their practices were able to influence the attitudes of people of the other countries.
The essay finally exhorts us to hold fast to our rich heritage and values cherished by people of
this ancient land.

Unit VIII
Human Rights
It is the period of great awakening for the human society. Particularly the twentieth century
stands testimony to so many changes in the world in the field of science and technology and a
series of social, cultural revolutions. The two world wars that threw the world into a chaos, the
Bolshevik Revolution and the upsurge in the industrial society, the spirit of freedom that bid
adieu to colonial empire gave the world a new direction. It is the century that sent man to the
moon. Amidst this, … there was a strong demand for the protection of human beings against all kinds
of exploitation and oppression. The learners of this century need to internalize the spirit of human rights
to uphold humanity. The three texts are really touching and apt to the theme.
English - Class X - Handbook
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A Reading: Jamaican Fragment
The writer of this story is A L Hendricks is a Jamaican writer. The word fragment means ‘a piece’.
It can also be understood that it is a small piece of example taken to represent the whole Jamaican
society. The two boys-one brown and the other white- puzzle the writer who was on his usual walk.
The incident that he saw makes him worried as the two boys appear to represent the oppressing and
the oppressed races. But the same two boys surprise the writer next day with their role reversal.
The writer had a sigh of relief as he concluded that this is not what he thought to be . The end of the
story is quite fascinating.
B. Reading: Once upon a Time
This is a poem the African poet Gabriel Okara. The poet ridicules the hypocrisy practiced by the
people of the present times. The poem is a biting criticism on the society for not being truthful in their
words and deeds. Reading this poem, every one feels that hypocrisy is dominant in every society. It
gives a new dimension to the reader that there is some repentance in the society for being so insincere.
The reader, finally is left with a hope that somewhere, someday there is an end to this. The language
used is simple but imagery is very effective.
C. Reading: What is my Name?
The place of translation in literature plays a catalyst role. It helps in spreading the ideas and
emotions from one language to the other. But the success of translated works largely depends on
how effective the translation is. Translation is not just translating language but translating the
idea, translating the concept without taking the life out of it.
The story writer, P Satyavathi is a feminist. The present story is about a woman who forgot
her name. This is an unlikely incident but is a symbol of how the woman loses her identity,
especially after marriage. Everyone knows her as Mrs … This story portrays beautifully the
frantic efforts of a woman to establish her own identity.
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The class-wise indicators for these academic standards are:

6. Creative expression (Oral and Written discourses)

5. Grammatical awareness

4. Vocabulary

3. Conventions of writing

2. Reading comprehension

1. Listening and Speaking

The six broad categories of the Academic Standards

transaction. We can put the language competencies in six broad categories;

Grammar, vocabulary and language skills can be assessed only by embedding them in discourses targeted at a certain level of

at stake the others. Since assessment is inseparable from learning it is something that has to take place at every stage of transaction.

skills, and discourses. In a holistic approach to language none of these can be given undue prominence without putting the others

We are familiar with performance indicators stated under the ideal domains of grammar vocabulary and the domains of

1.3 Academic Standards
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*Note:

I

II

III

IV V

VI VII VIII I X X

There are level-specific indicators for each of these discourses (songs, rhymes, stories, etc.) which have been stated under
Table5.
This table is meant for the aspects of spoken language.

12 Tempo

11 Reflections of emotions (wherever relevant)

10 Rhythm

9 Tone

8 Pitch

7 Stress

6 Pause

5 *Role-plays, enact drama /skit,

4 *Tells stories, narrates experience and produces a variety of level-specific oral discourses

3 *Recites rhymes/ songs and poems

2 Listens to a variety of discourses and responds accordingly in the classroom situations

1 Listens to simple instructions, directions and interactions and responds accordingly

Table 1: Listening and Speaking

The details of Academic Standard wise Indicators/ features for classes I to X

In English there are six academic standards : 1. Listening and Speaking, 2. Reading Comprehension, 3. Conventions of Writing,
4. Vocabulary, 5. Grammatical Awareness and 6. Creative Expression (a) oral and (b) written.

1.4 The Details of Academic Standards and Indicators

English - Class X - Handbook
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*Note:

II III IV V

VI VII VIII IX

X

The level of reading material will be decided considering the discourse features.

7 Refers dictionary, thesaurus, and other
reference materials

6 Reads a text from multiple perspectives

5 Reads critically by agreeing or
disagreeing with the author

4 Reads and develops one’s own
perceptions

3 Reads discourses analytically and
identifies the themes and sub themes

2 Reads a variety of discourses with
comprehension

graphs, tables, etc. and decodes the ideas

1 Reads level specific pictures, cartoons,

I

Table 2: Indicators for Reading Comprehension
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I

II III IV V

VI VII VIII IX X

There are level-specific indicators for each of these discourses (songs, rhymes, stories, etc.) which have been stated
under Table 5.

Capitalization
Approximation of use with beginning of the names and sentences
Uses wherever it is applicable
Punctuation Marks
Full stop
Comma
Question mark
Quotation marks
Exclamatory
Apostrophe
Hyphen
Colon
Semi-colon
Parenthesis
Space between words and sentences
Spelling
Abbreviations, acronyms
Ellipsis
*Write a variety of discourses maintaining the conventions of writing and Layout

*Note:

I
1
2
II
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Indicators

Table 3: Indicators for conventions of writing
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11 Collocations

10 Phrasal verbs

9 Compounding

8 Gerunds (verbal nouns)

7 Reflexives and reciprocals (myself, each
other ...)

6 Agreement (Person, number, gender)

5 aspects-progressive ,perfective and passive

4 Auxiliaries and modals (be, have, do, will,
shall, etc

3 Tense forms

2 Suffixes

1 Prefixes

1 Vocabulary and Word level structure
(Morphology)

Indicators

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Table 4: Indicators for Vocabulary and Grammatical awareness

X
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*Note:

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

The competencies related to grammar and vocabulary can be assessed only in the context of oral and written
discourses for which the indicators related to discourse features are also to be taken care of.

II Syntax and word level grammar
12 The structure of simple sentences
13 Subordination (adverbial connectives with
when, if, as, because, since, etc.)
14 Complementation (I think that ...)
15 Conjunctions (and , or)
16 Elliptical constructions (leaving out some parts)
17 Clefts (It is true that ...
18 Relativization (the book that I bought)
19 Embedding (the book on the table ...; the
dog that chased the cat that ...
20 Passivization
21 Parenthesis (Inserting units of language
into a structure)
III Awareness of the structure of Phrasal
categories
22 Noun phrase
23 Prepositional phrase
24 Adverbial phrase
25 Verb phrase

Indicators
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Conversations

Descriptions

Rhymes /Songs /Poems

Narrative/ Story

Diary

Letter

Message/e-mail/SMS

Notice/Poster/Invitation/Ads

Slogans/Placards

Skit/ Drama/Play

Compeering

Choreography

Essay (All types)

News Report/Report

Speech

Review

Debate /Discussion

Biographical sketches/Profile/Autobiography

Interview

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Discourses

I

II

III

IV

Classes
V
VI
VII

Table 5: Creative Expressions - Class wise Targeted Oral and Written Discourses
VIII

IX

X

4

3

A. What Is Man Without the Beasts?
B. The River
C. Can't Climb Trees Any More

Speech
Poem
Story

Story
Poem
Essay

A. Swami Is Expelled from School
B. Not Just a Teacher, but a Friend
C. Homework

2

Story
Poem
Interview

A. True Height
B. What Is a Player ?
C. V.V.S. Laxman,
Very Very Special

1

Genre

Narrative
Poem
Letter

Reading Text

A. The Snake and the Mirror
B. The Duck and the Kangaroo
C. Little Bobby

Unit

1.5 Syllabus grid of classes IX and X

Theme

Humour

Games &
Sports

School Life

X Class

Environment
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Ruskin Bond

C. A. Bowles

Chief Seattle

----

---

R. K. Naryan

Sportstar

Jessica Taylor

David Naster

Ritcha Rao

Edward Lear

V M Basheer

Author’s Name

Source /

Collocations
Words related to
movement

synonyms
Phrasal Verbs

Synonyms
Suffixes
Collocations

Interpretation of
meaning
Sound words of
instruments
Linkers

Vocabulary

Class - IX

Discourses

Written

The Verb Phrase

Direct and Indirect
Speech, Noun Clauses

Adverbial Clauses

Report
Speech

Short Essay
Narrative

Short Essay

Profile,

sketch

Biographical

Phrasal Verbs
Descriptive Essay
Combination of Simple
Letter
Past and Past Perfect
Poster
Tense

Grammar

Language Competencies

Discussion
Speech

Speech
Compeering

Conversation

Choreography

Story

Oral
Discourses

6

8

7

5

Unit

Theme

Disasters

Freedom

Theatre

Travel &
Tourism
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Speech

Play
Poem

C. An Icon of Civil Rights

A. The Trial
B. Antony's Speech
C. Mahatma Gandhi, Pushed out
of Train

A. The Accidental Tourist
B. Father Returning Home
C. Kathmandu
Description

Poem

B. Freedom

Narrative
Poem

Incident

Nelson Mandela

Speech

Vikram Seth

Dilip Chitre

Bill Bryson

Richard Briley

William
Shakespeare

George Bernard Shaw

Martin Luther
King

Rabindranath
Tagore

Lily Usher

A. A Long Walk to Freedom

www.hamradio.in

Genre

A. A Havoc of Flood
Report
B. Grabbing Everything on the Land Poem
C. The Ham Radio
Essay

Reading Text

Compound
Words
Homonyms
Human made
Sound words

Passive Voice

If - Clauses

Adjectival
Clauses

Identifying
meanings in
context
Appropriate
forms of words
figurative
expressions

Idioms related
to 'tongue'

Inversion of Adverbial
Clauses using 'No
sooner - than, scarcely
- when'

Grammar

Same word in
different
contexts
Concept
mapping

Vocabulary

Letter

Character Sketch

Describing
Travel
Experience

Description
of an Event
Debate

Debate,
Speech

interview

Interview
Speech
Letter
Short Essay

Essay
Speech

Oral
Discourses

Written
Discourses

Language Competencies

4

3

2

1

Unit

Theme

Personality Development

Wit and
Humour
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Narrative
Poem
Play

Essay
Review
Essay

A. Rendezvous with Ray
B. Maya Bazaar
C. A Tribute

Play
Play
Folk Tale

A. The Dear Departed (Part - I)
B. The Dear Departed (Part - II)
C. The Brave Potter

A. The Journey
B. Another Woman
C. The Never-Never Nest

Essay
Biography

Biography

Genre

A. Attitude is Altitude
B. Every Success Story Is Also
a Story of Great Failures
C. I will Do It

Reading Text

_____

The Hindu

Frontline

Cedric Mount

Ms. Imtiaz
Dharker

Y.D. Thongchi

Marguerite Siek

W.S. Houghton

W.S. Houghton

Sudha Murthy

Shiv Khera

www.dailymail.co.uk

Name

Source / Author’s
Vocabulary

Collocations;
One word
substitution;
suffixes and
prefixes; binomials

Compound
wordshyphenated and
reduplicate words

Irregular plurals;
exclamations/
interjections;
compound
adjectives; idioms

Adjectives;
synonyms; oneword substitutes

Class - X

Linkers; adjectives;
prepositions; verb
forms-past perfect,
simple past; modals

Simple past and past
perfect tense

Articles; compound
prepositional phrases;
its time +simple past
verb

Defining and nondefining relative
clauses

Grammar

Review on a
film or TV
programme ;
reply letter;
skit

Essay,report;

Letter; story

Biographical
sketch;essay

Speech

Debate;

Funny
incident/
jokes

Debate

Written
Oral
Discourses Discourses

Language Competencies

7

8

Genre

Narrative A.L. Hendricks
Poem
Gabriel Okara
P.Satyavathi
Story

C. Unity in Diversity in India

A. Jamaican Fragment
B. Once upon a Time
C. What Is My Name?

B. A Plea for India

Similes and
metaphors;
prefixes and
suffixes.

Synonyms;

Abdul Kalam
Auto
biography
___
Poem
___
Essay

A. My Childhood

Contractions;
adverbial clauses;

Compound
adjectives; Phrasal
verbs; Idioms;

Simple past
and the present
perfect.

Linkers ,passive voice
without agent,

Non-finite clauses,
reported speech,
adjectives,

Grammar

Written

Essay; translation;
report

Diary entry, reply
letter,

Interview,
conversation

Letter ;
news report;
essay.

Discourses

Language Competencies
Vocabulary

Interview www.gbmna.com
Synonyms;
appropriate
forms of
Poem
M. Chevalier
the words;
Essay
____

Suraya Nasim

Waman G. Hoval

Waman G. Hoval

Name

Author’s

A. Environment
B. Or will the Dreamer Wake?
C. A Tale of Three Villages

A. The Storeyed House (Part - I) Story
B. The Storeyed House (Part - II) Story
C. Abandoned
Poem

Reading Text

Source /

Speech;

Role play,
group
discussion

discussion

Group

debate

Speech;

Discourses

Oral

Note: Wherever the source is not mentioned against the text, those texts are collected and edited by the textbook committee members.

6

5

Unit

Theme

Social Issues /
Agrarian Issues

Bio-diversity

Nation and
Diversity

Human Rights
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1.6 Targeted discourses with indicators/ features
Conversations: contains dialogues with five to ten exchanges - proper sequence of exchangessustaining the conversation with social norms - discourse markers (well, precisely, etc.) - dialogues apt
to the context - appropriate cohesive devises - voice modulation
Descriptions: description of objects/ things/ persons creating vivid images - variety of sentence
forms - proper sequence of the ideas - personal reflections on the event or person- appropriate cohesive
devices.
Poems/ Songs: suitable structural patterns – rhyme scheme – specific patterns (rhythm/ structure/
metre/ music/ theme etc.) - expressing emotions and reflections – use of images, thoughts and feelings
- use of figures of speech - assonance and alliteration -point of view.
Narrative/ Story: sequence of events and dialogues – evoking of sensory perceptions and emotions
- images, setting and other details - use characterization – coherence - point of view
Diary: expression of personal reflections, thoughts and feelings – use of variety of sentences- use
of language appropriate to the mood - self criticism and future plans - point of view- coherence
Letter: appropriate language to the context - appropriate format, layout and conventions –
expressing ideas sequentially - use of persuasive language - maintaining coherence
Messages/ e-mail/ SMS: relevant ideas to the context – maintaining brevity – use of conventions,
layout and format – appropriate language to the content and context.
Notice/ Poster/ Ads/ Invitation: occasions and purposes showing the context details of venue,
date, time, salutation, invitation, programme - persuasive language - organisation, layout and design –
maintaining brevity – design and graphics – rhythm in language (for ads).
Slogans/ Placards: appropriate to the context - maintaining brevity and rhythm.
Play/ Skit: dialogues relevant to the context with emotions and feelings - stage directions, movements
and settings - dramatic conflict: beginning, rising actions and ending – reference to costumes and props
– dramatisation - theatrical performance like dialogue delivery, actions, stage sense, costumes, etc..
Compering: arrangement of the programme sequentially as required by the context – presenting
the background - highlighting the persons and the events - reviews and reflections relevant to the
context – use of polite and entertaining expressions - following the conventions of the stage - use of
spontaneous language in a lively manner – modulation of voice in an appealing way.
Choreography: identification of the main theme and stanza wise themes - bringing out a single
and multiple themes - identification and sequences of actions of the protagonists (main characters) –
identification and sequence of actions of the chorus – maintaining proper layout of script – performance
of the actions of the protagonist and the chorus.
24
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Essay (All types): title, introduction, thesis statement, body and conclusion – appropriate
paragraphing with main ideas - supporting details and examples –organization of ideas and use of
cohesive devices - maintaining coherence - point of view.
News report/ Report: appropriate headline - lead sentence (five W’s) - body of the news organisation and use of cohesive devices – coherence - reporting style (reported speech, passivization,
appropriate tense) - point of view
Speech: making speeches/ talks contextually - organisation of ideas – use of argumentative /
persuasive/ interactive language to substantiate views and ideas – use of discourse markers – citation of
examples, quotations, etc - coherence, voice modulation and body language.
Review: stating the context of the review (story/ novel/ drama/ essay/ film) – highlighting and
commenting on certain features of the item reviewed (e.g. characters/ theme/ setting/ events/ turning
points etc.) – brevity - citation from the text to substantiate the point. (authenticity) - making personal
impressions – maintaining coherence.
Debates and Discussions: expression of ideas as main points and sub points – presentation of
arguments in a sequential order - citing suitable examples, quotations, and evidences – defending one’s
own point of view and rebutting opponent’s point of view – use of discourse markers for agreeing,
disagreeing, substantiating, enumerating, etc.. – use of polite expressions respecting other’s views – use
of logical and emotional appeals.
Biographical sketch/Profile/Autobiography: Details of the person - presentation of relevant
ideas and information - organization of the data – interpretation of data and drawing inference - reflections,
thoughts and feelings - anecdotes, events, achievements - point of view - organisation and the use of
cohesive devices – maintaining coherence and flow.
Interview: Initial interaction – purpose – maintaining boundaries – length of the interview –
closed, open and hypothetical questions – questions apt to the context – maintaining social norms –
discourse markers – appropriate cohesive devices – voice modulation – closing of interview.

English - Class X - Handbook
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UNIT
II

Planning and Teacher Preparation

Failing to plan is planning to fail. For successful transaction in the classroom, the teacher has to
plan and prepare for it. Before going for transaction of a unit, the teacher should read the entire unit
thoroughly and identify the possible discourses. He/ she should prepare a detailed unit cum period plan
in the suggested format. He/ she should prepare period wise interactive questions in advance. Children’s
responses should be elicited and written on the board. This activity should help the children in generating
language. Hence the teacher has to prepare ample questions for each period. After completion of
teaching, he/ she shall record the reflections in the plan. The reflections should include the performance
of the children and the suitability of the process followed in the class.
Planning
Development of a plan for instruction of entire unit is a professional exercise. Lot of thinking
and reference of source books is required. It is a developmental exercise and the output can be improved
year after year based on the experience and reflection. Following are the steps for developing annual/
year Plan and Unit cum Period Plan for high school classes. SCF envisions the planning of a lesson as
detailed below:

2.1 Year Plan
Class: X

Subject: English

Total Periods: 220
TLP Periods: 185 - 190
Expected outcomes at the end of the year including discourses targeted:
1. Involvement of children during the transaction of all components of all units.
2. Children should be able to listen and express their views and ideas freely during the interaction
in different stages of classroom transaction.
3. Children should be able to read and comprehend the reading texts given in the textbook and
beyond the textbook individually and collaboratively.
4. Children should able to use appropriate vocabulary and grammar in oral and written discourses.
5. Children should be able to produce oral and written discourses i.e., conversation, description,
songs/ poems, narrative/ story, diary, letter, message/ e-mail/ SMS, notice/ poster/ invitation/
ads, slogans/ placards, skit/ play, compeering, choreography, essay, news report/ report, speech,
debate/ discussion, bio-sketch/ profile/ autobiography, interview etc.
26
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Month wise Action Plan
Unit
No.

1

2

Theme of
the Unit

Personality
Development

Wit and
Humour

No. of Periods
Required

Strategy

TLM/
Resources

Month

30

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Charts
Blackboard
Newspaper
clippings

June,
July

25

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Charts
Blackboard
Newspaper
clippings

Elocution, essay
writing and quiz on
August occasion of
Independence Day

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.
Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Debate and quiz,
Charts
Blackboard September on occasion of
Newspaper
Teachers Day
clippings
Textbook
Elocution, essay
Charts
writing on
Blackboard
October
occasion of
Newspaper
clippings
Gandhi Jayanthi

20

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Charts
Blackboard
Newspaper
clippings

Essay writing
and quiz on
November
occasion of
Children’s Day

24

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Charts
Blackboard
Newspaper
clippings

December Theatre activities

20

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Charts
Blackboard
Newspaper
clippings

22

Interaction,
Whole Class Activity,
Individual Activity,
Group Activity,
Feedback.

Textbook
Charts
Blackboard
Newspaper
clippings

3

Human
Relations

22

4

Films and
Theatre

22

5

6

7

8

Social Issues

Bio-diversity

Nation and
Diversity

Human Rights

Programmes/
Activities

Elocution, essay
writing on
environment

Essay writing
January and quiz on
occasion of
Republic Day
Essay writing
and quiz on
February occasion of
National Science
Day

Teacher Reflections
H.M Suggestioins/review
English - Class X - Handbook
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2.2 Unit cum Period Plan
Class: X

Subject: English

Unit: Personality Development

No. of periods required: 30

A. Reading: Attitude Is Altitude
B. Reading: Every Success Story Is also a Story of Great Failures
C. Reading: I Will Do It
I. Expected outcomes:
1. Involvement of children during the transaction of all components. Listen and express their
views and ideas freely on different areas.
2. Children should be able to read and comprehend the given reading text.
3. Children should be able to use appropriate vocabulary positive and negative adjectives in
oral and written discourses.
4. Children should be able to understand defining and non-defining relative clauses.
5. Children should be able to write conversations, descriptions, news report, biographical
sketch and essay.
II. Period-wise details:
Period
No.

Resources/
TLM required

Content/activity/discourse

Strategy

1

Face sheet/ style sheet (page 2)

Picture interaction
Whole Class Activity

Textbook,
Blackboard

2

Oral Discourse debate on
“Disability is an obstacle to
sucess”
Teachers’s feedback

Whole Class Interaction,
Individual,
Group Activity

Textbook,
Blackboard,
Charts

A-Reading:
Picture Interaction (page 3);
Segment 1 “Imagine having no
arms….English premier league.”

Whole Class Activity, Individual,
Group work,
Reading aloud: Teacher and
students

Textbook,
Glossary chart,
Dictionary

Discourse: News report about
Nick Vujicic.

Whole Class Interaction,
Individual,
Group Activity

Textbook,
Notebooks
Charts

3

4
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Period
No.

5

Content/activity/discourse

Discourse Editing: News report

Strategy

Resources/
TLM required

Presentations: Group works, Charts
Teacher’s version interaction for
negotiation.
Whole Class Activity, Individual,
Group work.
Reading aloud: Teacher and
students.

Blackboard,
Textbook,
Glossary Chart,
Dictionary

6

Picture interaction page 4;
Reading segment 2 “His parents
… triumph over adversity.

7

Discourse: “Describe the thoughts Whole Class Activity,
of Nick after his suicidal attempt”. Individual, Group work.
Reading aloud: Teacher and
students

8

Discourse Editing: “Discription of
thoughts of Nick after his suicidal
attempt”.

Presentations: Group works,
Charts
Teacher’s version, Interaction for
negotiation.
Whole Class Activity, Individual,
Group work.
Reading aloud: Teacher and
students

Textbook,

9

Picture interaction page 5 & 6;
Reading segment 3 “When I was
13…this life is done.”

10

Discourse: Writing an imaginary
T.V.interview with Nick.

Whole Class Interaction,
Individual, Group Activity

Textbook,
Notebooks and
Charts

Discourse Editing

Presentations: Group works,
Teacher’s version Interaction for
negotiation

Charts

12

Transaction of componentsVocabulary

Interaction, Individual, Group
Activity

Textbook,
Notebooks

13

Transaction of componentsGrammar

Interaction, Individual, Group
Activity

Charts

Individual, Group Activity,
Teacher version, Editing

Charts

14

Transaction of componentsWriting biographical sketch
(textual exercise)

11
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Textbook,
Blackboard
Charts

Blackboard
Reading aloud:
Teacher and
students

29

Period
No.

Content/activity/discourse

Resources/
TLM required

Strategy

Discourse Editing: Biographical
sketch

Presentations: Group works,
Teacher’s version Interaction for
negotiation

Charts

B Reading:
Picture interaction page 14;
Segment 1 “Failure is the
highway… tried as hard as we
could.”

Whole Class activity, Individual
activity, Group activity.
Reading aloud: Teacher and
students.

Textbook,
Blackboard,
Charts

17

Picture interaction (page 15);
Whole Class activity, Individual
Segment 2 “As a young cartoonist activity, Group activity. Reading
aloud: Teacher and students.
... produce great results.”

Textbook,
Blackboard,
Charts

18

Discourse: Speech (script)
“Failures are the stepping stones
of success”.

Textbook,
Notebooks and
Charts

19

Discourse Editing: Speech
presentation and teacher’s
feedback.

20

Transaction of components- Study Interaction, Individual and Group Textbooks
skills.
Activitity.
Notebooks

21

Transaction of componentsListening activity.

Interaction, Individual and Group Textbooks
Activitity.
Notebooks

22

Transaction of components- Oral
activity (textual exercise).
Presentations and feedback.

Interaction, Individual and Group Textbooks
Activitity.
Notebooks

23

C. Reading
Picture Interaction (page 21);
Segment 1 “He was short…as
much as you want.”

Individual, Group work. Reading Textbook,
aloud: Teacher and students.
Glossary Chart,
Dictionary

Discourse: Writing a narrative on
Murthy’s thoughts.

Whole Class Interaction,
Presentations, Negotiation and
feedback.

15

16

24
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Whole Class Interaction,
Individual, Group Activity
Presentations: Interaction for
negotiation, feedback

Charts

Textbook,
Notebooks and
Charts
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Period
No.

Content/activity/discourse

Strategy

25

Segment 2 "Indeed it was difficult Individual, Group work.
Reading aloud: Teacher and
…a leading IT company in the
students.
world.”

26

Discourse: Write an essay on
“Poverty is not a hindrance for
education.”

27

Discourse Editing: Essay

Whole Class Interaction,
Individual, Group Activity

Presentations: Group works,
Teacher’s version Interaction for
negotiation

Resources/
TLM required
Textbook,
Glossary Chart,
Dictionary
Textbook,
Notebooks and
Charts
Charts

28

Transaction componentsVocuabulary.

Interaction, Individual, Group
Activity

Textbooks
Notebooks

29

Transaction of project: Report
preparation.

Individual, Group Activity

Charts,
Note books

Project Work-Presentation

Interaction, Negotiation,
Group Presentation

Charts,
Note books

30

III. Period wise notes and interactive questions:
In this part of the plan the teacher can write down the questions that are required for interaction
at various stages of classroom transaction such as picture interaction, oral performance of the learners,
reading, discourse construction and editing.
The teacher has to refer the handbook for detailed transaction process and frame relevant
questions to help the students in generating language. The notes must be added on things to the existing
information given in the textbooks. At no point teacher should copy the questions from the textbooks.
Teacher should develop thought provoking questions and questions on higher order thinking skills well
in advance to enable the children think and participate in the classroom interaction. The required
information pertaining to the topic must be collected from various sources and shall be written under
teacher notes. The teacher has to keep a bound notebook and allot about 15 to 20 pages for a unit and
maintain for 2 or 3 years continuously with additions of important notes every year. The teacher has to
English - Class X - Handbook
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focus on the recent developments in the subject specific areas and update the notes and discuss the
same in the classrooms. Teacher professionalism and professional development will be reflected by the
nature of his/ her planning. Teacher can also collect and note - quotations, riddles, articles, humorous
incidents etc. to make the class lively.
IV. Period-wise notes on children’s performance:
This part of the plan is intended for continuous assessment. The teacher can note down the
names of students whose performance is at the desired level. This notes will help the teacher to assess
the children performance for awarding marks and grades in Formative Assessment.
V. Period-wise notes on Teacher’s Reflections:
Teacher has to reflect on the effectiveness of the teaching and learning. What steps went well
and the extent of children participation and their attainment of language competencies for future
transaction. The teachers should share their experiences in staff meetings and in other meetings.
Understanding the variety in the process
The teachers are expected to refer Teacher Handbooks / Modules and other reference books.
Based on this, teacher shall select appropriate transaction process for various activities and discourses
for effective transaction.
Strategy
The strategy refers to the nature of teaching learning process to transact each component of a
unit. The method must enable interactive teaching where children participate in the learning processes.
A variety of questions like analytical, extrapolative, etc. to facilitate whole class discussion. Children
understand concepts not by listening but by giving responses, through individual and collaborative
activities. Therefore, adequate scope must be given to the children to think, question and respond in the
classroom. Teacher has to develop appropriate tasks which are challenging in nature so that they will be
engaged in TLP actively.
Resources/ TLM
Every teacher should identify appropriate resource material required to teach the subject and
collect the same and keep for ready access. Teacher should think about the English around us and
collect relevant material. They can also encourage students to bring different material they come across
in their day to day life like news paper cuttings, different types of wrappers, pamphlets, posters etc. The
language around of the child should be made a part of the TLP.
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Programmes and Activities
Teacher has to conduct different activities/ programmes based on the theme of the unit. The
activities should reflect the national festivals and important days in academic year-like International
literacy day, International Woman’s day, International Mother Tongue day etc. The activities include
quiz, essay writing, compering, debate/ discussing, writing slogans, preparing posters, mock parliament
etc. The activities/ programmes should help the children in using English language fearlessly. The teacher
should plan in advance for effective implementation of these activities and programmes and reflect in
his/ her year plan.
The purpose of evaluation is not
• to motivate children to study under threat.
• to identify or label children as ‘slow learners’, or ‘bright students’, or ‘problem children’.
Such categories segregate children, placing the onus for learning solely on them, and
detract from the role and purpose of pedagogy.
• to identify children who need remediation (this need not wait for formal assessment;
it can be detected by the teacher in the course of teaching and attended to
•

as a part of pedagogic planning, through

•

individualised attention).

•

to diagnose learning difficulties and problem areas— while broad indications about
conceptual difficulties can be identified via evaluation and formal testing. Diagnosis
requires special testing instruments and training. It is also specific to foundational
areas of literacy and numeracy and is not meant for subject areas.

English - Class X - Handbook
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2.3 Unit-wise additional resources for teacher preparation
What should teachers know before teaching a unit?
Teachers are advised to know certain information regarding the texts given under each theme. As
the entire teaching-learning process will go through interaction and discussion, the teacher has to pose
a number of questions to students to give certain inputs to get responses. And learners out of their
curiosity, may ask several questions on the content or various aspects given in the texts. As a facilitator,
the teacher has to answer the questions of the learners. For this the teacher has to take care of the
following before going to start teaching or transacting a unit. Make the following a part of your general
preparation.

Unit-1: Personality Development
Face Sheet:
•

The teacher is advised to know brief biographies and achievements of (a) Sudha Chandran
(b) Stephen Hawking and (c) Helen Keller before transacting the face-sheet (see in the
appendix).

•

The teacher is advised to know and have some comprehensive idea on the essential qualities
that play a vital role in a person’s success.

A. Reading
•

Visit the following web links on internet to download or watch some interesting videos about
Nick Vujicic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zeb-k-XzaI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcFTiwNJaCY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOzsjEmjjHs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXlCeKBWfaA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Za-uzy56n6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gc4HGQHgeFE

Writing:
•

Study the discourse features of a biographical sketch before attempting the writing task in the
textbook.

•

Values to be imparted: (a) importance of inner personality (b) spirit of hope (c) importance
of parents’ support

B. Reading
•
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Read the bio-sketches of the following personalities before transacting B. Reading in this unit.
(a) Abraham Lincoln

(b) Lee De Forest

(c) Wright Brothers

(d) Colonel Sanders
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(e) Walt Disney

(f) Thomas Edison.

(g) Henry Ford
•

Children may be interested to know about the following. So read about them or consult a
suitable subject teacher to know about the following.
(a) Triodes tube

(b) Mickey Mouse

(c) Phonograph

C. Reading
•

Gather additional information on Narayana Murthy and read it. Use the information when it is
needed during transaction of the lesson.

Unit-2: Wit and Humour
Face-Sheet:
•

Download video clips from internet regarding comic scenes between Relangi and Ramana
Reddy.
1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCoi5lJM3xU
2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IX4tRROFTpk
3. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-TaBos9g9I
4. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoZe2ayqr7Y

Show the collected video clips to children.
A. Reading
•

You can download the total video of the one-act play, ‘The Dear Departed’ from the following
web links.

Web links:
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvTPsIvCUGI

(part 1 of the video)

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsCTRjJclM8

(part 2 of the video)

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siI9nxyQ-cY

(part 3 of the video)

You should have proper idea on the irony of the title of the lesson.
Vocabulary:
•

Collect a list of Latin and Greek Plurals and display them on a chart. Discuss them in the
classroom after the completion of the exercise.

•

Collect a list of interjections and write the feelings they express. Display them on a chart.
Discuss them after completion of the exercise.

•

Collect some more compound adjectives and make children use them in their own sentences
after completion of the exercise.

Writing:
•

Study the discourse features of a formal letter and story writing.

Study Skills:
•

Study the discourse features of writing a general report.

English - Class X - Handbook
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Unit-3: Human Relations
A. Reading
Vocabulary:
•

Collect a list of open compounds, hyphenated compounds and closed compounds. Present
them after completion of the exercises given in the textbook.

•

Collect a list of reduplicatives in Telugu and discuss them in which context they are used.

Writing:
•

Study the discourse features of an essay.

Unit-4: Films and Theatre
A. Reading
•

Know about the following:
(a) Apu trilogy

(b) Bio-sketch of Satyajit Ray

(c) Filmography of Satyajit Ray

(d) Bio-sketch or profile of Gaston Roberge.

Vocabulary:
•

Collect a list of one-word substitutes and study them.

•

Collect some more examples regarding prefixes and suffixes and present them before students
at the time of doing vocabulary exercises.

Grammar:
•

Collect a list of prepositions followed by adjectives and verbs. Add them to the list given in
the textbook. Make the learners use them in sentences of their own.

Oral Activity:
•

Study the discourse features of a speech.

B. Reading
•

Watch and make children watch the movie ‘Maya Bazaar’. If you have no CD/ DVD of the
movie available with you, you can download the move from the following web link: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tas_30CdOss

Vocabulary:
•

Collect a list of binomials with their meanings and present them on a chart after completion of
the exercise on ‘binomials’.

•

Collect pictures regarding the shorts and angles given in the textbook and discuss them with
children. You can ask the learners to identify the types of shots.

Writing:
•

Study the discourse features of writing a formal letter.

•

Study the discourse features of a skit.

•

Study the discourse features of a discussion.
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C. Reading
•
•

Read the biography and filmography of Savitri.
You can collect some action scenes which depicts the expressions of Savitri and show them to
the learners.

Unit-5: Social Issues
Face-Sheet:
• Read and understand the poem ‘Where the Mind Is without Fear’ written by Rabindranath
Tagore. (Refer to old class X English Textbook)
A. Reading
• Know about the Dalit empowerment in India.
Vocabulary:
• Prepare a list of phrasal verbs and give them to students.
Grammar:
• Prepare a list of contractions (helping verb + not & pronoun + not) and give notes to children.
• Have a thorough understanding of Adverbial clauses with the help of any authentic grammar
book.
Writing:
• Study the discourse features of a formal letter.
• Study the discourse features of a news report.
Oral Activity:
• Study the discourse features of a speech.
• Study the discourse features of a debate.

Unit-6: Bio-diversity
A. Reading
• Know about the Green Belt Movement.
• Know about biographical sketch of Wangari Maathai.
• Know about the Nobel Peace Prize.
Note: Watch videos on Wangari Maathai and the Green Belt Movement using the following web links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koMunNH1J3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQU7JOxkGvo
Vocabulary:
• Study some more one-word substitutes and keep a list with you and discuss with children
after the completion of the exercise.
Writing:
• Study the discourse features of a interview.
• Study the discourse features of a dialogue.
• Study the discourse features of a speech.
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Unit-7: Nation and Diversity
Face-Sheet:
• Know about religious and communal harmony in India.
• Know about the unity in diversity in India.
A. Reading
• Know about the biographical details of A.P.J.Abdul Kalam.
Vocabulary:
• Prepare some more examples on the exercise of ‘words often confused’.
Writing:
• Know the discourse features of a diary entry
• Know the discourse features of writing an informal letter.
• Know more details about the dance forms mentioned in the unit.
Unit-8: Human Rights
Face-Sheet:
•

Know about human rights and their importance.

A. Reading
•

Know about racial discrimination or prejudice in Jamaica.

Note: Watch a video prepared by DSERT Karnataka for warm up activity of the lesson and the story
using the following web link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaA-_wnSvkM
Vocabulary:
•

Study various aspects in figures of speech like metaphor and simile.

Writing:
•

Know the discourse features of an essay.

•

Know the discourse features of a general report.

•

Know the discourse features of a speech.

B. Reading
•

Watch videos relating to the poem ‘Once Upon a Time’ using the following web links: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvYzsx9h7oI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVtbx6W-PpM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kl8XFC_rqeU
C. Reading
•

Read the Telugu version of the story ‘What Is My Name?’ from teacher’s hand book.

Project work:
•
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2.4 Identification of unit-wise possible discourses
Unit-1: Personality Development
Text type
Picture
interaction
A.
Reading Text

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

Interaction based on the style sheet Debate on disability an obstacle to success.
and face sheet.
Slot-I: Imagine having no arms…. Write a news report on Nick Vujicic.
English premier league.
Describe Nick’s thoughts after his unsuccessful
Slot-II: “His parents…triumph over suicide attempt.
adversity.
An imaginary interview with Nick.
Slot-III: “When I was 13…this life A biographical sketch of Stephen Hawking.
is done.”

B.
Slot-I: Failure is the highway… tried Biographical sketch of Abraham Lincoln.
Reading Text as hard as he could.
Slot-II: “As a young cartoonist ....
produce great results.”
C.
Slot-I: He was short…. as much as
Reading Text you want.

Prepare a speech on “ Failures are the stepping
stones to Success”.
Conversation between father and son
convincing father to permit him to join IIT.

Slot-II: “Indeed it was difficult .… a Prepare an essay on “Poverty is not a hindrance
for education”.
leading IT company in the world.

Unit-2: Wit and Humour
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: Victoria, Victoria!...lift your Prepare a Poster of the furniture shop (or) an
Reading Text end.
Obituary for a News paper about the death of
Abel Merryweather.
Slot-II:”Well, Amelia, ….Hist ! Write a possible conversation between Abel
and his daughter.
Listen.
B.
Slot-I: What’s the matter… In-er-in Write a letter to Isac’s wife expressing your
condolences on the death of her husband.
Reading Text Australia..
Slot-II: “Well, I suppose…you were Prepare a wedding Invitation of Abel and Mrs.
John Shorrocks.
dead.
C.
Slot-I: It was dark…what a leak Write the diary entry of a rainy day you have
Reading Text looks like
experienced in your life.
Slot-II: “A few years later… rode a Construct a script for drama by reading
horse again.
paragraphs in slot-2.
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Unit-3: Human Relations
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: After spending … would you Write a letter to your friend how you spend
your holidays (or) Invite your friend to attend
Reading Text like to rest for sometime
your brothers marriage.
Slot-II:”Having walked fast ….I
Oral description on the thoughts when the
would be belittled.
author had to carry his luggage.
Slot-III: “Father had provided … Essay on “The adverse Effects of Education”.
the pebble-strewn road.”
B.
Slot-I: Full poem..
Reading Text

Summarise the poem.

C.
Slot-I: And this is the lounge….I am Debate on “Instalment purchase” (or) prepare
a poster for instalment purchase of home
Reading Text going home
appliances.
Slot-II: “Oh, must you really go?
describe the thoughts of Jill when Aunt Jane
...BABY’S REALLY OURS!.
gave them the cheque.

Unit-4: Films and Theatre
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: It was a unique friendship… Write a short essay about your favourite
Reading Text Ray’s death in 1992
director.
Slot-II:”It was a very quite friendship Write a profile of Satyajit Ray.
… for local talent for film-making…

Slot-I: K.V. Reddy’s Maya Bazaar Write a rejoinder to the letter given on page
B.
131.
Reading Text … Lahiri, lahiri, lahiri lo…
Slot-I: The India film industry… with
C.
Write an application to the film studio for the
unbelievable spontaneity’.
Reading Text
post of heroine/ hero.
Slot-II: “Maya Bazaar is another film
…. SHE GAVE THAT LIFE TO Write a review of your favourite film.
CINEMA.’
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Unit-5: Social Issues
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: There was something really Narrate an interesting/ funny travel experience
Reading Text wrong…direction of his house.
of yours.
Slot-II: “As he reached….The big Write a short essay on caste system in India.
house.
Prepare an invitation of house warming
Slot-III: “Exchanging pleasantries ceremony to invite people to Bayaji’s new
with people…New year day.”
house.
Slot-I: The news that Bayaji…He Write a speech on untouchability.
B.
Reading Text needs proper handling’.
Write a news report on the fire accident that
Slot-II:”Among the Bhajan took place in Bayaji’s house.
singers…of a two-storeyed house’.
C.
Slot-I: Full poem
Reading Text

Write the Choreography for the poem.

Unit-6: Bio-Diversity
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: Wangari Maathai strated the Prepare a notice on the occasion of plantation
Reading Text Green Belt… engaged in a conflict in your school.
Slot-II:”what was the environment
Write a speech on “Global Warming”.
…”Foresters without Diplomas”
Slot-III: “Why do you think they Prepare a poster on save environment (or)
write slogans for protecting environment.
…long after we are gone.”
B.
Slot-I: Full poem
Reading Text

Write a message to stop cruelty against
animals.

Slot-I: Mr. Sunday Nana,…are our Write a skit on the read paragraphs given in
C.
the slot-I.
Reading Text neighbours.
Slot-II:’I can remember the time”… Write an essay on’ Air Pollution and its effect
she said.
on human health’.
Slot-III: “It happened on April… Imagine yourself as T.V. reporter and write the
before I die.”
Q’s you would ask to the people of Vorobyov
village.
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Unit-7: Nation and Diversity
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: I was born into … for the first Write a brief essay on the traditions and
customs followed in your family.
Reading Text time.
Slot-II: “Every child is born …. Write the possible conversation between
teacher and Lakshmana Sastry (or) Dairy entry
reformed this young teacher”
of the insult faced by Kalam.
Slot-III: “Why do you think they
Write a skit on the read paragraphs given in
…long after we are gone.”
the slot-III.
B.
Slot-I: Full poem
Reading Text

Summarise the poem.

C.
Slot-I: India, a country of many… Write a reply letter for the letter given in page
218.
Reading Text has quickened into life
Slot-II: India has many…. society Write a speech on “Unity in Diversity”.
and community.

Unit-8: Human Rights
Text type

Details of the slot

Discourses targeted after the slot

A.
Slot-I: Every day I walk…White Oral a speech on “Child labour”.
Reading Text man’s servant.
Write an essay on ‘Violation of Child Rights in
Slot-II: “For a whole day… he said”. India’.
B.
Slot-I: Full poem
Reading Text

Write your reflections on the poem.

C.
Slot-I: A young woman…how to do Write a drama script on the read paragraphs
Reading Text it, of course.
given in the slot-I.
Slot-II: But still, how to live… she Write a short essay about mother’s role in your
had brought for them.
family.
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UNIT
III

Classroom Transaction Process

Introduction
A detailed unit transaction process is been given below. This is organised in tune with the unit
cum period plan suggested in Unit-II of this handbook.the details such as transacting each period, the
strategies is to adopted and the instructions to be given at each stage of classroom transaction are
clearly given in this unit.

3.1 A Detailed Unit Transaction of Unit-I – Personality Development
PERIOD 1
Style sheet and Face sheet interaction
You may have noticed that each unit contains a style sheet and a face sheet with theme pictures on
it.
These are to be used as a trigger for interacting with the learners.
Objectives:
1. The learners come out with their perception (i.e. what they think about the pictures)
2. Talk about their understanding of the theme that is inbuilt in the pictures as well as various
components of the unit;
Process
Ask the learners to look at the pictures given on the style sheet and face sheet of Unit 1 and
interact with the learners by asking a few questions. Most of them are to be analytical. Some
questions are suggested below:
Interaction specific to the pic on style sheet
1. Who do you see in the picture?
2. What do you think the boy is trying to do?
3. Is the boy falling down or going up? Why do you think so?
4. Who are the people who undertake seemingly difficult tasks?
5. What message do you get from the picture?
•

Continue interaction based on the pic on page 2 of the unit (face sheet)
1. What do you know about the people in the pictures?
2. What common quality do you observe in all of them?
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3. What qualities have made these persons great?
4. Do they inspire you? How?
5. What qualities does a person require to become successful?
•

Elicit responses to the questions taking them one by one. You can write some select
responses on a chart.

•

It is better to display all the questions on a chart

Note:
1) It is possible that students may not be aware of these great persons and the hurdles they
had to undergo. Additional photographs may be used to get this point registered.
2) We can present brief write-ups (profiles, biographical sketches, etc.) on these persons.
3) Relevant responses from the learners may be written on the board /chart. All responses
need not be written on the chart; write only those responses (consisting of key expressions
and sentences) that are directly relevant to the theme of the reading passage.
4) Children will be motivated to answer the questions in their own way based on their own
perceptions if we give them freedom to respond to the questions in their own way.
5) Allow them to use mother tongue when they are unable to use English. You can put
their ideas in English for the sake of the whole class. Allow the learners to speak freely
and fearlessly to promote divergent thinking.
6) Accept their responses with a smile and encouraging remarks like good, fine etc. go for
dialoguing with them using strategies like,
•

Reporting what one students has said

•

Seeking opinion

•

Seeking agreement

•

Seeking confirmation

•

Etc.

7) At this stage let us appreciate their ability to analyze a situation and come out with their
own perceptions.
Remember, we are facilitating language learning and not teaching the content of the textbook or
language elements. After completing the picture interaction it is necessary to take up a targeted
discourse. It may be oral or written discourse. It is necessary that the teacher has to elicit the
features of the selected discourse and interact with the children before they do the discourse.
The teacher should write the relevant points on the board.
The children should inculcate the habit of writing down the important/ relevant points in their
notes.
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PERIOD 2
Post Reading Interaction: Debate (Oral discourse)
Objectives: The learners are able to participate in a debate on “Disability an obstacle for success”.
Process
•

Introduce the proposition.

We have seen may people around us who are physically or mentally challenged. Most of them
lead a painful life. Do you think everyone can succeed like Sudha Chandran or Stephen Hawking? So
my proposition is this:
Disability is an obstacle to success. How many of you agree with me? How many of you disagree?
I think we need to debate on the topic.
•

Write on the BB:
Proposition: Disability is an obstacle to success
Points to defend

Points to challenge

•

Ask the learners to reflect on the proposition and think about points in support of, and
against, it.

•

Interact based on the situation for debate – we may use questions like the following:
1. What are the main points to be discussed?
2. What examples would you give to support your statement?
3. What quotations would you add?
4. How will you defend your point?
5. How do you express your agreement/ disagreement with others?

•

Ask questions one by one and elicit free responses.

•

Generate essential vocabulary and write it on the board.

•

Ask the children to write down the points in favour of, and also against, the given
proposition, in their notebooks.

•

Let them sit in groups and pool down more ideas related to the topic.

•

Divide the class into two teams for conducting the debate

•

You can moderate the debate. Invite the first speaker from each side to speak on the
topic. Take care of the following while acting as a moderator.
1. Give chances to as many as possible (including the low proficient learners)
2. Invite opinions from both sides
3. Refrain from supplying ideas – instead you may ask thought provoking questions
4. Give feedback using expressions appropriate for taking part in a debate
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Feedback
•

You may give feedback on some important points children have discussed; interact in
the following manner:

You have presented your arguments. What differences do you find between your presentation
and the other group presentation?
1. What changes would you like to make in your presentation?
2. Were you audible to all the others in the class?
3. Was your speed in control so that others could follow you easily?
4. Did you modulate your voice while speaking?
5. Did you pause wherever necessary?
•

Give a concluding speech on the topic. The essential points are:

The agony of the individuals who are physically or mentally challenged – the attitude of
others to such people – many collapse – those who have a positive attitude to life overcome
hurdles - determination and hard work lead them to success. Attitude to life takes people to
altitudes (heights).
•

Ask them to write a brief report on the debate as a home assignment

PERIOD 3
A. Reading: Attitude Is Altitude
The reading passage ‘Attitude Is Altitude’ is divided into 3 segments;
Text related picture interaction
Before making children read the passage, sensitise them on the picture given on page-3 to
channelize their thoughts towards the main reading passage.
Objectives:
The learners make intelligent predictions on the passage they are going to read.
Follow the process of Picture Interaction
Note: Read the text yourself and identify the main point in each paragraph. Try to capture these
ideas in a short expression (if possible in phrases). Frame questions so that the children can
come out with these ideas along with their divergent ideas. This makes reading comprehension
easier. Here are some questions.
Interaction specific to textual pictures
1. Do you know the name of the person in the photograph?
2. What do you notice on looking at the person? Look at his foot. How does it look like?
3. What do you think the man in the first picture is trying to do?
4. What could be the hurdles he faced in his life?
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5. Do you think Nick was able to overcome these hurdles? Look at the other pictures. What are
the things that Nick can do?
6. Do you think he can get married? Will girls like him?
7. What do you understand from the title, “Attitude is Altitude”?
Write the elicited responses on the chart/ BB. (These can be used as a subtext of the targeted
reading segment.
Reading segment 1
The transaction module of reading needs elaborate treatment because there are a few sub
modules to be transacted. Let us begin with the objectives of transacting this segment.
Objectives:
1. Children make an effort to read individually and track their own reading process.
2. They make sense of the reading passage using a number of strategies such as;
a. Checking their predictions on the reading passage;
b. Locating information that they were able to pool from the interaction that has taken
place;
c. Guessing the meaning of words from the context and also using familiar words as
stepping stones.
d. Using the glossary given to them etc.
e. Sharing ideas with others;
3. They make sense of the reading passage through collaboration.
4. They reflect on the passage they have read.
5. They analyze the information given and link it with their personal experience.
6. They generate their own texts from the given passage.
7. Learn to know about such a great person.
Process
Individual Reading
Ask children to read individually. They can only read it at their own pace. You may give the
following directions to help them track their own progress in reading.
Read from “Imagine having no arms to stretch in the morning in the beginning to and
is a huge fan of the English Premier League silently.
1. Try to guess the meaning of the unfamiliar words with the help of words you already
know.
2. Please do not consult with anyone at this point. You can put question marks wherever
you faced difficulties.
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3. Sometimes the glossary may help you.
4. Find out the main point in each paragraph and write it in the margin with a pencil
5. Put a question mark against the lines you did not understand.
Move round the class to monitor whether they are tracking their reading process. If you feel
some additional glossary is required, same may be supplied/ displayed.
Issues and challenges in facilitating individual reading
If you think there are a few low proficient learners you need to workout some strategies to help
them get at least some ideas from the reading passage. You can try the following:
Ask the following specific questions:
1. What is the passage about?
2. What are the problems faced by Nick Vujicic?
3. How was he born?
4. What did he call the small foot on his left hip? Why did he call it so?
5. Where was he born?
6. What did Nick’s friend say about his girl friends?
7. Apart from water sports, in what is Nick interested in?
Ask them to relate the points on the BB (points that emerged through brain storming) to the
reading passage. Each point covers one or more paragraphs. Help them to locate the points in the
text.
Note: The objective of this type of interaction is to help the learners generate their own sub texts
from the reading passage. The sub texts can be in the form of names of the characters, objects,
places, and events. These will provide the learners good support in their efforts to make sense of
the reading passage.
The sub text that can be generated from this part of the text may be something like the following:
Nick born without arms and legs- his difficulties - he can swim, surf, write, play golf, etc. in
spite of his disabilities - he wants to get married - determination to live like an ordinary person
Collaborative Reading
Process
•

Divide the learners into groups.

You have tried to read this first part of the reading text. Now take turns and share with others
the points you were able to identify. Share only one point at a time.
•

Give them the following directions:
1. Share in terms of points and your reflections.
2. Each member can say one striking event about Nick.
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3. You can also say your ideas in mother tongue.
4. Group can collectively convert the ideas into English.
•

If necessary, display a glossary related to the part that has been given for reading; this
can supplement the glossary that is already given in the textbook.

•

Move round the class and monitor whether they are following the instructions given to
them.
1. Groups, did you complete sharing ideas you understood?
2. Did you share what you were not able to understand?
3. Did you share the parts you liked the most?

•

Now you can mediate for sharing between the groups in the following manner:
1. Group 1, are there any words / sentences that you did not understand?
2. Which group can help group 1?
3. Group 2, what are your problems etc.

•

At this stage all learners in the class will have a fairly good understanding of the
passage.

•

Ask them to discuss the following comprehension questions
1. Is it possible to manage without hands and legs ? Explain?
2. Do you think Nick was depressed about his physical appearance? Why?
3. ‘I call it my chicken drumstick’, joked Nick. What does ‘it’ refer to ? How does it
help him?
4. What other things can Nick do?
5. Will any woman like to marry a person like Nick? Give reason?
6. Did his Physical disability stop him from achieving success? Support your answer
with examples?

Reading aloud
(a) Reading aloud by the teacher
Give the following directions before going for reading aloud the text
Now I am going to read the text. Please observe where I pause, how I say certain words,
which words I give more importance, what tone I am using while reading the text.
•

Read the passage loudly with proper pauses, stress, tone and pitch.

(b) Reading aloud by the pupils
Give the following instructions for loud reading.
1. Now you are going to read aloud in your groups.
2. Divide the reading passage into various parts according to the number of members in
your group.
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3. Decide among yourselves who will read which part.
4. Each one of you can take turn and read aloud your part. Others can offer suggestions to make
loud reading better.
•

Continue interaction
Which group wants to read aloud for the whole class?

•

After the loud reading by a group, give feedback and interact with them in the following
manner:
1. What changes will you like to make if you read the passage aloud again?
2. What are the points that come to your mind?

•

Elicit whatever indicators they think are appropriate (You should not impose or prescribe
any of them.)

•

Come to an agreement on each of the points they make and write them on the chart
(e.g., others can hear our reading, we must stop at some points, etc.)

•

Give chance to the members to reflect on their loud reading based on these agreements.

•

Invite suggestions from others in terms of the indicators that have been agreed upon.

•

You may give your own positive and qualitative feedback so that they can reflect on
their present level of performance and go to the next higher level (without being
prescriptive).

Note: Please remember that we need not work for all the indicators of oral reading such as
pause, stress, tone, etc. at this point. There is no hurry. These indicators will be emerging in the
class in due course with their ownership. Also indicators are to be written down from the point of
view of the learners not from the technical point of view using terms such as stress, pause, pitch,
rhythm, etc.
Extrapolating the text (Scaffolded Reading)
•

Display a chart containing a set of analytical, reflective and inferential questions to
make the learners think, extrapolate the text and construct their own texts from it.

•

Ask these questions and elicit individual responses at random. Write down select
responses on the chart.
1. Do you think Nick is too ambitious? Give reasons?
2. Can we say that his identity was the chicken drumstick? Explain?
3. According to Nick what qualities was he expecting in a woman to be his better
half?

PERIOD 4 & 5: Post Reading - Discourse Construction and Editing
A news report about Nick Vujicic
Objectives: The learners learn to write a report about Nick Vujicic
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Process
•

Interaction based on the situation for producing an article.

Nick has no arms and legs. Still he can do many things. What are the things that he can do?
•

List down the feats that Nick can perform (playing golf, surfing, swimming etc.)

When something unusual happens how do others know about it?
•

List down the various media reports (news paper, TV, radio etc.)
Of these, which one do you want to write about?

• Let the learners choose one of these feats ( in a democratic manner).
• Continue interaction.
1. What would be the headline?
2. How do you begin the article?
3. When and where was he born?
4. How was he different form normal children?
5. What was he able to do armless and without legs?
6. What are your reflections on his attitude to life?
7. How do you conclude the article?
8. Will you write all these ideas in a single paragraph or will you go for more?
9. How would you organize your ideas into paragraphs?
•

Elicit free responses; generate essential vocabulary and write them on the BB.

Please do not supply any ideas. You may ask supporting questions and can even interact with the
learners using mother tongue.
•

Ask children to write the article individually based on the responses to the questions
posed to them.

•

Allow a few individuals to read out what they have written.

Sharing in groups
•

Put them in groups to share their ideas related to the situation.

•

Give the following instructions
1. Take turns and share with others what points you will cover in the first paragraph.
2. Come to an agreement on how to write these points in English and write in your
notebook.
3. In the same manner decide what you will write in the next paragraphs.
4. Decide on an appropriate title.
5. Check whether there are any missing words, excess words or word order problem
in the write up.
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6. Check whether proper word forms have been used
7. Check spelling and punctuation.
•

Let groups present their news article

•

Give feedback covering the features of the article
1. Does it have a title?
2. Are the ideas organized into paragraphs?
3. Are the sentences well-structured?
4. Have you used proper word forms?

•

Present the ‘Teacher’s Version’ and bring to their attention the points you have written.

You may interact in the following manner:
You have presented your article. Here is mine. What differences do you find between your article
and my article? What changes would you like to make in your writing?
PERIOD 6
Reading segment 2
His parents decided not to send him to a special school. ……….……. Nick managed to pull
through to become an international symbol of triumph over adversity.
Pre-Reading
Text related picture interaction
•

Use the additional pictures given here along with the textual pictures for interaction.

(Pic 1 : Nick at school)

(Pic 2: Nick on his skateboard)

111
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1. What do you see in the picture on page 4?
2. What is Nick trying to do?
3. Who do you think had taught him to write?
4. What must be reaction of their parents when
Nick was born?
5. Were they happy/ unhappy to get an
abnormal child like Nick? How do you
know?
6. Where is Nick in this picture? (Pic 1:Nick at
school) Do you think this is a special school
for children like Nick or a general school?
Give your reasons.
(Pick 3: Nick on his electric wheelchair)

7. What do you see attached to his foot? What is it for?
8. Look at the picture (Nick on his skateboard). What do you see in it? How was it useful
to Nick?
9. Look at this picture (Nick on wheelchair). What do you see in it?
•

Elicit responses and write relevant ones on the BB for facilitating reading comprehension

Reading
•

Follow the micro-processes of reading as suggested for segment 1.

•

You may interact with the low proficient readers for generating sub texts.

•

Ask specific questions:
1. How did Nick’s mother hold him?
2. What did Nick’s father do after seeing him?
3. What was the disability that Nick had known as in medical science?
4. How did Nick’s father train him to swim?
5. Being a computer programmer how did his father teach Nick to type?
6. How did his mother help him to write?
7. Which school did they join Nick for education?
8. Whom did he blame for his disability?
9. At the age of ten what did Nick try to do himself?

Note: Follow the process suggested earlier.
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The sub text that can be generated from this part of the story will be something like the following:
The Sub-Text
She could not hold him till four months – shocked and left the room to vomit - phocomelia - by
putting him in water at 18 months – typing with toe - invented a special plastic device – the
electric wheel chair - mainstream school – God - tried to drown himself.
Collaborative Reading
(Follow the process suggested earlier.)
1. What could be the plight of Nick’s parents when he was born?
2. How did Nick’s parents help him to be independent?
3. ‘His parents decided not to send him to a special school.’ Was Nick happy about his
parents’ decision? Why or why not? What did you think about this decision?
4. Pick out the symptoms of Nick’s depression. Do you think his depression was normal
or something unique about him? Give reasons for your opinion.
5. What efforts do you think Nick’ parents made to make him independent?
6. What qualities would help us to be strong and find the purpose of our life?
Loud Reading
(Follow the process suggested earlier.)
(a) Reading aloud by the teacher
(b) Reading aloud by the pupils
Extrapolating the text (Scaffolded Reading)
•

Display a chart containing a set of analytical, reflective and inferential questions to
make the learners think, extrapolate the text and construct their own texts from it.

*

Ask these questions and elicit individual responses at random. Write down select
responses on the chart.
1. Nick hated God for making him disable? Do you think he was right? If you were
Nick what would you do?
2. What would have happened if Nick was successful in committing suicide?
3. If you are teased and bullied how would you overcome the depression?

PERIOD 7
Post Reading: Writing a discourse - Description of Nick’s thoughts after suicidal attempt
became unsuccessful.
Interaction
From the reading passage you came to know that Nick had made an attempt to drown
himself in the bath. Describe Nick’s thoughts after the attempt became unsuccessful.
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1. What was the incident?
2. When did it take place?
3. “Nick made an attempt to drown himself”. What made him to do so?
4. What could be his thoughts after the attempt failed?
•

Individual work: let children think about these questions and write down the thoughts.

•

Ask the learners to write individually.

•

Individual Presentation: Let them present at random. Ask them to narrate the experience
orally.

•

Group work: Let them write their experience in groups

•

Presentation of group work.
Give specific instructions for sharing in the group.

•

Presentation of teacher’s version

Teacher’s version (Nick’s thoughts)
I was thoroughly disappointed. Why should I live like this? When all other children walk
and run I have to lie down on the ground with my face down. It is disgracing.and it is disgusting
too. How can I live a family life in this condition? Will any girl love me? The other boys at
school have always been bullying me. Every time they see me they point to me and say, ‘Look,
there creeps a worm.’ It saddens me. I cannot talk back to them, I cannot fight with them. They
are physically stronger than me. Even if I were strong I don’t think I would be able to fight
with anyone.
I love my parents. But I think they have a lot of worries about me. I wanted to put an end
to their worries. The only way was to end my life. There was the bath. When there was no one
to look at I stood near the tub and looked into it. I saw my own face in the water. It was calling
me and I dived in. Water entered my nostrils. I was gasping for breath. With head deep in the
bath I stood upside down in it with my chicken drum drumstick wagging in the air.
I don’t know what happened to me in the bath. I don’t know how I came out alive. When I
opened my eyes I saw myself lying on a bed. My father was sitting near me. My mother was
sitting on my bed with tears in her eyes. She was asking me, Nick why did you do it?”
PERIOD 8
Editing
•

After presenting the teacher’s version you have to go for editing the written work done
by the groups. Take one of the group products and negotiate with the students to identify
and correct the errors in it.
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Look at the passage given below. It contains several errors. Let us see how editing can be done
negotiating with the students.
Nick’s thoughts
I jumped into the bath. But I don’t die. People pulled me out the (1) bath. I did this as I was
finding (2) my life was (3) meaningless. How I can (4) live without arms and legs. (5) I have
only a chicken drum stick. I have depend (6) on others for everything. All people are
enjoying (7). I have been struggle (8) every minute. Except my parents nobody cares for me.
This was reason (9) I decided to die. People at school are not kindly (10) to me. They are not
my friends. In this situation I cannot live a man’s life. When I grow there will not be anyone
to marry me. Whenever such pain (11) ideas comes (12) to my mind I think why should I (13)
live.

Step 1: Thematic editing
You have presented your ideas. I have presented my ideas too. Are there any ideas which I
have put in but you haven’t?
Let children go through the scripts and ideas.
Are there any ideas that you wrote but I didn’t?
Children scan the scripts and identify the sentences
Step 2: Syntactic editing
There may be three categories of errors that affect the well-formedness of the sentence
structure. These are:
1. Missing words
2. Excess words
3. Word order
Note:
There are a few elements such as the perfective (have – en), progressive (be - ing) and
passive (be –en) which cut across both syntax and morphology. These are all disjoint morphemes
each containing a free morpheme (have; be; be) and a bound morpheme ( -en; -ing; -en). For
the editing purposes if the first morpheme in these elements is left out it will be treated as a
syntactic error affecting the sentence structure. On the other hand, if the bound morpheme is left
out it will be treated under morphology.
Look at the write up. The errors 1, 6, 7 and 9 come under missing words. 3 is a case of
excess word. 4 and 13 are instances of wrong word order. These errors are to be addressed first.
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Missing words
We do this by asking questions like these:
Look at the underlined part numbered as (1). There is a word missing here. Can you identify it?
Wait for sometime allowing children to think. If they are not able to come out with the missing
word we can supply it. Here we have to say, out from the.
In this manner pose questions on the errors marked as 6, 7 and 9. (7. Enjoying themselves, 9. the
reason).
Excess word
Look at the part numbered as (3). There is an excess word in the sentence. Which is that?
Allow children to identify the word; if they don’t supply the correct answer: found life meaningless
Word order
Consider (4) and (13). These are cases of wrong word order. Interact in the following manner:
Look at (4). There is a word order problem in this sentence. Can you reorder the words?
Give the correct the word order if the students are not able to do it themselves.
Follow the same process for the other instances of wrong word order.
Step 3: Morphological editing
The errors that come under morphology are related to
•

Tense (Present; Past)

•

Aspects (Perfective (have –en); Progressive (be –ing)

•

Passive (be –en)

•

Agreement (Person; Number; Gender (PNG) markers)

•

Case (Possessive: -‘s ; eg. John’s)

•

Affixes (Prefix; Suffix)

In the write-up given here Nos. 2, 8, 10, 11 and 12 are morphological errors. These are to be
treated.
Look at the underlined part numbered as (2). There is a problem with the word form. What
is the appropriate word form in this context?
If children do not come out with the correct answer we have to supply it. (replace was
finding with found)
Writing conventions
Under this category we will include Punctuations, Capitalization and Spelling.(5) is a case
of wrong punctuation.
We will ask: Do you want a full stop or a question mark in this context?
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Please remember that editing is not a slot for teaching grammar. Avoid giving explanations using
grammatical terms. We are checking their intuitive sense of correctness. In other words, grammaticality
is a feel for the language. We are just checking whether students have got this feel for language.
We will be editing only one of the group products. The remaining products are to be given to
groups (we will have to regroup children at this stage) for editing. While they are in the process, move
round and give necessary feedback:
1. Did you check all excess words, missing words and word order problems?
2. Did you check the word forms?
3. Did you check the punctuations?
At a later stage, we can take up the whole sentence and ask them to say whether it is correct or
not.
PERIOD 9
Reading segment 3
•

Now we go on to process the next segment of reading: (From ‘When I was 13, I read a
newspaper article about … to … If I can encourage just one person then my job in
this life is done.’

Interaction based on the pictures
•

Before making children read the passage, sensitize them on the pictures given on page5 &6 to channelize their thoughts towards the main reading passage. One more picture
is given here for interaction.

Pic 4: Bethany Hamilton teaches Nick how to surf in Hawaii in 2008.

1. What is Nick trying to do?
2. What is Nick doing in the picture on page 5?
3. Who must have taught him Surfing?
•
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Show picture 4 (Bethany teaching Nick how to surf)and continue interaction.
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1. Do you know this lady? What do you notice about her?
2. The lady you see in this picture is Bethany Hamilton. She is an excellent at surfing. Can
you guess how she might have lost her arm?
3. What do you think she is trying to do?
4. Look at the first picture on page 6. What do you think he is saying to the audience?
5. What do you see in the second picture?
6. Do you find any difference between Nick and the other person with regard to playing
Golf?
7. Will it be easy or difficult for Nick to play golf? How do you know?
Reading
Individual Reading
(Follow the process suggested earlier)
Ask specific questions:
1. What did Nick read in the newspaper article?
2. What did he decide to do?
3. What did Nick win in 1990?
4. In 2008 whom did he meet to learn surfing?
5. What was his specialty in performing surfing?
6. Why did he travel to other countries?
7. What is his message to people ?
Note: (Follow the process suggested earlier.)
The sub text that can be generated from this part of the story will be something like the following:
disable man achieving great things - to be thankful for what he had - bravery and perseverance
award - Bethany Hamilton - to make 360 degree spin - motivational speeches - if you fail try
again and again.
Collaborative Reading
(Follow the process suggested earlier.)
1. How was Nick inspired ?
2. ‘I want to concentrate on something good that I had’ what does Nick mean by this?
3. What made Nick choose Bethany Hamilton as his teacher to learn surfing?
4. What do you learn for the life of Nick Vujicic?
5. Why do you think Nick has changed his mind from being a football fan to a motivational
speaker?
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6. ‘Try again and again and again’. Do you agree/ disagree with this statement? Explain.
Reading aloud
(Follow the process suggested earlier.)
Extrapolating the text (Scaffolded Reading )
Display a chart containing a set of analytical, reflective and inferential questions to make the
learners think, extrapolate the text and construct their own texts from it.
•

What is your opinion about the challenges in life? Did you face any challenge in your
life ? How did you overcome it?

•

In the beginning Nick hated God. Later he realized his mistake? Give reasons in support
to this statement?

PERIOD 10 & 11
Post-Reading Process: Discourse Construction and Editing - Write an imaginary TV
interview with Nick Vujicic.
Process
•

Ask the following questions
1. Whom would you interview?
2. What questions would you ask?
3.

What are the other things that you like to know about him?

4.

How would you introduce yourself?

5.

What terrible things did he experience in his life?

6. How did he overcome his depression?
7. How you know about feelingsof his parent feelings?
•

The questions should be asked individually first.

•

Later let them sit in groups and the students may be asked to write the script of an
imaginary interview based on the questions.

•

Presentation by groups.

•

The best presentation should be displayed in the class and may be edited.

•

Give feedback focusing on the features of an interview – You may use the following
interview to sensitize the learners on these features:

Excerpts from the Interview with TV actor Sudha Chandran “I vowed to become someone
big”.
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Vickey Lalwani - 17 March 2003
Was dancing your first love?
Yes. I was a lot into dancing as a co-curricular activity. But academics were never put on
the backburner… I was very much an academic-minded girl. I did my B.A. from Mithibai College
in Mumbai and followed it up with M.A. in Economics. That year, I was the only student from
my college and class who got a first division.
Go on...
Before that, a major tragedy struck my life. My parents and I had gone for our yearly
‘abhishek’ to the South. We were returning and our bus met with an accident. I suffered a
fracture in my right femur. Since it was an accident case, we were thrown into a government
hospital. Call it the doctor’s mistake or my misfortune; they put a plaster on my fracture and
the toe started getting black. Since my parents too had been injured in the accident, there was
no one handy to take a decision and look into my condition closely… I was shifted to Vijaya
Hospital in Chennai under the care of a leading orthopedic surgeon. He did his best for 20 days,
but it became a question of life or limb. I had no other option but to get my right leg amputated.
To change my mind, which obviously was almost shattered, I was taken for a holiday.
Then?
Well, that was a tough time. The body had lost the mobility. It took me two full years to
get back to dancing. My dance guruji and a physiotherapist combined to put me back in action.
And of course, my parents backed me to the hilt. But deep down in their heart, they used to be
very upset. Believe it or not, my mother avoided going to the market simply because people
would ask embarrassing questions about my future. Seeing all this, I felt terrible. I vowed to
become someone big.
Did you get into television to realize your vow?
No. I hadn’t decided which field I would hit. Destiny smiled on me without any effort. I
deserved that, didn’t I? Initially, the media helped me quite a bit. When I got back to dancing,
a lot of journalists wrote my fight-back story in the papers. This caught the attention of filmmaker
Ramoji Rao. We flew down to Hyderabad. Initially, he just wanted to make a film on my lifestory, with some other girl as the heroine. Later, he and even the director Srinivas thought that
I should do the role.
And you grabbed the offer?
No. In fact, I asked for some time. They obliged. For three months, I kept quiet. My friends
kept telling me that I was letting a golden opportunity slip away. A few days later, I gave in.
Without Srinivas Rao, there would have been no Ramola Sikand.
Why?
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That man is a genius. The moment he started directing me, I turned into wet clay. I learnt
acting from him. He was my maker. The film did not do well in the first week but started picking
up rapidly in the second. Initially, it was made in Telugu. Later it was dubbed in Malayalam and
Tamil. Finally, it was remade in Hindi under the title Nache Mayuri.
Is working on television easy?
It’s very difficult. Haven’t we seen many actresses from the celluloid trying their hand on
the tube and walking out in very bad shape? The deadline for submission of cassettes, every
now and then, is very tough to abide by. Else, the channels don’t take it lightly. We have to
work 12 hours at least every day. We rarely take Sundays off. At times, this disturbs our family
life.
Has dancing taken a slight backseat?
Yes. Acting takes away quite a lot of time. But still I perform whenever I can.
...
PERIOD 12– Transaction of Vocabulary
•

Whole class interaction.

•

Elicit responses and write key words/ phrases on a chart.

•

Put children in small groups.

•

Let children read the exercises in groups and discuss.

•

Let them share their ideas in the groups.

•

Let groups present their answers one by one.

•

Let other group reflect and suggest changes.

•

Teacher consolidates the group work.

PERIOD 13– Transaction of Grammar
Follow the above process.
PERIOD 14 & 15– Discourse Construction and Editing - A biographical sketch about
Stephen Hawking (Based on the textual exercise under ‘Writing’)
Process
•

Initiate a discussion on the person
1. Where was Stephen born?
2. When was he born?
3. Who were his mother and father?
4. How was he in his studies?
5. What did he do at the age of 16?
6. Whom did he marry?
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7. How was his health?
8. What was his research about?
9. What did he discover?
10. What are the awards, prizes, and honours he received?
11. What was his contribution to the field of science and society?
•

Let the learners write the biography individually.

•

Let them share their ideas and enrich their biography.

•

Elicit indicators for refining the biography.
1. What are the main points to be written in the first paragraph, second and the third
2. What are the linkers used?
3. How is the sentence structure?
4. Did you use the right word forms?

•

Give feedback as suggested earlier.

•

Do the editing activity as suggested earlier.

•

Let the learners write the essay individually based on the feedback.

PERIOD 16
B. Reading: Every success story is also a story of great failures
Reading segment 1 (Page 14 and 15)
•

Show the picture of Abraham Lincoln.

•

Interact with the learners.

•

Follow the same process as suggested for the process of picture interaction
1. Whom do you see in the picture?
2. Have you ever heard about him?
3. What do you know about this person?

•

Elicit free responses from the learners.

•

Record the responses.

Individual Reading
Ask children to read the passage individually. They can only read it at their own pace. You may
give the following directions to help them track their own progress in reading.
•

Read the given passage ‘Every Success Story Is also a story of Great Failure’ on page
number14. (Segment 1: Failure is the highway .... tried as hard as he could.)

•

You may put a question mark against the line that contains parts you are not able to understand.
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•

Note down the central point of each paragraph in the margin.

Move round the class to monitor whether they are tracking their reading process. You may interact
with them in between by using like the following:
•

Try to guess the meaning of the unfamiliar words with the help of the words you already know.

•

Please do not consult anyone at this point. You can put question marks wherever you face
difficulties.

•

Sometimes the glossary may help you.

If you think there are a few low proficient learners you need to work out some strategies to help
them get at least some ideas from the reading passage. You can try the following:
Ask specific questions:
1. What did Tom Watson say?
2. What happened with Lincoln at the age of 21,22,24,26,27,34,45,47,49,52?
The sub text that can be generated from this part of the reading text will be something like the
following:
“If you want to succeed, double your failure rate.” - failed in business - was defeated in a
legislative race - failed again in business - overcame the death of his Sweetheart - had a nervous
breakdown - lost a congressional race - lost a senatorial race - failed to become vice-president
- lost a senatorial race - was elected president of the United States.
Collaborative Reading
•

Divide the learners into groups.

•

Give them the following directions:

You have tried to read the passage. Now take turn and share with others the events you were
able to identify. Share only one event at a time .When one member says the idea others can
identify the sentence that contains this idea. Continue sharing till you complete all the ideas.
Now take turn and share with others, the sentences / words you were not able to understand. I
will display a chart containing glossary that can help you. Finally, take turn and share with others
the parts of the passage you liked the most.
•

Display the glossary related only to those poems that have been given for reading; this
can supplement the glossary that is already given in the textbook.

Move round the class and monitor whether they are collaborating as per the instructions given
to them. Interact with them as suggested earlier.
Extrapolating the text (Scaffolded Reading)
•
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make the learners think, extrapolate the text and construct their own texts from it.
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•

Ask these questions and elicit individual responses at random. Write down select responses
on the chart.
1. Do you really feel that we should double the failures to gain success? Give reasons.
2. ‘To Lincoln, defeat was a detour and not a dead end.’ Justify this statement from the
Life of Lincoln.
3. If you face failures in life, what will you do?

Reading aloud
•

Follow the process suggested earlier.

PERIOD 17
Reading segment 2: As a young cartoonist ................................................ produce great result.
Pre-Reading
•

Show the pictures on page 15.

•

Interact with the learners.

•

Follow the same process as suggested for the process of picture interaction.
1. Whom do you see in the picture?
2. Have you ever heard about Lee?
3. What do you know about Thomas Edison?
4. Can you name any other scientists and their inventions?

•

Elicit free responses from the learners.

•

Record the responses.

Individual Reading
•

Follow the process suggested for segment-1.

•

If you think there are a few low proficient learners you need to work out some strategies
to help them get at least some ideas from the reading passage. You can try the following:

•

Ask specific questions:
1. What did Lee De Forest invent?
2. What problem did Lee face?
3. What did New York Times question Wright Brothers?
4. What was the experience of Colonel Sanders?
5. How did Walt Disney come out of his failures?
6. How did his mother help Thomas Edison?

Note: (follow the process suggested earlier.)
The sub text that can be generated from this part of the passage will be something like the
following:
The Sub-Text
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Triodes tube - charged by attorney - about the invention of a machine - he tried to sell his mother
recipe - by painting a mouse on the church wall - by teaching herself.
Collaborative Reading
(Follow the process suggested earlier.)
1. Lee, where would we be?
2. Can we give the credit to Wright Brothers for the invention of aero plane? Give reasons
3. If Colonel Sanders did not try again and again,would he be successful? Comment?
4. When Thomas was rejected from the school what did his mother do?
Loud Reading
(Follow the process suggested earlier)
(a) Reading aloud by the teacher
(b) Reading aloud by the pupils
Extrapolating the text
•

Display a chart containing a set of analytical, reflective and inferential questions to
make the learners think, extrapolate the text and construct their own texts from it.

•

Ask these questions and elicit individual responses at random. Write down select
responses on the chart.
1. Do you think the teacher did right by sending a note to Edison’s mother? Give
reasons for your opinion?
2. You have learnt about many people who are successful after many failures, What
are the qualities require according to you to gain success?
3. Do you agree/ disagree that forgetting to put reverse gear made Henry successful?
Give your opinion on making mistakes help us to learn more and better.

PERIOD 18 & 19: Post Reading - Discourse Construction and Editing
Prepare a speech on “Failures Are The Stepping stone of Success”
Process
•

Ask the following questions.
1. How will you address the people?
2. What will be the beginning?
3. What relevant examples will you give?
4. Which proverbs and anecdotes will you use?
5. What is your point of view about the topic?
6. Will you talk from another person’s angle?
7. How will you conclude the speech?
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•

Elicit responses from the learners

•

Record the evidences on a chart

•

The questions should be asked individually first.

•

Later let them sit in groups and the pupils maybe asked to write a speech based on the
questions.

•

Give feedback

•

The best presentation should be displayed in the class and may be edited.

PERIOD 20– Study skills
Let the children read the given task individually and work in groups.
Teachershould faclitate while children are filling the table.
PERIOD 21– Listening activity
Let the children close their books. Teacher reads the listening text given at the end of the
textbook twice.
Teacher asks comprehension questions given under listening activity.
PERIOD 22– Oral discourse-advantages and disadvantages of travelling abroad (based
on listening task).
Follow the process that is given under oral discourses for construction and feedback
(Follow the process given under period 2).
PERIOD 23
C. Reading: I will do it
Reading segment 1
He was short. He was sharp. He was the brightest boy in his class…………..His heart was
bleeding but he did not get angry with anybody.
Pre-Reading
Process
•

Show the pictures given on page 23 of the reader and interact with the learners by
asking a few questions as suggested below:
1. Whom do you see in the picture?
2. Can you name him?
3. What do you know about him?
4. What was his interest?
5. What did he achieve?

Individual Reading
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•

Follow the process suggested earlier.

•

Ask specific questions to generate sub text.
1. Whose biographical sketch is this?
2. How was his physical appearance?
3. What was his father?
4. What did he want to study?
5. Where did he go for coaching?
6. Where did he write his IIT entrance?
7. Did he get through the entrance?
8. Why didn’t his father admit him into IIT?
9. How did Murthy feel?

Possible sub-text
Narayana Murthy - short and sharp - high school teacher - engineering - he did not go for
coaching - Bangalore - he passed entrance - he had no money - he was hurt.
Collaborative Reading
Follow the process
1. How did Murthy help the other children in their studies?
2. The author calls Murthy an introvert. Which action of Murhty substantiate this claim of
the author about Murthy?
3. How did Murthy and his friends prepare for the entrance?
4. How did Murthy react when his father refused to send him to IIT?
5. ‘His heart sank in sorrow.’ Whose heart sank in sorrow? Why?
Extrapolating the text (Scaffolded Reading)
1. What is your life aspiration? What are your plans to achieve it?
2. What must be the thoughts of Murthy when his father refused to admit him in IIT.
3. Write the feelings of Murthy when his friends were leaving the station?
Ask these questions and elicit individual responses at random. Write down select responses on
the chart.
PERIOD 24
Post Reading: Oral discourse - Narrate Murthy’s thoughts - Presentation and feedback
Process
•
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Give the context for writing the narrative.
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Murthy learned from his father that he would not be able to study at IIT. He was disappointed. His
heart was bleeding. But he did not get angry with anybody.
•

Go for brain storming.
1. Was Murthy eligible to do his studies at IIT?
2. Why didn’t Murthy’s father allow him to study at IIT?
3. Do you think his father did not like Murthy?
4. Do you think Murthy would be able to understand the situation?
5. How would he console himself?

•

Generate responses and write some key expressions on the BB.

•

Let the children present and give feedback.

PERIOD 25
Reading segment 2
Indeed it was difficult ……………… He is none other than Nagavara Ramarao Narayana Murthy,
the founder of Infosys,a leading IT company in the world.
Pre-Reading
•

You may have noticed a picture on pg. 34. This is to be used as a trigger for interacting
with the learners.
1. What do you observe in the picture?
2. Murthy wanted to join IIT. Do you think he will take admission in IIT?
3. Will Murthy follow the suggestion given by his father?
4. Do you think this is the right thing for Murthy? How do you expect him to continue
his studies without interest?

Individual Reading
•

Ask specific questions:
1. Why was Murthy upset?
2. Where did he go?
3. What did Murthy do at the station?
4. How is the philosophy of Bhagavath Gita applicable to his life?
5. How did he prove himself?
6. What has he become at last?

Possible sub-text
He was not going to join IIT - railway station - he wished all of them - only you can change your
life - worked very hard - became a pioneer.
Collaborative Reading
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•

Divide the learners into groups. Follow the micro-processes of collaborative reading
suggested earlier.

•

Ask the following questions for interaction.
1. How did Narayana Murthy console himself when all his friends joined IIT?
2. What, according to Narayana Murthy, can change the life of a person?
3. ‘Your best friend is yourself and your worst enemy is yourself’. Give your reason
for the statement.
4. Describe the character of Narayana Murthy?

Extrapolating the text
•

What is the ultimate goal of a bright student? And why?

•

How does the motto, “powered by intellect and driven by values” describe Murthy’s
life?

PERIOD 26 & 27
Post Reading : Discourse Construction and Editing
Write an essay on “Poverty is not a hindrance for education”
Process
•

Brainstorm with the learners based on the topic given. Ask questions of the following
type.
1. What is the title of the topic?
2. What thesis statement will you write?
3. What are the points will you write in the essay? How will you organize them?
4. How would you conclude the essay?
5. What supporting details and examples will you add to the essay?

•

Elicit sentences related to the topic by answering the questions

•

Please do not supply any ideas. You may ask supporting questions and can even interact
with the learners using mother tongue.

•

Elicit four or five sentences in this manner in the whole class.

•

Write key expressions on the chart/ board.

•

Ask the children to write them down in their notebooks.

•

Ask the learners to write the essay individually.

•

Follow the process suggested earlier for writing an article and refining it in groups.

•

Ask one or two groups to present.

•

Give necessary feedback by asking questions.
1. What changes would you make if you have to write the essay again?
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2. Have you used any describing words?
3. Are all the ideas in a proper order?
4. Which sentences in your essay create awareness?
5. Have you used proper linkers?
6. Are all the sentences relevant to the context (description)?
7. Are the sentences well-formed?
PERIOD 28– Vocabulary
Follow the process that are given under period 12.
PERIOD 29 & 30– Project work
Please see the details for project transaction under 3.5 of this handbook.
Note: This is a suggestive one. If you want you may reduce the number of periods by avoiding certain
discourses in reading segments. In this unit nine (9) discourses are given. in the remaining units you may
include 4 to 5 discourses, so that students will get exposure on all the targeted major and minor discourses.
Students should get an exposure on each discourse at least twice in an academic year in different
contexts of different units.

Reading aloud
Here are some tips to help you with reading aloud:
•

If you can choose a text you are familiar with this will probably boost your
confidence.

•

Practise your reading using gestures and movement, and don’t be tempted to
hide behind your book.

•

Try to look up fro m your reading several times and make eye contact with your
audience.

•

Vary your pitch and tone and make it relevant to your subject matter. If you’re
reading something spooky, try to reflect this in your voice. If you’re reading a
conversation between two characters, attempt to distinguish their voices.

•

Think about volume and pace - ensure that your audience can hear you clearly.
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3.2 Classroom Theatre
Textbook to the Theatre
For most teachers the sole objective of teaching English has been transmitting information
contained in the textbook. However, the new textbooks demand that there is need to be a shift
from transmitting information to transacting experience in such a way that from the given text
multiple texts are to be generated by the learners. The theatrical components such as the narrative,
choreography and drama help us materialize this shift. Some of the lessons in the textbooks of
classes 6-10 are stories. These can be easily transacted as dramas because both of these discourses
have events and dialogues. In narratives, events are presented either orally or in writing whereas
in dramas these events get translated into actions that can be performed. Once children get used
to performing dramas based on the stories given in the textbook, they can develop dramas from
texts. For this, they have to identify the themes of the lessons. From these themes, plots can be
developed which in turn can yield dramas. The transition from Textbook to Theatre will be a
pleasant experience for the learners at all levels.
Why Theatre in English Class
The classroom theatres can yield much pedagogic mileage.
•

It creates sustainable linguistic experience.

•

It promotes collaboration and cooperation among the learners

•

It caters to the development of multiple intelligences.

•

It provides space for the spontaneous production of language.

•

It paves way for deeper understanding of the lessons.

•

It engages all children psychologically as well as emotionally.

•

It makes the textbook come alive.

•

It helps the learners read the text analytically and critically.

Working on Social Issues and Themes
Children can also develop plots based on social themes if they given chance. These plots in
turn yield dramas.
The following steps are to be followed:
1. Identifying a social theme.
2. Developing a plot that has a beginning, the middle and the end.
3. Deciding dramatic events.
4. Fixing the characters.
5. Deciding the scenes.
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6. Developing the participants of the theatre workshop to get hands on experience on
dialogues and actions.
7. Deciding position and movements of characters
8. Planning the drama without writing the script and performing it.
9. Reflecting on the presentation both by the performers and the viewers. Dramas were
worked out on themes such as marginalization and child labour.
Theatre is a pedagogic tool for facilitating the development of language proficiency. The
process of working out classroom theatre is given below.
Process
Elicit responses to questions like the following:
1. Where is the story taking place?
2. Who are the characters?
3. What are the events/ actions narrated in the story?
4. What are the characters saying or thinking?
Let children sit in groups and plan the drama. Ask one group to enact the drama. Initiate
a discussion on the drama.
Did the actors include all the dialogues in the story?
Did they add any dialogues of their own?
Did the group act out all the events in the story? Did they add any events?
Could the audience understand where the events were taking place?
All the groups have already planned the drama.
Do you want to make any changes in the plan before presenting the drama?
Let the groups to rework on the drama if necessary. Ask one more group to act out the
drama.
Initiate further discussion:
What are your observations on the present performance?
How many scenes will be required? Why?
Do you want to include any additional actions in the drama?
Where can you include them?
How will you state the mood of a character at a certain moment in the drama?
How can we improve the presentation?
Initiate a discussion on the indicators for the performance of the drama. Consolidate the
indicators on a flip chart. Ask the remaining groups to present the drama. Give positive feedback.
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Role-plays and Dramas
In classes VI to X, some of the stories are being performed as role-plays and dramas.
This liberates the children from the lethargy of reading the text mechanically and reproducing
the information given in it. They make sense of the text through collaborative reading and generate
multiple texts from a given text through personalizing and localizing it. In the initial stages,
children are likely to reproduce the dialogues given in the text. By virtue of the feedback given
to them they will be able to reflect on their own performance. This will eventually help them
improve their performance in terms of delivering dialogues, showing facial expressions and
actions and maintaining some of the theatrical conventions. The role-plays and dramas performed
in the classrooms will provide ample opportunities for children to develop their communication
skills.
Choreography, a Multifaceted Tool
Choreography is a performance art and it makes use of some theatrical components. It is
a discourse that can communicate effectively to its views. As a pedagogic tool it can be used to
facilitate the development of communication skills. Like the drama it caters to the development
of multiple intelligences. Choreographing a poem implies deeper understanding of its theme.
The following process is used for choreographing the poem:
1. Identifying the theme/themes of the poem(stanza-wise).
2. Identifying instances from life that manifest the theme.
3. Identify the characters and their actions.
4. Deciding the location where the actions take place.
5. Deciding the actions of the chorus to create the setting.
6. Sequencing the actions.
7. Setting music to the poem.
8. Singing the poem and synchronizing the movements and actions of the characters with
the rhythm of the song.
The theme can be interpreted in multiple ways and each interpretation will yield a
different choreography of the poem.

3.3 Narrative as a pedagogical tool
Narrative as a discourse can be used to give richest kind of linguistic input to the learners.
The listeners/ readers who are exposed to the narrative identify or associate themselves
with those characters and got an emotional attachment. As the narrative appeals to the listeners/
readers at the emotional level, it causes the production of language.
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The narrative allows a holistic treatment of second language. It accommodates different
discourses; we can incorporate descriptions, conversations and rhymes into the text of a narrative.
Unlike the other discourse forms (for example, essay, poem, letter, etc.) a narrative as a discourse
can accommodate all these types of sentences quite naturally. It incorporates all possible prosodic
features such as stress, intonation, modulation. The “narrative gaps” created by the teacher can
be filled by the learners by constructing target discourses. Narratives capitalize on the emotive
aspect of the language.This is of vital importance in the language class because experience is
sustained in human minds as emotional gestalts. It can channel the thoughts of the listeners so
that they can perform the tasks assigned to them in a better way.
A few pedagogic claims on the narrative
•

It allows a holistic treatment of second language.

•

It accommodates different discourses.

•

Unlike the other discourse forms (for example, essays, poem, letter etc.) a narrative as
a discourse can accommodate all types of sentences such as, declaratives, interrogatives,
imperatives, exclamatory, short responses, negatives, tags etc. naturally.

•

The teacher can make use of all prosodic features like stress, intonation, modulation
while performing narratives.

•

While presenting the narrative the teacher can pause at certain points thus creating
certain “narrative gaps” which can be filled in by the learners by constructing target
discourses.

•

Narrative can fruitfully capitalize on the emotive aspect of the language.

•

Narrative can channel the thoughts of the listeners so that they can perform the tasks
assigned to them in a better way.

3.4 Transaction modules and steps in each module
The following are the steps in each transacting module;
Pre-reading
1. Interact with the learners based on the trigger picture.
2. Ask questions in additions to what has been given in TB.
3. Use well-framed questions.
4. Allow the learners to respond in mother tongue.
5. Megaphone the children’s responses in English.
6. Elicit and accept the divergent responses from the learners.
7. Elicit relevant responses (words and sentences) and write on the BB/chart.
8. Utter the word holistically but not letter by letter.
9. Ask the learners to read the words and sentences from the BB/ chart.
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Reading
1. Specify which part of the reading passage is to be read.
2. Ask the learners to read individually.
3. Give proper instructions such as the following.
•

Tick the sentences and words you are able to read.

•

Identify the characters, location, events and dialogues in the story.

4. Give further support to low-proficient learners in the following manner.
•

Interact with the low-proficient learners to generate a subtext.

•

Write the sub text on BB/ chart in the notebook of the learner.

•

Ask the learners to associate the sub text with the reading text.

5. Put the learners in groups for sharing their reading experience.
6. Give proper instructions for sharing the reading experience.
7. Monitor the group activity (i.e., check whether the instructions are being followed).
8. Facilitate sharing of reading experience between the groups.
9. Make use of a glossary. (The glossary given in the TB and developed by the teacher
additionally)
10. Pose some questions to check comprehension.
11. Ask some analytical questions to extrapolate the text.
12. Make use of a concept mapping activity.
13. Read the text aloud with proper voice modulation.
14. Give chance to the learners to read aloud.
15. Give proper feedback while the learners are reading aloud.
16. Invite feedback from other learners on loud reading.
Post Reading
1. The post-reading activities:
•

Identify a discourse and assign a task to construct it.

•

Write the targeted discourse on BB and ask children to copy it.

•

Write down the questions and answers.

2. Follow the process for the construction of discourse individually.
•

Interact to make the context of the discourse (available from the reading passage).

•

Ask questions to help the learners get ideas such as events, characters, location, etc.

•

Ask questions to sensitize the learners on some features of the discourse.

•

Give support to low –proficient learners.

3. Provide opportunity for individual presentation.
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4. Give feedback on the presentation.
5. Invite feedback from the other learners.
6. Provide slot for refining the individual work in groups.
7. Give proper instructions regarding the following.
•

How to share the written work;

•

What are the things to be taken care of while writing ( checking missing words,
excess words, proper word forms, using proper punctuations, other writing
conventions);

•

whether all members are writing down the group product in their notebooks on a
separate page;

•

Who will present the work in the whole class?

8. Monitor the group work to ensure proper collaboration.
9. Provide slot for presentation by the groups.
10. Give feedback.
11. Present your version of the discourse.
Editing
1. Conduct the editing as a whole class activity through interaction.
•

Thematic editing and checking discourse features.

•

Editing the well-formedness of the sentence (sentence structure) – word order, excess
words, missing words.

•

Editing the errors related to word forms (tense forms, passive, progressive and
perfective prefixes, suffixes, agreement etc.)

•

Editing punctuations.

•

Editing spelling errors.

2. Check the remaining groups’ products undertaken by the groups.
3. Let the learners refine their individual work based on these inputs on a separate page.
4. Compile the refined works together to make the big book.
Steps for transaction of textual exercises
•

Whole class interaction.

•

Elicit responses and write key words/ phrases on a chart.

•

Put children in small groups.

•

Let children read the exercises in groups and discuss.

•

Let them share their ideas in the groups.

•

Let groups present their answers one by one.

•

Let other group reflect and suggest changes.

•

Teacher consolidates the group work.
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3.5 Transaction of classroom projects
Why project in English?
You have noticed that every unit contains a project work to be carried out by the students;
these are also thematically related. Projects help the students to evolve themselves as independent
users of language. Project work provides a platform for integrating language skills and various
study skills; it also involves higher order thinking skills.
Nature of projects in English: Projects included in class X cover a wide range of themes that
are socially relevant. The learners have to explore the theme by collecting data, consolidating it
using different formats, write reports on them and make presentations in the whole class. There
is space for individual work, pair work and also group work. In addition to the projects suggested
in the textbook teachers can go more projects related to the themes that are dealt with.
Process
Projects take place in various stages such as:
•

Brainstorming on the nature of the project,

•

Designing tools for the collection of data,

•

Collecting the data,

•

Consolidating the data using different formats,

•

Analysis and Interpretation of the data,

•

Report writing,

•

Presentation.

Please remember that sufficient brain storming is extremely important for doing the project
as the students have to understand the purpose of the project, its scope and significance without
which they will not be psychologically ready to carry it out. At various stages the teacher has to
monitor the progress of the work, the involvement of the learners, and should take care of guiding
them whenever necessary. Teacher is not supposed to prescribe any tools or formats but should
interact with the learners in such a way that these will be evolved in a democratic manner. The
interaction will also lead the learners to decide which stage of the project needs to be done
individually, in pairs or in groups. We have to be clear about the time that each project work
might take. Make sure that the work is manageable within a stipulated time.
Please do not leave out these crucial questions while brain storming:
1. How will you pool information (Tools such as questionnaire, checklist, observation
schedule, interview, referencing etc.)
2. Where will you get the information from? (Resources such as people, books, journals,
magazines, newspapers, institutions, internet etc.)
3. Who will collect the information? (Individuals/ pairs/ groups)
4. How will you consolidate the information? (Sharing in groups and recording using
appropriate formats)
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5. What analysis can be made based on the data?
6. How to write the report (the structure of the report: name of the project, purpose, scope
and relevance of the project, tools developed, mode of collection of data, consolidation
and analysis, findings with supportive evidences such as photographs etc.)
7. How will you present the findings before others? (presenting the report- each member
can present one part of the report)
Classroom Process
We have to brainstorm on the nature of the project and evolve the tools required for carrying
out the work. The following process is suggested.
Stage I: Brainstorming (One period)
•

Interaction on the task suggested

•

Brainstorming on the information to be collected, tools required, sources, type of work
to be done, formats for consolidation, analysis and report writing.

•

Let children decide the tools individually

•

Sharing in groups and reaching at consensus on the tools

•

Building up consensus in the whole class

At the end of this we expect that all children will have a fairly good idea about the nature of
the project work and how it is to be carried out.
Stage II: Data Collection (3 to 4 days/ one week – homework)
•

Collecting data (Home task which may take one week )

Once the data is collected we need to go for a classroom process for consolidating the data.
This is to be followed by brainstorming on the structure of the report.
Stage III: Consolidating the data and deciding the structure of the Report (one period)
•

Let children sit in groups and share what they have collected;

•

They have to record the data using a certain format;

•

Brainstorming on the structure of the report. Questions may be asked to elicit the
following:

Steps in Report Writing
1. Name of the project:
2. Tools for data collection:
3. Consolidated data (using various graphic organizers such as table, pie diagrams, bar
diagrams, fish bone diagrams etc.)
4. Analysis – interpreting data and capturing the data in descriptive statements,
incorporating supportive evidences like photographs and pictures.
5. Findings.
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6. Reflections, suggestions on the project.
•

Write the structure on the chart/ BB

Stage IV: Writing the report (2 days – home work)
Stage V: Refining and Presenting the Report (2 periods)
•

Let one or two students present what they have written

•

Let them sit in groups and refine the report

•

Monitoring the group work by the teacher

•

Presentation by the groups

(The report will have various parts in it. Groups can divide these among the members so that
each member can present one part of it.)
Total four (4) periods are needed for processing the project in addition to homework.
Evaluation of projects and awarding grades
Any project involves both individual and group work; therefore, assessment has to take
care of both. Let us see what is the nature of work done by the individuals at various stages:
Individual Writing
1. The tools developed by the individual after the brain storming session.
2. The data collected and how it is entered in the notebook.
3. Individual report.
Individual oral performance
•

during the brain storming stages;

•

sharing in the group;

•

presentation of one part of the report;

We can use indicators like the following for the written work.
1. Tools: relevance, well-formed structures
2. Data collected: relevance of the data, comprehensiveness, well-formed structures
3. Report: the same indicators mentioned in the academic standards (appropriate title,
objective, scope, relevance- organization-analysis- using well-formed structures- using
cohesive devices – coherence – reflections or point of view)
We can use indicators like the following of oral work
•

ideas are conveyed

•

properly articulated

•

contextually relevant language used

The project carries 6 marks for the written work (preparation of tools 2; collection of data
and analysis-2, report writing-2) and 4 marks for oral responses during the process and presentation
of the report. Consider the indicators (written and oral) holistically and award marks accordingly.
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5

4

3

2

1

S.No.

Social Issues

Films and
theatre

Difficulties and
repressions of any social
reformer in his/her fight
against social evils.

Information about one’s
favourite actor.

How the modern gadgets
are influencing human
relations.

Human
Relations

Books
Biographies
Auto-biographies
Articles
Magazines
Internet

Internet
Newspapers
Weekly
Monthly
Magazines
Books
Biographies

Home visits

Cartoons, Pictorial story
books, Browse internet,
T.V/ Radio scripts.

How the writers create
humour in their work.

Wit and
Humour

Sources
Articles, News papers,
Magazines, Books
Autobiographies,
Biographies, Browse
internet , TV reports on
women

Title

Personality
Write about the women
Development who have excelled in their
lives though they may not
have come into lime light.

Theme

Type of
gadget

Before

Textbook page no.170

Table format

Interview
Questionnaire
NoteMaking

Work in
groups

Page no. 103 textbook

S.No.

Questionnaire/ Preparing Bio-data format
Interviews 1. Name
2. Physical features
3. His/ her entry into films
4. Good films to his/ her credit
(textbook page number 138).

Questionnaire/
Interviews

Format

Analyse the incidents.

Page no 30 textbook

Table format

After

Nature of Interpretation

NoteMaking

Works in
gruops

-

Interview/
questions

Group /
whole class

Groups

Tools

Mode of
Collection

An overview of the projects suggested for class 10

Prepare a short notes.

Completion of Bio-data
Discussion on specific
questions of a favourite
actor.

Report writing with own
opinions.

-

Prepare a biographical sketch
of a person Prepare a write up
and present it on women’s
day occasion.

Mode of presentation
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Title

Sources

Human
Rights

8

Individual
Work in
groups

Gender discrimination
and violation of human
rights as reported in
newspapers.
News papers
Articles
Magazines

Work in
groups

Festivals people celebrate Meeting the people
in one’s neighbourhood. Participate in local
festivals, occasions

Work in
groups

Mode of
Collection
Nature of Interpretation

Pasting pictures on a chart and write a
Note
note of it.
making
Interview
Questionnaire

Textbook page no.230

Questionnaire Format
Interview
participation

Table format
Interview/
Questionnaires
50
Item
Present Changes Causes
years
ago

Tools

Short notes
Essay
Write up
Sharing views to present
Debates
Speeches
Discussions

Write an essay
Group discussion
Give a speech

Write an essay on protection
of environment.
Give a speech to protect
environment.
Have a discussion in groups
to protect environment.

Mode of presentation

Everything should be evolved only through brainstorming.

carried out. This will give you an overall idea of the project. As suggested earlier none of the tools and table are to be prescribed.

This table contains titles of the projects, possible sources of data and the tools that may be required and the nature of work to be

Nation and
Diversity

Bio –diversity Talk to your grandparents Meet elderly people.
about life fifty years ago.
How were the plants,
animals and water bodies
cared for 50 years ago?

Theme

7

6

S.No.

UNIT
IV

Assessment Procedures

SCF 2011 proposes continuous and comprehensive assessment at all stages of learning: it is
continuous in the sense that it is a day-to-day activity and in this sense it is inseparable from the
learning process. It is comprehensive as it covers all aspects of learning and covers all the areas
of academic standards.
In summative assessment we cannot assess the progress of the learner in terms of his /her
oral performance. If the oral skills are left out, whatever assessment we carry out, it will not be
comprehensive. Moreover, we cannot cover all the areas of academic standards especially in
terms of the production of discourses. This is why we also go for formative assessment. This
type of assessment is formative and developmental as it contributes to the language development
of the learner. What is left out can be addressed in formative assessment.
In formative assessment the learner undergoes a process of learning as he can reflect on his
own performance. This is why we have included self assessment tools at the end of each unit in
the textbook. Self assessment also takes place when the learner collaborates with others at various
stages of classroom transaction.

4.1 Guidelines for Formative Assessment
We propose four tools for formative assessment.
1) Reflections
2) Written works
3) Project works
4) Slip test
Each tool carries 5 marks.

1. Reflections
Reading is one of the major inputs for language development. If we do not go for some kind
of focused interventions to facilitate reading skills, students will be reading their textbooks only.
(Earlier, it so happened that students did not read even the text books, but depended upon question
banks).There should be a mechanism to ensure that students are reading materials other than
textbook, develop their own perceptions on such materials and come out with their own reflections
on the reading experience both orally and in writing. Since there is also a question of social
auditing, we need to have evidences for the performance of the students in this regard. For the
oral performance, what the teacher records in her diary / notebook alone will provide the evidence.
In the case of written work the evidence will be available in the notebooks of the students.
How to facilitate reading
•

The teacher is suggested to provide reading materials such as library books, magazines,
articles, newspapers etc. to the learners twice in a formative period (there are four
formatives in an academic year).
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•

The learners should read the reading materials and write their reflections in their
notebook. (Student should maintain a separate notebook for writing reflections, project
work and slip test)

•

They will also be asked to present their reading experience orally (without looking at
the notebook) before the class.

(We may use indicators such as, stating the context, sequencing of ideas, well-formed
sentences, proper articulation for assessing the oral performance)
•

The teacher should check the written notes of the children and award marks for individual
writing based on the indicators included the academic standards.

(We can go for a few manageable indicators such as: states the context, sequencing of ideas,
well-formed sentences, personal opinions, at least 100-120 words (10-12 sentences)
•

Both oral and written performance carry 5 marks each. The teacher should maintain a
cumulative record for recording the individual performance. All the oral targeted
discourses can also be considered while awarding 5 marks under oral responses.

•

The average marks of all performances should be consolidated to 5 marks under
observation/ reflections.

•

Don’t discourage the learners if they commit some errors in their writing. However,
positive feedback may be given.

2. Written Works
The written works include the discourses written individually as part of classroom process,
the answers to the analytical questions assigned to the learners as home task, the textual exercises
such as vocabulary, grammar and study skills. Teachers have to ensure that children are writing
individually and not by copying from others.
We can go for the discourse indicators prioritizing a few distinctive indicators. There are a few
indicators that are common for all discourses. These are: coherence (link between sentences),
sequencing of ideas, well-formed sentences and writing conventions)

3. Project Work
A detailed section set aside in the handbook for discussing various pedagogical aspects
project work (see the Unit-III for details of project work).
Evaluation of projects and awarding grades
Any project involves both individual and group work; therefore, assessment has to take
care of both. Let us see, what is the nature of work done by the individuals at various stages:
Individual Writing
1. The tools developed by the individual after the brain storming session
2. The data collected and how it is entered in the notebook
3. Individual report
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Individual Oral performance
• during the brain storming stages
• sharing in the group
• presentation of one part of the report
We can use indicators like the following for the written work
1. Tools: relevance, well-formed structures
2. Data collected: relevance of the data, comprehensiveness, well-formed structures
3. Report: the same indicators mentioned in the academic standards ( appropriate title,
objective, scope, relevance- organization-analysis- using well-formed structures- using
cohesive devices – coherence – reflections or point of view)
We can use indicators like the following of oral work
• ideas are conveyed
• properly articulated
• contextually relevant language used
The project work carries 6 marks for the written work (Preparation of tools 2M; Collection
of data and analysis 2M; Report writing 2M) and 4 marks for the oral presentation (Responses
during the process and presentation of the report). Consider the indicators holistically and award
marks accordingly.

4. Slip Tests
Slip test is more or less similar to summative assessment but it is still different from the
former in terms of the following:
• There is no prior notice for conducting the slip test.
• It is done in a limited time (say, in a regular period of about 40 minutes).
• There are only limited numbers of tasks.
• The discourses that have been done in the formative period are considered for slip test.
• There is no printed question paper. The teacher can write the tasks on a chart and display
it or write the questions on the BB.
• There should be one discourse, one passage for reading comprehension and one item
from Vocabulary & Grammar.
• The slip tests should cover the discourses to prepare the students for summative tests.
• The teacher should record the slip test marks in a register and should consolidate the
marks during every formative period.
• Ensure that children do the tasks individually.
• Assess the written performance and provide feedback to the learners.
• Award marks based on indicators that are included in the academic standards under
written discourses.
• Record marks in the cumulative record.
The table given below show the marks awarded to a student for each area covered under
formative assessment.
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8

R
7

W
5

P

FA 1
R

15 6

S
5

W
9

P

FA 2
R

14 5

S
6

W

S

R

6 16 8

P

FA 3

8

W
7

P

FA 4
R

W

18 27 26

S

S

R

W

P

Reduction to
5 Marks
S

Total

27 63 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.93 14.13

P

Total
(4 Formatives)

Note 1: R-Reflections; W-Written works; P-Project work; S-Slip test,
2: To condense each item into 5 marks, divide the total marks under each area by 8 for 10 marks and by 16 for 20 marks.

Ramani

Bhargav

S.
Name of the student
No.

Formative Assessment - Cumulative Register

4.2 Guidelines for Summative Assessment
The summative question paper has to be prepared for 80 marks The question paper will
contain three sections namely, (A) Reading comprehension (B) Vocabulary & Grammar and (C)
Creative writing.

Section - A: Reading Comprehension (15 Marks in each paper)
2 passages are to be given for assessing reading comprehension. Of these, two will be from
class 10 textbook for paper 1 and two unseen passages for paper 2. The chosen text should be
from different genres i.e story, description, conversation, poem etc. targeted at this level. There
will be one 10 marks question and one 5 marks question for both paper 1 and paper 2 (seen and
unseen texts). The optimal length of the passage for 10 Marks question is 200 to 250 words and
for the 5 marks question it is 100 to 120 words. One among the 5 marks question should be from
a poem (either seen or unseen).

Q.
No.

Paper

Reading Comprehension for Paper I & II:
Text type

Marks
allotted

Nature of questions
Multiple
Choice

Very Short Answers

1-7

I

From the TB

10

4

3 Questions x 2 Marks each

8-12

I

From the TB

5

3

2 Questions x 1 mark each

1-7

II

Unseen

10

4

3 Questions x 2 Marks each

8-12

II

Unseen

5

3

2 Questions x 1 mark each

Note: In the case of seen texts (Sl.No. 1 and 2 above) the questions given in the textbook should
not be used. For short answer questions, for both seen and unseen texts two questions should be
analytical in nature and the other related to factual information.
In the case of multiple choice questions different variety can be used;
•

filling in the gaps from the given options.

•

answering to a question selecting the appropriate one from the given four options.

•

completing the sentence from the given options.

•

matching A and B parts, where more options will be given in B.

All the distracters should be equally challenging.
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Section - B: Vocabulary and Grammar (10 Marks in each paper)
This section will contain questions related to grammar and vocabulary which will be properly
contextualised by embedding them in appropriate discourses. Two (2) passages are to be given
under vocabulary and grammar both in paper I & II. Of these, textual passeges for paper I and
unseen passages for paper II. The chosen text should be from different genres i.e. story, description,
conversation, etc. targeted at this level. Each passage will contain 5 items with one mark each.

Text type

13-17

I

A passage from the TB

18-22

I

Marks
allotted

Q.
No.

Paper

Details of the passeges under Grammer & Vocabulary:

5

Editing a passage by identifying the errors and
writing the correct answers.

5

Cloze test: Filling the blanks/ replacing words
and phrases selecting from the given options.

Unseen passage

5

Writing the answers as directed.

Unseen passage

5

Cloze test: Filling the blanks/ replacing words
and phrases selecting from the given options.

(A, B and C Readings)

13-17

II

18-22

II

Nature of questions

A passage from the TB
(A, B and C Readings)

Note: The passages are for contextualising vocabulary and grammar items. The grammar and
vocabulary items will not be restricted to class 10 Textbook, but will be chosen even from the
lower classes.

Section - C: Creative Writing - Written Discourses (15 Marks in each paper)
This section will contain questions to assess the ability to write discourses specified for
class 10. There can be two categories of questions i.e. major discourses and minor discourses
1. Questions carrying 10 marks – writing major discourses with a ceiling of 120 to 150
words (15 to 20 lines). There will be internal choice in each question.
2. Questions carrying 5 marks – writing minor discourses with a ceiling of 50 to 80 words
(5 to 10 lines). There is no choice under this minor discourse.
Grouping of Discourses
The written discourses are divided into two groups i.e. Major discourses and Minor
discourses. In each group again divided into A and B.
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Major discourses:
Paper I (13 E)
Sl. No.
Group A
1
Story/ Narrative

Paper II (14 E)
Group B
Biography

2
3

Conversation
Description

Essay
Letter

4

Drama script/ Play

Report/ New report

5

Interview

Speech (script)

6

Choreography script

-

Minor discourses:
Paer II (14 E)

Paer I (13 E)

Sl. No.

Group A

Group B

1

Message

Poster

2

Notice

Invitation

3

Diary

Profile

In summative examination, in each paper there will be one question each from major and
minor discourses. Major discourses carry 10 marks each and minor discourse carries 5 marks
each. There will be an internal choice in major discourses but no choice in minor discourses. A
context must be provided for written discourses.
Note: All the discourses listed in the above table, in addition to the ones in the textbook should
be considered for formative assessment.
•

The contexts given for discourses that have been suggested in the Handbook/ Textbook
will not be repeated in the summative assessment; instead new contexts will be provided.
These will be either created from the A, B and C reading passages in the textbook or
from sources outside the TB.

•

The context for writing the discourses should be made explicit with the help of narratives,
conversations, pictures, diagrams (pie, bar) or a passage.

•

For each discourse, the indicators for assessment are to be specified.

Note: Along with question a key is to be prepared showing the correct answers and the relevant
indicators for discourses. Questions given in the textbook should not be used for summative
assessment. The test items given in one question paper should not be repeated in the consecutive
years.
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Q.
No.

Paper Nature of the
discourse

Nature of
choice

Marks
allotted

Details of the discourses

23

I

Major
discourses -A

Story/ narrative;Conversation;
Description; Drama script/ Play;
Interview and Choreography.

10

Internal
choice

24

I

Minor
discourses -A

Message; Notice and Diary.

5

No choice

II

Major
discourses -B

Biography; Essay; Report/ news
report; Letter and Speech (script)

10

Internal
choice

II

Minor
discourses -B

Poster; Invitation and Profile.

5

No choice

23
24

Paper I (13 E)

Academic
Standards

Question
Number

Source

Reading
Comprhension

1-7

TB (A.Reading)

A

B

Vocabulary &
Grammar

10

4

6

-

-

8 - 12 TB (B,C Reading)

5

3

2

-

-

Editing, (TB A, B, C Reading)

5

-

5

-

-

18 - 22 Cloze test (TB A, B, C Reading)

5

5

-

-

-

Major Discourses
(Group A)
TB independent

10

-

-

-

10

13 - 17

23
C

Creative
Writing
24

Paper II (14 E)

A

B

C

Reading
Comprhension
Vocabulary &
Grammar

Multiple Very
Short Essay
Marks Choice
Short Answer Type
Questions Answer

1-7

Minor Discourses
(Group A)
TB independent
Total
TB independent
passage

8 - 12 TB independent
Poem
13 - 17 TB independent as directed
TB independent 18 - 22 Cloze type

15

10

15
5

-

-

5

-

40

12

13

5

10

10

4

6

-

-

5

3

2

-

-

5

5

-

-

-

5

5

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

10

23

Major Discourses
(Group B)
TB independent

24

Minor Discourses
(Group B)
TB independent

5

-

-

5

-

Total

40

17

8

5

10

Creative
Writing

Section-wise
Total Marks

Section

Paper

Weightage Table

40
15

10

15

40

Note: There is an internal choice for the question number 23 under Section-C.
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13 (E)
4.3 Summative Assessment Model Question Paper - I
Class X - English
Time: 2 Hours 45 Minutes

Marks: 40

Note:
1. This question paper contains three sections (A, B and C).
2. 15 minutes time is allotted exclusively for reading the question paper and 2.30 hours for
writing the answers.
2. All the answers are to be written in the answer booklet only.
3. Students can make use of the last pages of the answer booklet for rough work, while answering
the discourses.

Section - A: Reading Comprehension
(Questions 1 – 7): Read the following excerpt from ‘The Storeyed House”
The news that Bayaji was building a storeyed house spread like a cry from the rooftops.
There was only one storeyed house in the village and that belonged to Kondiba Patil. That
Bayaji, an untouchable creature, should think of a rival storeyed house was too much for Kondiba
to bear. Others also murmured that the untouchables were forgetting their position.
Work on the foundation had started. Dattaram Vadar was given the contract of construction.
The foundation trenches were filled with mud, bits of stone and other fillings. Work progressed
with speed. One day Bayaji saw Kondiba coming towards him and greeted him. 'It's with your
blessings that I have ventured on this storeyed house.'
'Baiju, you shouldn't lose your head simply because you've set aside some money. Do you
aspire to an equal status with us by building this house? The poor should remain content with
their cottage, understand?' Kondiba remarked rather sharply.
'No Patil, please don't misunderstand me.' Bayaji was a little dizzy with nervousness.
'How do you say that? One should keep to one's position. You shouldn't let a little money
turn your head.'
'I only wish to build a shelter for my family. Then I shall be free to breathe my last.' Bayaji
answered.
'Who says you shouldn't have a house? You can have a small house with three convenient
portions, a veranda in the front and at the back and the living section in the middle. Why spend
unnecessarily on a storeyed house?' Patil gave his counsel.
'No, but……' Bayaji faltered.
'You may go in for a storeyed house only if you don't wish to stay in this village. I hope you
know what I mean.' Kondiba shot out as a warning and walked away. Other ruffians in the
village threatened Bayaji in a similar manner.
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Now, answer the following questions. Each question as four choices. Choose the correct
answer and write (A), (B), (C) or (D) in your answer booklet.

4x1=4 Marks

1. The people in the village were murmuring that the untouchables were forgetting
their positions because......................
A. the untouchables were not respecting the upper caste people.
B. the untouchables were earning money and were not ready to serve others.
C. the untouchables were behaving as if they were equal to the upper caste people.
D. Bayaji was constructing a storeyed house as that of Kondiba.
2. What do you mean by the word ‘us’, in the expression, ‘do you aspire to an equal
status with us by building this house’ ?
A. Kondiba and his family
B. All rich people
C. All Patils in the village
D. Kondiba and Dattaram Vadar
3. Why does Bayaji say, 'It's with your blessings that I have ventured on this storeyed
house’?
A. Kondiba has given some money to Bayaji to build a house.
B. Bajaji is expressing his humbleness.
C. Bayaji is seeking approval from Kondiba for constructing a big house.
D. Bayaji is trying to justify his decision to construct a big house.
4. What type of text is this passage?
A. Narrative
B. Description
C. Biographical sketch
D. Report
Answer the following questions in two or three sentences.

3x2=6 Marks

5. What does Bayaji mean by saying, ‘Then I shall be free to breathe my last?”
6. 'No, but……'Bayaji faltered. Why does the writer use the word falter in this context?
7. What would be the possible actions Kondiba intends to do by saying ‘You may go in for a
storeyed house only if you don't wish to stay in this village’?
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(Questions 8 – 12): Read the following passage.

5x1=5 Marks

“They came on a Wednesday,” said Sunday, “Many, many big lorries. They took all day
unloading them. No-one told us what was in them. They gave the Chief a brown paper bag - I
saw him smiling as the lorries drove away. This was five years ago. Then three months ago, one
of the brightest boys in the village - Thomas Agonyo - started university in Lagos. He came
home one weekend with a new Chemistry book, and spent all day looking at the drums and
writing things down and talking to himself and shaking his head. We all thought he had gone
mad. Then he called a meeting of the village and told us that the drums contained poisonous
chemicals. He said they had come from Italy. But I don't know where that is. Is it in Europe?”
Mr. Sunday Nana stopped, frowning, a troubled look on his face, "In the last five years, 13
people have died in this village, my own elder brother one of them. They have been in pain,
terrible pain. We have never seen deaths like that before. Lots of our children are sick. We have
asked the Government to take the drums away, but they do nothing. We have written to Italy, but
they do nothing. The Chief says we should move our houses to another place. But we have no
money to buy land. We have no choice. We have to stay here. “And they” ------ pointing to the
mountain of death in the clearing - "are our neighbours."
Now, answer the following questions. Each question has four choices. Choose the correct
answer and write (A), (B), (C) or (D) in your answer booklet.

3x1=3 Marks

8. What is the tone of the expression “They are our neighbours” ?
A. anger
B. agony
C. happiness
D. hatred
9. People in the village cannot move away because....................
A. they have no money
B. they cannot live in other places
C. they are emotionally attached to the place
D. they don’t trust the chief
10. “They came on Wednesday.” Who are “they” referred to?
A. the people who brought the drums
B. the big lorries
C. the big drums
D. the Italians
Now, answer the following questions in one or two sentences.

2x1=2 Marks

11. Why has Italy dumped the drums containing poisonous chemicals in Nana’s village?
12. Why hasn’t the African government taken way the drums in spite of the repeated
requests from the people?
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Section - B: Vocabulary & Grammar
(Questions 13 – 17): Read the passage given below. Five sentences in the passage are
numbered (13-17) at the beginning. Each of these sentences has an error. Correct and
rewrite them in the answer booklet.

5x1=5 marks

The Second World War broke out in 1939, when I was eight years old. (13) For reasons I
have never able to understand, a sudden demand for tamarind seeds erupted in the market. I
used to collect the seeds and sell them to a provision shop on Mosque Street. (14) A day's collection
would fetch to me the princely sum of one anna. My brother-in-law Jallaluddin would tell me
stories about the War which I would later attempt to trace in the headlines in Dinamani. Our area,
being isolated was completely unaffected by the War. (15) But soon India was forced join the
Allied Forces and something like a state of emergency was declared. The first casualty came in
the form of the suspension of the train halt at Rameswaram station. (16) The newspapers now
had to be bundle and throw out from the moving train on the Rameswaram Road between
Rameswaram and Dhanuskodi. (17) That forced my cousin Samsuddin, distributed newspapers
in Rameswaram, to look for a helping hand to catch the bundles and, as if naturally, I filled the
slot.
(Questions 18 – 22): Complete the passage choosing the right word from those given below
it. Each blank is numbered and for each blank has four choices (A), (B), (C) or (D) given.
Choose the correct answer from these choices and write (A), (B), (C) or (D) in your answer
booklet.

5x1=5 Marks

A young man asked Socrates ............. (18) secret to success. Socrates told the young man
to meet him near the river the next morning. They met. Socrates asked the young man to walk
with him toward the river. When the water got up to their neck, Socrates took the young man
.............(19) surprise and ducked him into the water. The boy struggled to get out but Socrates
was strong and kept him there until the boy started ............. (20) blue. Socrates pulled his head
out of the water and the first thing the young man did was to gasp and take a deep breath of air.
Socrates asked, “What ............. (21) you want the most when you were there?” The boy replied,
"Air." Socrates said, "That is the secret to success. When you want success as ............. (22) as
you wanted the air, then you will get it." There is no other secret ...
18. A) a

B) an

C) the

D) some

19. A) with

B) on

C) by

D) in

20. A) turn

B) turning

C) turns

D) turned

21. A) did

B) do

C) does

D) have

22. A) more badly

B) bad

C) badly

D) most badly
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Section - C : Creative Writing (Discourses)
(Question 23): Read the following story carefully.
It was winter. The ponds were all frozen. At the court, Akbar asked Birbal, "Tell me Birbal!
Will a man do anything for money?" Birbal replied, 'Yes'. The emperor ordered him to prove it.
The next day Birbal came to the court along with a poor Brahmin who merely had a penny
left with him. His family was starving. Birbal told the king that the Brahmin was ready to do
anything for the sake of money. The king ordered the Brahmin to be inside the frozen pond all
through the night without any attire if he needed money.
The poor Brahmin had no choice. The whole night he was inside the pond, shivering. He
returned to the durbar the next day to receive his reward. The king asked "Tell me Oh poor
Brahmin! How could you withstand the extreme temperature all through the night?" The innocent
Brahmin replied "I could see a faintly glowing light a kilometer away and I withstood with that
ray of light."
Akbar refused to pay the Brahmin his reward saying that he had got warmth from the light
and withstood the cold and that was cheating. The poor Brahmin could not argue with him and
so returned disappointed and bare-handed. Birbal tried to explain to the king but the king was in
no mood to listen to him.
The Brahmin reached home shivering with cold. At home his wife was waiting for him.
When he entered the house his wife came near him.
‘What happened to you, dear?’
What would be the conversation between the Brahmin and his wife?

10 Marks

OR
Describe the thoughts of the Brahmin when the King refused to pay him money.
(Question 24): Look at the picture given below. What do you see in it? Have you ever come
across children living in streets? What could be their problems? What can you do to help
them?

Now, write a notice exhorting your friends to raise funds for the welfare of street children
in the country.
5 Marks
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Key
Question (1 - 4)

: 1. D 2. A 3. C 4. A

Question (8 - 10)

: 8. B 9. A 10. A

Question (13 - 17) : 13. I have never been able to
14. fetch me
15. forced to join
16. to be bundled and thrown
17. my cousin Samsuddin who distributed.
Question (18 - 22) : 18. A 19. C. 20. B 21. A 22. C
Indicators for 1 mark and 2 marks questions:
1 mark - contextual relevant and proper structure sentence structure (1/2 mark each).
2 marks - contextual relevant and proper structure sentence structure (1 mark each).
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14 (E)
4.3 Summative Assessment Model Question Paper - II
Class X - English
Time: 2 Hours 45 Minutes

Marks: 40

Note:
1. This question paper contains three sections (A, B and C).
2. 15 minutes time is allotted exclusively for reading the question paper and 2.30 hours for
writing the answers.
2. All the answers are to be written in the answer booklet only.
3. Students can make use of the last pages of the answer booklet for rough work, while answering
the discourses.

Section - A: Reading Comprehension
(Questions 1 – 7): Read the following passage.
There was once a town in the heart of America where all life seemed to live in harmony
with its surroundings ... Even in winter the road-sides were places of beauty, where countless
birds came to feed on the berries and on the seed heads of the dried weeds rising above the snow.
Then a strange blight crept over the area and everything began to change. Some evil spell
had settled on the community: mysterious maladies swept the flocks of chickens; the cattle and
sheep sickened and died. Everywhere was a shadow of death.... There had been several sudden
and unexplained deaths, not only among adults but even among children, who would be stricken
suddenly while at play and die within a few hours. ...
There was a strange stillness... The birds, for example where had they gone? Many people
spoke of them, puzzled and disturbed. The feeding stations in the backyards were deserted...It
was a spring without voices; ... only silence lay over the fields and woods and marsh.
On the farms the hens brooded, but no chicks hatched. .. The apple trees were coming into
bloom but no bees droned among the blossoms, so there was no pollination and there would be
no fruit.
The roadsides, once so attractive, were now lined with browned and withered vegetation
as though swept by fire. These, too, were silent, deserted by all living things. Even the streams
were now lifeless. Anglers no longer visited them, for all the fish had died.
In the gutters under the eaves and between the shingles of the roofs, a white granular
powder still showed a few patches; some weeks before it had fallen like snow upon the roofs and
the lawns, the fields and streams.
No witchcraft, no enemy action had silenced the rebirth of new life in this stricken world.
The people had done it themselves.
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Now, answer the following questions. Each question as 4 choices. Choose the correct answer
and write (A), (B), (C) or (D) in your answer booklet.

4x1=4 Marks

1. What is the passage about?
A. a town in the heart of America
B. the unexplainable deaths of birds, animals and people
C. total environmental disaster caused by man
D. the deserted feeding stations in the backyard
2. Why were the apple trees not bearing fruit?
A. There was no water.
B. There were no trees.
C. There was no pollination.
D. There were no people to nurture.
3. The writer says that it was a spring without voices, because ..........
A. there were no bees and birds.
B. there were no trees.
C. fire destroyed the vegetation.
D. there were no living beings.
4. The expression ‘had silenced the rebirth of new life .........’ means
A. the possibility of new life had been taken away
B. animals and birds had been made silent
C. life on earth had been endangered
D. there had been drastic changes in the seasons
Answer in two or three sentences.

3x2=6 Marks

5. Why does the writer say that there was a shadow of death?
6. What according to you the white granular powder be?
7. The writer says, ‘People themselves are responsible for the disaster.’ Cite one example of
the disastrous action done by the people.
(Questions 8 – 12): Read the following poem.
If mice could roar
And elephants soar
And trees grow up in the sky;
If tigers could dine
On biscuits and wine,
And the fattest of men could fly!
If pebbles could sing
And bells never ring
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And teachers were lost in the post;
If a tortoise could run
And losses be won, and bullies be buttered on toast;
If a song bought a shower,
And gun grew a flower;
This world would be nicer than most.
– Ruskin Bond
Now, answer the following questions. Each question has four choices. Choose the correct
answer and write (A), (B), (C) or (D) in your answer booklet.

3x1=3 Marks

8. Which of the following do you think may be possible?
A. Tigers dining on biscuits and wine
B. Teachers losing in the post
C. Gun growing a flower
D. A song bringing a shower
9. Why has the poet used the expression “if ... the fattest of men could fly”?
A. to emphasize the point that man can never fly
B. to suggest that if a man is very thin he may be able to fly
C. to bring in an element of humour in the poem
D. to show that fattest men have several disadvantages
10. The expression “If … bullies (could) be buttered on toast” is used to suggest that:
A. bullies do not like to be buttered on toast
B. we need something to butter on toast
C. the poet does not like bullies
D. bullies being buttered on toast is something impossible
Answer the following quaetions one or two sentenses

2x1=2 Marks

11. What is the central idea of the poem?
12. Does the poet believe or not believe that the world could be made nicer than most?
Justify your answer.

Section - B: Vocabulary & Grammar
(Questions 13 – 17): Read the following conversation given below focusing on the parts
that are underlined and answer the questions given at the end as directed. Write the answers in your booklet.
5x1=5 Marks
Savitri established her credentials with 'Ardhangi' (1955) . She gave an exceptionally
(13) brilliant performance as a woman forced to marry a mentally retarded person. She nurses
him back to health. She also teaches a lesson to her in-laws who conspire against her husband.
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Savitri captured the audiences with her charm and magnificent (14) acting. She was able
to convey a wide range of feelings through her expressive eyes. Her mischievous look - it captivates anyone; the look of fake anger provokes, the look filled with real anger pierces the heart.
The look of passionate (15) while waiting for her lover; the pain filled look when her love fails;
the confident look that seems ready to face any situation, all these myriad emotions (16) are
hidden in her eyes.The dimensions are endless and pages can be filled to describe the magic
spell of her eyes (17).
13. Choose an appropriate synonym from among the given options.
A. abnormally

B. uncommonly

C. particularly

14. Choose an appropriate antonym from the giv
A. humble

B. mean

D. considerably

en options.

C. trivial

D. ordinary

C. passionated

D. passionable

15. Use the correct form of the word.
A. passion

B. passionately

16. The word myriad in the expression myriad emotions means.
A. different

B. innumerable

C. extraordinary

D. brilliant

17. Meaning of the expression ‘the magic spell of her eyes’.
A. Beware of the camera eyes

B. She has beautiful eyes

C. Everybody eyes at her beautiful clothes D. Her eyes filled with tears
(Questions 18 – 22): Complete the passage choosing the right word from those given below
it. Each blank is numbered and for each blank has four choices (A), (B), (C) or (D) given.
Choose the correct answer from these choices and write (A), (B), (C) or (D) in your answer
booklet.

5x1=5 Marks

Homework has been given to students to reinforce what they learn at school, and to help
them learn the material (18) …………… . (19) …………., too much homework is not helpful
and (20) ……. be counter- productive. Excessive amounts of time spent on completing homework
can (21) …………… the kid’s social life, family time and it limits their (22) ……………. in
sports and other activities.
18. (A) good

(B) better

(C) more better

(D) best

19. (A) tough

(B) however

(C) in addition

(D) therefore

20. (A) should

(B) must

(C) can

(D) would

21. (A) take away

(B) take back

(C) take down

(D) take off

22. (A) attachment

(B) dimension

(C) compulsion

(D) participation
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Section - C : Creative Writing (Discourses)
(Question 23): Look at the picture. You may write a news report on the accident. You may
make use of the following hints :

What did happen? Where did it happen ? When and how did it happen? Who were the
people affected?
10 Marks

OR
Imagine that you were one of the eye witnesses of the accident. Write a letter to your friend
about what you felt when you watched the accident.
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(Question 24):Look at the picture given below. Prepare a poster on making people aware
of the pollution caused by plastic.
5 Marks

Key
Questions (1 - 4): 1. C 2. C 3. C 4. A
Questions (8 - 10): 8. B 9. A 10. D
Questions (13 - 17): 13. A 14. D 15. A 16. B 17. C
Questions (18 - 22): 18. B 19. B 20. C 21. A 22. D
Indicators for 1 mark and 2 marks questions:
1 mark - contextual relevant and proper structure sentence structure (1/2 mark each).
2 marks - contextual relevant and proper structure sentence structure (1 mark each).
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Assessment Indicators for Creative Writing - Discourses
Major discourses - Group A
Narrative/ story:
1. containing a sequence of events and dialogues
2. evoking sensory perceptions and images
3. evoking emotions
4. writing about setting and other details
5. using characterization
6. maintaining coherence
7. reflecting point of view
8. using well-formed constructions
9. maintaining conventions of writing –spelling
10. using proper punctuations
Note: All indicators carry one mark each.
Conversation:
1. writing dialogues with five to ten exchanges
2. using proper sequence of exchanges
3. sustaining the conversation with social norms (being polite, reflecting relationships
etc.)
4. using discourse markers (well, precisely etc.)
5. using short responses and tags wherever necessary
6. using dialogues apt to the context
7. using appropriate cohesive devises
8. using well-formed constructions
9. maintaining conventions of writing – spelling
10. using proper punctuations
Note: All indicators (except 1) carry one mark each; indicator 1 carries 2 marks.
Description:
1. creating vivid images
2. using variety of sentence forms
3. proper sequencing of ideas (avoiding digression)
4. giving personal reflections on the event or persons
5. using appropriate cohesive devices such as pronouns, connectives etc.
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6. using syntactically well-formed constructions
7. using proper word forms (tense, aspects, PNG agreement markers, affixes)
8. maintaining conventions of writing –spelling
9. maintaining conventions of writing
(Note: All indicators (except 1) carry one mark each; indicator 1 carries 2 marks)
Drama script/ play:
1. Writing dialogues relevant to context.
2. Describing the feelings and emotions of the main characters.
3. Including the stage directions, moments and settings.
4. Continuing the dramatic conflict.
5. Maintaining proper beginning, rising actions and ending.
6. Suggesting costumes and props required.
7. Using discourse markers (well, precisely etc.)
8. Using well formed constructions (in the sentences)
9. Uses appropriate cohesive devises
10. Maintaining conventions of writing including spelling.
Interview:
1. Proper introduction/ context.
2. Relevant to the context/ theme.
3. Maintaining proper beginning..
4. Using discourse markers.
5. Using well formed construction.
6. Appropriate language.
7. Appropriate questions (no. of exchanges).
8. Framing questions with relevance to the responses (appropriateness).
9. Maintaining sequence in interaction.
10. Appropriate closing/ ending the interview.
Choreography script:
1. Identification of the main theme and stanza-wise themes.
2. Bringing out a single and multiple themes.
3. Identification and sequence of actions of the main characters.
4. Identification and sequence of the actions of the chorus.
5. Maintaining proper layout of the script.
* Each indicator carries 2 marks.
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Major discourses - Group B
Biography:
1. Presenting the details of the person.
2. Presenting relevant ideas and information.
3. Organizing the information and data.
4. Considering reflections, thoughts and feelings.
5. Quote anecdotes, events and achievements of the person.
6. Maintaining coherence.
7. Using cohesive devises.
8. Using well formed construction.
9. Maintaining conventions of writing.
Note: All indicators except 5 carry 1 mark each; Indicator 5 carries 2 marks.
Essay:
1. Writing suitable title and introduction.
2. Making appropriate thesis statement.
3. Maintaining appropriate paragraphing with main ideas.
4. Providing supporting details and examples.
5. Organizing of ideas and use of cohesive devises.
6. Maintaining coherence.
7. Presenting a point of view.
8. Giving appropriate ending.
9. Using well formed constructions.
10. Maintaining conventions of writing.
Personal/ informal letter:
1. using language appropriate to the context
2. using appropriate format, layout
3. using appropriate conventions (salutation, endorsement, etc.)
4. expressing ideas sequentially
5. using persuasive language
6. maintaining coherence
7. reflecting relationship
8. using well-formed constructions
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9. maintaining conventions of writing –spelling
10. using proper punctuations
Note: All indicators carry one mark each.
News report
1. Using appropriate headline.
2. Writing appropriate lead sentence.
3. Presenting the body of the news (the gist).
4. Organizing the information.
5. Putting the events in a logical order.
6. Using cohesive devises.
7. Using appropriate language (reporting style, passiviziation, appropriate tense etc.)
8. Maintaining appropriate paragraphing and sub-heads.
9. Presenting a point of view.
10. Using well formed construction.
Speech
1. contextual relevance
2. organisation of ideas
3. use of argumentative/ persuasive/ interactive language
4. use of discourse markers
5. citation of examples, quotations etc
6. coherence
7. presenting a point of view
8. using well-formed constructions
9. using proper word form
10. maintaining conventions of writing
(Note: All indicators carry 1 mark each)

Minor discourses - Group A
Message:
1. Presenting relevant ideas and context.
2. Maintaining brevity.
3. Using appropriate language to the context.
4. Using well formed sentences/ structures.
5. Maintaining conventions of writing (including spelling)
Note: All indicators carry one mark each
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Notice:
1. showing the context
2. using appropriate format, layout and design
3. using persuasive language
4. organization
5. using well-formed constructions
Diary:
1. using expression of personal reflections, thoughts and feelings
2. using language appropriate to the mood
3. self criticism and future plans
4. coherence
5. using well-formed structures
(Note: All indicators carry one point each.)

Minor discourses - Group B
Poster:
1. showing the context (occasions and purposes)
2. using appropriate format, layout and design
3. maintaining brevity
4. using rhythmic language
5. using well-formed constructions
Note: All indicators carry one point each.
Invitation
1. Showing the context (occasion, event details and purpose).
2. Using appropriate format, layout and design.
3. Maintaining brevity.
4. Using persuasive language.
5. Use well formed construction.
Profile
1. Giving necessary details of the person.
2. Presenting relevant ideas and presentation.
3. Organization of the data.
4. Using appropriate cohesive devises.
5. Using well formed sentences.
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UNIT
V

Construction of Formal Grammar

Introduction
In this section we would like to introduce to you a different kind of grammar which sometimes
you may not be familiar with and the discussions presented here do not presuppose your knowledge
of any type of formal grammar you may have learnt. The intention is to give you some insight on
how language works in the human brain. The modules of grammar presented here have been
developed based on Chomskyan model of Transformational generative Grammar.
Chomsky has made a distinction between ‘E-language’ and ‘I-language’ E-language is
‘external’ to the learner. It is the kind of grammar one finds in school grammar books. On the
other hand, I-language is ‘internal’ to the learner. It is language that is stored in the mind. The
distinction is marked in the way grammar is taught. The E-language approach sees grammar as
a linear sequence of ‘patterns’ or ‘structures’ which are accumulated progressively over time.
The I-language approach sees grammar as knowledge in the mind in the form of rules or principles
which allow learners to generate countless novel utterances and to evaluate the grammaticality
of the sentences others produce (cf. Cook, 1988). This distinction is largely ignored in even the
most recent grammar books for teaching purposes. The examples, explanation, exercises, sequence
reflects the traditional instructional cycle, PPP (i.e. Presentation, Practice, and Production). These
‘accumulated units’ (Rutherford, 1987) are clearly E-language.
It is assumed that by virtue of the shift in pedagogy from the fragmentary to holistic treatment
of language the learners will have acquired the second language by the time they reach the
secondary level. Therefore, there is no need to teach formal grammar at the primary level.
However, TBs in primary classes do contain some lessons on grammar. They have been introduced
to make the learners develop some amount of familiarity with metalanguage.
Since formal grammar is a knowledge system by itself we have to explore how best we can
help the learners to experience the process of ‘grammaring’. They need to know how English
grammar works. They have to discover how the various grammatical systems (such as tense,
aspect, mood, modality, and voice) operate and interact, and the main task of facilitating the
learning of grammar should be to show “how to create the right conditions for students to ‘uncover’
grammar” (Thornbury, 2001). Most importantly, students must explore the meaning-making
function of grammar, and find out how various notions, relationships, and shifts of focus are
‘grammared’ in English.
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It is not enough for students to be able to perform mechanical operations such as transforming
sentences from the active to the passive. They have to be sensitised to the process of passivisation
and its functions in discourse. Likewise, it is not enough to drill students on the formation of
relative clauses; they have to understand the process of relativisation and its role in the noun
phrase. It is not enough to imagine that learning English grammar is a matter of mastering the
tenses one by one, without developing a feeling for tense harmonisation, and noticing how tense
and aspect overlap and enable us to express a wide range of concepts, both temporal and nontemporal. In a word, grammar teaching cannot be equated with the progressive mastery of discrete
units of structure, but with the process of understanding and internalising rule systems, and then
out-performing one’s emerging ‘internal’ grammar, a process Thornbury (2001) calls ‘grammaring’
and Rutherford (1987) ‘grammaticization’.
The crucial pedagogic issue is ‘what could be the right input for the L2 learner to reset the
parameters? This takes us back to the claim that we cannot go for fragmentary approach to
language teaching in terms of structures and vocabulary, but have to have a holistic approach in
terms of discourses which the learners can make sense of. This in a way captures what Krashen
puts as ‘comprehensible input’. We propose a process oriented approach grammar where the
learners will analyze a given corpus of language and discover various grammatical phenomena
in operation. For this, an inductive approach to grammar learning will be necessary which will
also be in conformity with the norms of the constructivist pedagogy.
The curriculum, syllabi and textbooks have been developed and are meant to be transacted
in tune with social constructivism and critical pedagogy. Construction of knowledge has to take
place at all levels of learning and in all domains of knowledge. This implies that we cannot stuff
the learners with lots and lots of information pertaining to grammar. Grammatical concepts are
to be constructed by the learners by analysing a certain body of linguistic data available from the
discourses and categorizing them in specific ways. The general processes of the constructivist
classroom will be retained intact for facilitating concept attainment in the realm of grammar.
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5.1 Constructing Formal Grammar Part-I
Module 1: The Constituents of a Sentence
Read the following passage:
The Indian film industry has completed a hundred years in the year 2013. It is a fitting
tribute to the world of cinema to recollect our favourite films, producers, directors, actors, and
music and art directors. Telugu audiences are proud of many great producers, directors and
artistes. Savitri is one such prestigious artiste. Ever since she was eight, she evinced interest in
learning dance. Later she associated herself with the theatre. She formed a theatre organization
as well. She had little difficulty in entering the film field. When Savitri was twelve, she was
offered a role in the film, Agnipareeksha, but was finally dropped as she looked too young for
the role.
Activity 1
Look at the following sentence:
The Indian film industry has completed a hundred years in the year 2013.
Suppose you want to split this sentence into two meaningful parts. Where will you split?
•

Where will you split the other sentences in the passage?

•

What are your observations on the sentences that you were able to split?

•

Can all sentences be split in this manner?

Possible generalizations:
1. The sentence given above can be split into two parts.
The Indian film industry

– (part-1)

has completed a hundred years in the year 2013.

– (part-2)

2. The other sentences in the passage can also be split in this manner.
Activity 2
1. Can we split all sentences (including questions) in this manner?
2. How are these two parts related?
3. What does the first part contain? What does the second part contain? (i.e. the essential
elements in the first and second parts)
4. What is the naming part of the sentence? What is the telling part of the sentence?
5. What name will you give to the two parts?
Possible generalizations:
1. Most sentences (that are statements) can be split into two parts.
2. The two parts of the sentence are thematically related to one another.
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3. The first part talks about someone or something. This part of the sentence is called the
subject.
4. The second part says about the first part. This part is called the predicate.
Activity 3
Consider the first sentence once again
The Indian film industry

has completed a hundred years in the year 2013.

Subject

predicate

1. If we want to split the two parts further where will you split them?
2. Where will you split till you get individual words?
3. What is your rationale for each split that you have made?
4. Can you diagrammatically represent the cuts you have made at various levels?
Possible generalizations:
1. The expression The Indian film industry contains four words but these three words
stand together as a single unit.
2. Within this unit, the meaning relationship between Indian and film industry is stronger
than the relationship between The and Indian. Therefore we can split The Indian film
industry into two parts namely, The and Indian film industry.
3. The expression The Indian film industry can be split into Indian and film industry.
The phrase film industry can be further split into film and industry.
4. Similarly, in the expression has completed a hundred years in the year 2013 the group
of words that appear after has completed can stand as a single unit. Therefore, we can
split has completed from the rest of the expression.
5. In the expression a hundred years in the year 2013 the group of words a hundred
years can stand as an independent unit. Therefore, we can separate this part from the
rest of the expression.
6. The relationship between hundred and years is stronger than the relationship between
a and hundred. Therefore, we can split a hundred years into a and hundred years.
7. The expression, hundred years can be split into hundred and years.
8. Within the expression in the year 2013 the group of words the year 2013 can stand as
as an independent unit. So, we can separate in and the year 2013.
9. Similarly, the expression the year 2013 can be split into the and year 2013. The
expression year 21013 can be split into year and 2013.
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•

The several cuts we have made have been represented in the diagram given below:
The Indian film industry has completed a hundred years in the year 2013

The Indian film industry

The

has completed a hundred years in the year 2013

Indian film industry

Indian film industry

film

has

has completed

completed

a hundred years in the year 2013

a hundred years

in the year 2013

industry

in
a

hundred years
hundred

years

the year 2013
the

year 2013
year

2013

Activity 4
Now try dividing the other sentences also into their constituents.

Module 2: Word Classes
Read the following passage:
The drunken potter did not notice the difference between the donkey and a tiger. He kicked
and beat the sleeping tiger. He then jumped onto the frightened animal’s back, rode it home, and
then tied it up with the iron chain. Next morning the villagers who passed the potter’s house
looked in amazement at the tiger tied to the tree. Soon the news spread throughout the village
that the potter had caught a tiger and The tied it to a tree in his yard. All the villagers praised his
courage. They also thanked him because the tiger had eaten many of their goats and buffaloes.
They had tried to catch him for many years but had failed. Of course, the potter said that he had
done nothing of the sort. He said that he had only brought his donkey home. He did not understand
how a donkey could change into a tiger! When he saw the tiger, he fainted.
Nobody, however, believed the potter’s story. The villagers even praised him for being
modest. Soon the potter became famous. Everybody who met him called him the brave potter.
The simple potter himself never understood why.
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Activity – 1
1. There are several words in the passage? Do all of them belong to the same class?
2. If you want to classify them how will you do it? Draw as many columns you think will
be necessary.
Possible generalizations:
1. The words in the passage belong to different classes.
2. Words like potter, difference, donkey, tiger, animal, back, home, chain, tree, news,
villagers, village, yard, courage, .. etc. belong to Group 1.
3. Words like notice, kicked, beat, jumped, rode, looked, apread, done, eaten, catch,
change, understood, …etc. belong to Group 2.
4. Words like drunken, sleeping, frightened, famous, brave, simple, etc. belong to
Group3.
5. Words like only, soon, even, never, then, etc. make group 4.
6. Group 5 comprises of words like between, onto, in, throughout, to, of, for, into, etc.
7. Group 6 consists of words like the and a.
8. Words like did not, had, could belong to Group 7.
9. Words like many, every, belong to Group 8.
10. Words like he, they, it, make Group 9.
11. The word and, because, but, etc. belong to Group 10.
Activity 2
1. What are the word classes that allow additions?
2. What are the word classes that do not allow additions?
3. Can you name the classes of words that you have identified?
4. What are the other observations that you can make?
Possible generalizations:
1. Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 are word classes that allow additions.
2. Groups 5 to 10 are word classes that do not allow additions.
3. The word classes that allow additions have rich meaning content.
4. The word classes that do not allow additions have relatively poor meaning content.
5. Group 1 are Nouns
6. Group 2 are Verbs
7. Group 3 are Adjectives
8. Group 4 are Adverbs
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9. Group 5 are prepositions
10. Group 6 are articles
11. Group 7 are auxiliary verbs
12. Group 8 are quantifiers
13. Group 9 are pronouns.
14. Group 10 are conjunctions

Module 3: Nouns
•

Consider the words underlined in the following passage.

Other significant features of India’s cultural unity are the variety, colour and the emotional
richness of its dances. The country abounds in tribal dances, old-dances as well as classical
dances of great virtuosity. Throughout India, need is regarded not merely as an accompaniment
to social intercourse, but also as a mode of aesthetic expression and spiritual realization.
The great symbol of dance is Shiva, the Cosmic Dancer, depicted in sculpture and poetry as
Nataraja. Similarly, the classical theatre in India has a history of more than two thousand years.
It was performed in palaces and in temples. The classical plays combined music and dance.
Tragedy was, and is, still discouraged otherwise; the range of themes covered is wide.
It is this strand of cultural unity running through the country that we are heir to, and to
which people in the West are increasingly turning now. It is up to the younger generation to
uphold this torch of cultural unity for the rest of the world to see, follow and emulate, and not get
dazed by the superficial prosperity and material achievement of the West, where man has set
foot on the Moon in his quest for space travel, but finds himself isolated in his own society and
community.
Activity 1
1. You know that the above words belong to a group that allows additions. You have
named them as Nouns. What are the common features of the words?
2. Do their forms change?
3. The passage contains a few words like it, its, we, himself, his, etc. What do these
words stand for?
4. What are your observations on the group of words consisting of the words underlined
and those that precede them?
Possible generalizations:
1. These words refer to the names of things, persons or places (e.g., India, Shiva, Dancer,
theatre, torch etc.).
2. Some words stand for countable things (e.g., colour, expression etc.).
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3. Some words stand for uncountable things (e.g., unity, prosperity, richness etc.)
4. The words that refer to countable things take –s after them when they show more than
one (e.g. years, plays, themes etc.).
5. – s is added to show possessions (e.g. India’s).
6. Sometimes these words are preceded by words like a, an, the. (e.g., a history, an
accompaniment, the country).
7. In some cases these words are preceded by some qualifying words (e.g., the cosmic
dancer, the classical plays etc.).
8. These words can be substituted by words like (he, she, it, they etc.).
9. Sometimes these words are preceded by words like this (e.g., this torch).
10. The group of words consisting of the words underlined and those that precede them
together act like a single unit.
11. Words with the properties we have analyzed are called Nouns.

Module 4: Verbs
Activity 1
Read the passage. Study the words underlined.
When we were babies, we breathed perfectly. Watch a baby breathing. You will see her
belly expand as she drinks in a nice full dose of air and you will see her body relax as she releases
the exhale effortlessly. It is a beautiful thing! Now watch how a teenager breathes. Can you
detect any motion in her body at all? How do we breathe now? What has happened here? I would
like to share with you all my thoughts about the process of breathing and how it affects our
wellness at all levels. Of co urse nobody has to tell us how to breathe. We breathe naturally
without being aware that we are breathing.
1. Do these words belong to the same group of words labeled as Nouns or of those words
that precede nouns?
2. Do you think the words underlined in the passage can be further classified? If so, how
and why?
3. What are your observations on the various forms of the word breathe as can be seen in
the passage?
4. Do the other words also have different forms like the word breathe?
5. Consider sentences (a) through (e):
a. We breathe naturally.
b. Now watch how a teenager breathes.
c. When we were babies, we breathed perfectly.
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d.

… nobody has to tell us how to breathe’

e.

How do we breathe now?

What according to you are the reasons for the change in the form of the word ‘breathe’?
6. Both the words breathed in ‘… we breathed perfectly’ and ‘happened’ in ‘What has
happened here?’ contain the suffix – ed. What are your observations on these words?
7. What are your observations on the word breathing in the following sentences?
a. Watch a baby breathing.
b. I would like to share with you all my thoughts about the process of breathing.
c. We breathe naturally without being aware that we are breathing.
8. What do these words describe?
Possible generalizations:
1. These words talk about an action or an event (e.g. breathe).
2. Some words refer to a state of someone or something (e.g. is).
3. These words take different forms. For example the word ‘breathe’ has forms like:
breathes, breathing, breathe, breathed, (to) breathe; this is true of the other words as
well.
4. They can be in an infinite form by having ‘to’ before them. For e.g. to breathe, to share.
5. They will take an inflection (-s) which stands for present tense and also for third person
singular (as exemplified in 5 (b); in example 5 (a) we see the uninflected present tense
form of the verb.
6. In 5 (c) the word is inflected by Past tense.
7. In 5 (d) the word is preceded by to and is not inflected by anything
8. In 5 (e) the word appears after the helping verb do
9. Breathe in ‘we breathed perfectly is inflected by the past tense as indicated by the suffix
–ed whereas the –ed we see in happened (in ‘What has happened?’) is preceded by the
word have.
10. In 7(a) the word breathing acts like a post-nominal (i.e. appearing after a noun) adjective
whereas it is a noun in 7(b). In 7 (c) the –ing form of the word is preceded by a form of
be (i.e., are).
11. Words with these properties are labeled as Verbs.

Module 5: Adverbs
Activity 1
Read the following passage paying attention to the words given in bold.
In the first and second year I was a good student. After I reached the third standard, I simply
lost interest and I never studied. I used to be interested in games, running around, playing jokes
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and pranks on others. I would copy in class during exam times. I would try to get hold of the
examination paper that had been prepared and study it, as I could not remember things that had
been taught to me in class.
However, later, one sentence spoken to me by my Principal changed my life. When I
approached my eleventh standard, the Principal called me and said, “Look here, Son. I have
been seeing you from day one. You are a good student, but you never studied. I have taken care
of you till today. Now, I can no longer take care of you, so you do it yourself.”
He talked to me for five minutes, “You don’t have your father, your mother has worked so
hard to bring you up and paid all your fees all these years but you have only played games. Now
you should rise to the occasion and study.”
I used to be a very good sportsman. I had been the senior champion for so many years and
I also was the cricket captain. I used to play every game, but that year I did not step out onto the
field. I would go for prayers and all I would do was eat and study. I normally used to copy and
pass, but I realised that once I was in SSC, I could not do that.
Activity 1
1. Read the bold-lettered words. Find out the words to which these bold - lettered words
are associated.
2. What are your observations on the suffixes of some of these words?
Possible generalizations:
1. These words indicate certain qualitative aspects of the action stated in the sentence
such as time of action (e.g. today, now, etc.), place of action (e.g. here) or manner of
action (e.g. around, normally, etc.)
2. Sometimes these words appear before adjectives (e.g. very good).
3. Some words under this category have the suffix –ly. (simply, normally, etc.)
4. Words like so, quite, much can appear before these words to indicate the intensity of
the quality of action (e.g. so hard, so many).
5. Like adjectives these words have degrees of comparison (hard, harder, hardest).
6. After some of these words an entire sentence can appear.
7. Words with the properties stated above are called Adverbs.
8. Sometimes words like in, of, by, etc. and the group of words that follow it also indicate
certain qualitative aspects of the action (e.g. in my work).

Module 6: Noun Phrase
•

Read the following passage paying attention to the parts that are underlined.

Ajay and his sister Amala decide they want a dog. There is a pet shop here. If we walk
from here to the bus stand, it is the first shop that we can see.
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“I don’t think we will get a dog from that shop,’ said Amala.
“Why?”
“It is a very small pet store that doesn’t have many animals.”
“I’m sure there will be some animals and birds there.”
“Let’s see.”
One fine morning, they decided to head down to the local pet store and have a look around.
The owner of the shop is a nice old gentle man named Mr.Rao. He walks over and greets
Ajay and Amala.
“How can I help you?” he asks.
“We would like to buy a dog,” Amala responds. ‘Do you have dogs in this shop?’
“Ah, well, we are not a big pet shop,” Mr.Rao tells her. “My shop has two dogs to choose
from.”
They ask Mr.Rao to show them the dogs.
He leads them to the back of the store where the two dogs are. One of them is a very big
bulldog named Buster. The other is a very tiny Chihuahua named Teacup.
Activity 1
Observe the underlined parts of the passage.
1. Which word in each expression makes more sense in understanding the sentence? List
them.
2. To which class of words do they belong?
3. What do the other words convey? / What is the function of the other words?
4. Where are they placed?
5. Observe the expressions – ‘the local pet store’, ‘a look’, and ‘a nice old man’. What do
they begin with?
6. Do all the nouns begin with an article?
7. Are all nouns preceded by other words?
8. Do you find any sequence in the words before the nouns? Note it down.
9. The passage contains a few pronouns (e.g., it, they, he, we, etc.). What do these words
stand for in the given passage?
10. What are your observations on the following expressions?
a. this/ that shop
b. my shop
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c. the shop
d. *the this/my shop
e. *the/this my shop
f.

*my/the/this shop

11. How will you diagrammatically represent the following expressions?
a. a very small pet store
b. a nice old gentleman
c. the first shop
d. some animals
Generalizations
1. Nouns are the main words in the underlined expressions.
2. We also find articles (a, an, the) before some of them.
3. The remaining words either qualify (e.g., nice, big, etc.) or quantify (e.g., two) the
nouns.
4. All these words appear before the noun: Articles, demonstrative pronouns (e.g., this;
that) and possessive pronouns.
5. They appear in a sequence.
6. Examples 10 (a) through (f) show that articles (a/an, the), possessive pronouns (e.g.,
my, his) and demonstrative pronouns (e.g., this, that) cannot co-occur; only one of these
elements can appear in the sequence of words that appear before the noun. These
categories together are called as Determiners.
7. Determiners are followed by ordinals (e.g., first, last etc.), numerals (e.g., two), adjectives
(e.g., nice, big, etc.), classifiers (e.g., pet) and the noun.
8. There can be a series of adjectives in the sequence.
9. Sometimes quantifiers appear in the sequence (e.g., many, some ).
10. These sets of words with a noun as a main word are called Noun Phrases.
11. Pronouns substitute the whole Noun Phrase and not just the noun only.
12. The Noun is the only essential element in the sequence; the other elements are optional.
The noun is the Head of the Noun Phrase.
13. The structure of the expressions in 11 can be represented as follows:
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a. a very small pet shop
Noun Phrase (NP)

Determiner

Article

Adj. Phrase

Intensifier

very

Classifier

Noun

pet

shop

Adj

small

b. a nice old gentle man
NP

Det
a

Adj.
nice

Adj

Adj

N

old

gentle

man

c. the first shop
NP
Det

Ordinal

N

the

first

shop

d. some animals
NP
Quantifier
some

N
animals

Activity 2
1. Consider the following expressions. What are your observations on these examples?
a. the owner of the shop
b. a very small pet store that doesn’t have many animals
2. Which is the Head Noun in these expressions?
3. What are the elements that follow the Noun?
4. What is the internal structure of these structures?
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Possible generalizations:
1. Each of these expressios stand as a single unit.
2. In the expression the owner of the shop in 1 (a) the Head Noun owner is followed by a
preposition which in turn is followed by another Noun Phrase (i.e. the shop).
3. In the expression a very small pet store that doesn’t have many animals in 1(b) the
Head Noun store is followed by a group of words that look like a sentence beginning
with the pronoun that (i.e., that doesn’t have many animals).
4. The preposition together with the Noun Phrase that follows it is called the Prepositional
Phrase.
5. The group of words beginning with that in 1(b) is known as a relative clause; that in the
sequence that doesn’t have many animals is known as the relative pronoun.
6. The structure of each of these expressions is shown below:
a. the owner of the shop
NP

NP

Det

the

Prep. Phrase (PP)

N

Preposition (P)

owner

NP

of

Det

N

the

shop

b. a very small pet store that doesn’t have many animals
NP
NP
a very small pet store

Rel. Clause
that doesn’t have many animals

Note: several details are omitted here for convenience.
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7. As can be seen in the diagrams these Noun Phrases have a complex internal structure as
structures like PP and Rel. Clause are embedded in it.
(We will analyze the internal structure of the Rel. Clause later.)
Activity 3
Continue reading the story focusing on the Noun Phrases and the Prepositional Phrases in the
Text.
Amala wants Teacup. Ajay wants Buster. They walk outside to discuss.
They can’t agree on a dog. Amala suggests they race home for it. The winner of the race
chooses the dog. Ajay agrees, then tells Amala her shoelace is untied. When Amala looks down,
he runs off and gets a head start.
Ajay runs as hard as he can. He really wants that bulldog. He looks back. Amala is so far
behind he can’t even see her. Ajay finally gets home. He is tired but he is happy. He knows he is
the winner.
Amala arrives a few minutes after Ajay. She congratulates him. They return to the pet store
to purchase Buster the bulldog. However, when they arrive they only see Teacup the Chihuahua.
They ask Mr. Rao where Buster is.
Mr. Rao gives the details. He explains that a few minutes after Amala and Ajay leave, two
boys walk in and buy the bulldog.
Ajay looks at Amala, and she holds back a smile. Ajay sighs. He turns back to Mr.Rao.
“Sometimes you win the race, but not the prize!” Ajay smiles sadly. “We’ll take the chihuahua,
please.”
1. Consider the following sentences that contain prepositional phrases. What are your
observations on the positions in which they appear in the various sentences?
2. Look for a complex NP in the Text and represent its structure diagrammatically. Give
full details of the structure.
Possible Generalizations:
1. Some of the Prepositional Phrases are embedded in the NP (i.e., they appear within the
NP structure).
E.g. the winner of the race; a few minutes after Ajay.
2. The other PP’s are outside the NP structure.
E.g., on a dog; for it; to the pet store; to Mr. Rao.
3. Here is the structure of the complex NP, the winner of the race
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NP

NP

PP

Det

N

the

winner

of

NP

Det

N

the

race

Activity 4
Read the following passage and identify the NP structures and the other structures embedded in
them.
Lingam is a naughty boy, studying in sixth class. One day, he wanted to play a prank on
his little sister Sunitha. He stealthily went into her room which was open. He looked around and
suddenly found something… The doll lying on the bed is Sunitha’s favourite. “I’ll hide it
somewhere,” he said to himself and grabbed the doll. He hid it in the cupboard, under the old
pillows. After sometime, Sunitha came into her room. To her surprise, she found that the doll
which she had put on the bed was missing. She immediately suspected Lingam. Anger rose on
her pale face.
“I should do something to get my doll back,” she thought, “I’ll hide something that he likes
most.”
With these thoughts the anger on her face slowly faded away.
1. Consider the NP’s
a. a naughty boy studying in sixth class
b. the doll which she had put on the bed
2. Which is the Head Noun in these NP’s?
3. What are the different phrases embedded in these complex NP structures?
4. Draw the diagrams showing the internal structure of these NP’s
Possible Generalizations:
1. An NP may sometimes contain other structures like NPs, PPs and Adj. Phrases, Relative
clauses (i.e., several NPs and PPs may be embedded into one NP).
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2. The NP in 1(a) has another NP embedded in it which has an adjectival function.
3. The NP in 1(b) has an embedded relative clause which too has an adjectival function.
4. The Rel. Clause has the structure of a sentence (S).
5. The structures of these NP’s can be represented as shown below:
a.

a naughty boy studying in sixth class
NP
NP

NP
N

a naughty boy

studying

PP
P
in

NP
sixth class

b.

the doll which she had put on the bed
NP
NP
the doll
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which

S
NP

VP

she

had put on the bed
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5.2 Construction of Formal Grammar Part-II
Module 1: The Structure of a Sentence
Activity 1
Read the following passage:
The Policeman on the beat moved up the avenue impressively. The impressiveness was habitual,
not for show, for spectators were few. The time was barely 10 o’clock at night, but chilly gusts of wind
with a taste of rain in them had de-peopled the streets.
1. You know that a sentence contains the subject and the predicate. Which structure does
function as Subject?
2. What does appear after the word / group of words which functions as the subject in each of
the sentences in the passage?
3. What difference do you find in the structure of the predicate in the following examples?
a. The Policeman on the beat / moved up the avenue impressively.
b. … chilly gusts of wind with a taste of rain in them had de-peopled the streets.
4. Which structure does function as the predicate?
5. What are the structures that you can identify in the predicate part of the following sentences?
a. The Policeman on the beat moved up the avenue impressively.
b. The time was barely 10 o’clock at night but chilly gusts of wind with a taste of rain in
them had de-peopled the streets.
6. What are your observations on the function of the elements that appear after the Verb in each
of these examples?
7. What is the structure of the Sentence in 3 (b)?
Possible generalizations:
1.

The subject of the sentence is a Noun Phrase (NP).

2.

The subject NP is followed by a group of words beginning with a verb.

3.

In 3 (a) the predicate contains a single Verb; in 5 (b) the predicate contains two verbal
elements; the first one is an Auxiliary verb (had) and the second one is the main verb (depeopled).

4.

What functions as the predicate is a Verb Phrase (VP).

5.

There are two sentences linked by the conjunction but in 5 (b).

6.

The NP The time functions as the Subject of the first sentence in 5 (b). The NP chilly gusts of
wind with a taste of rain in them functions as the Subject of the second sentence in 5 (b).

5.

The VP moved up the avenue impressively in 5 (a) contains the NP the avenue and the
Adverb impressively. This NP functions as the complement of the Verb. The adverb
impressively is an Adjunct as it is not an essential part of the sentence structure.

6.

The VP was barely 10 O’clock at night in the first sentence of 5 (b) contains a complex NP
with the NP 10 O’clock and the PP at night embedded in it.
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7.

8.
9.

In 5 (b), the verb was in the first sentence is followed by the NP, which is its Complement. In
the second sentence in 5 (b), the verb de-peopled is followed by the NP the streets which
functions as the Object.
What functions as the Object of the Verb in the sentence is also an NP
The structure of the sentence, Chilly gusts of wind with a taste of rain in them had de-peopled
the streets is shown below:
S
NP
NP
chilly gusts

AUX
had

PP
P
of

VP
V
depeopled

NP
NP
wind

NP
the streets

PP
P
NP
with NP
a taste

PP
P
of

NP
rain

Now, draw the structure of the sentence in 5 (a)
Activity 2
Read the following passage:
Trees are the most useful things in the world. Children play under them. Travellers rest in their cool
shade. Trees give us fruit to eat and firewood to burn. We build houses and make furniture with the
wood of the trees. We need trees for our lives. If there were no trees, there would be no life on earth.
Living things breathe in air. They breathe in oxygen from the air and breathe out carbon dioxide. If all
the oxygen in the air was used up leaving only carbon dioxide, what would happen to all of us? Everyone would die. But trees help us to live. They take in the carbon dioxide from the air and let oxygen out
into the air. With the help of the sunlight, they break up carbon dioxide into carbon and oxygen. They
use the carbon to make starch and let the oxygen out into the air.
1.

Identify the NP that functions as the Subject, the NP that functions as the Object and the
Adjunct in each of the sentences in the passage.

2.

Consider the sentences given below:
a.

If there were no trees, there would be no life on earth.

b.

With the help of the sunlight, they break up carbon dioxide into carbon and oxygen.

What are your observations on the structure of the adjuncts in these sentences?
3. Draw the structure of these sentences.
Possible generalizations:
1.
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In 2(a), the sentence beginning with the adverb if is an Adjunct; In 2(b), the Adjunct is the PP
with the help of the sunlight .
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2. The structure of 2 (a) is as shown below:
S
NP

AUX

there

would

VP
V

NP

S

be

no life
on the earth

Adv
if

S
NP
there

VP
V

NP

were

no trees

Note: The Adverbial adjunct if there were no trees has moved from within the VP structure and has
occupied the initial position of the sentence, if there were no trees there would be no life.
3. The structure of 2 (b) is given below:
With the help of the sunlight, they break up carbon dioxide into carbon and oxygen.
S
NP
they

AUX VP
V

break up

NP
carbon dioxide

PP

PP

P
NP
into carbon and oxygen P
with

NP
the help

PP
P

NP

of sunlight
Note: The prepositional Adjunct with the help of sunlight has been moved from within the VP and
occupied the sentence initial position.

Module 2: The PRO
Activity 1
Read the following passage paying attention to the underlined parts:
I am afraid to go out in the sun now, because of the holes in the ozone. I am afraid to breathe the air,
because I don’t know what chemicals are in it. We used to go fishing in Vancouver, my home town, with
my Dad, until just a few years ago we found the fish full of cancers. And now we hear about animals and
plants going extinct every day, vanishing every day.
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In my life, I have dreamt of seeing the great herds of wild animals, jungles, and rainforests full of
birds and butterflies, but now I wonder if they will even exist for my children to see. Did you have to
worry about these things when you were my age?
1. Consider the following sentences:
a. I am afraid to go out in the sun now.
b. I am afraid to breathe the air.
c. We used to go fishing in Vancouver.
2. What are your observations on the verb forms that are underlined?
3. How many verbs are there in each sentence? What are they?
4. Identify the Subject (i.e., the agent of action) of each of these verbs in these sentences.
5. What will be the structure of these sentences?
Possible Generalizations:
1.
2.

3.

4.

The underlined verb forms are to-infinitives
In 1(a) the verbs are am and go; the subject of am is ‘I’ and the subject of go is understood to
be ‘I’. In 1(b) the subject of both the Verbs (i.e., am and breathe) is ‘I’. In 1 (c), the subject
of the Verbs used and go is ‘We’. In the case of 1 (d), the subject of the Verb wonder is ‘I’,
the subject of the Verb exist is ‘they’ and that of go is understood to be ‘my children.’
The subject of the to- infinitive Verb does not have a phonetic content and therefore it cannot
be articulated. It is assumed that this position is occupied by a Pronominal element PRO
which yields its interpretation like a pronoun.
The structure of sentence (a) is shown below:
a. I am afraid to go out in the sun now.
S
NP

Ii

AUX VP

V
am

Adj P
Adj
afraid

S
NP
PROi

AUX

VP
V

to go out P

PP
NP

Adv
now

in the sun
Note: I and PRO are co-indexed (with the help of the subscript i ) to show that PRO yields its
interpretation from I.
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b.

I am afraid to breathe the air.
S
NP

Ii

AUX VP

V
am

Adj P
Adj
afraid

S
NP

AUX

VP
V

PROi

to breathe

NP
the air

Note: The NP I and PRO are co-indexed
Now, draw the structure of the sentence - We used to go fishing in Vancouver.
Activity 2
Read the passage given below focusing on the to-infinitive structures:
Most parents in our country want their children to learn English at an early age. That is why they
want to get their children enrolled in English Medium schools. They fail to realize that learning English is
not the same as learning all subjects in English.
1.

Consider the following sentences:
a.

Most parents in our country want their children to learn English at an early age.

b.

They want to get their children enrolled in English Medium schools.

c.

They fail to realize that learning English is not the same as learning all subjects in English.

1.

What are the positions in these sentences PRO can appear?

2.

Identify the NP in the sentence which helps us to interpret the PRO in each case.

3.

Draw the diagram of the sentences containing a PRO.

Possible generalizations:
1.

In 1 (a) PRO appears after the NP their children; in 1 (b) PRO appears after the verb want;
in 1 (c) PRO appears after the verb fail.

2.

The PRO in 1 (a) yields its interpretation from the NP their children, which is the Object of the
verb want. Both in 1 (b) and 1 (c), PRO derives interpretation from the Subject NP they.

3.

PRO appearing in the embedded sentence yields interpretation from the Subject of the sentence;
if there is an Object in this sentence PRO yields its interpretation from the Object.

4.

The structures of these sentences are shown below:
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a.

Most parents in our country want their children to learn English at an early age.
S

NP
NP

Aux
PP

most parents in our country

VP
V

NP

want their childreni
PROi

S
NP

AUX
V
to learn

VP
NP

PP

English at an early age

Note: The NP their children and PRO are co-indexed.
b. They want to get their children enrolled in English Medium schools.
S
NP
AUX
VP
V
S
theyi
want NP AUX
VP
PROi
V
NP
to get
NP
AP
their children
A
PP
enrolled in English medium schools
Note: The NP they and PRO are co-indexed.
Now, draw the structure of the sentece - They fail to realize that learning English is not the same as
learning all subjects in English.

Module 3: The Structure of Relative Clauses
Activity 1
Read the passage:
Margie’s grandfather once said that when he was a little boy his grandfather told him that there was
a time when all stories were printed on paper. Margie and Tommy turned the pages, which were yellow
and crinkly, and it was awfully funny to read words that stood still instead of moving the way they were
supposed to – on a screen, you know. And then they turned back to the page that they read before.
1. Consider the following sentences.
a. There was a time when all stories were printed on paper.
b. Margie and Tommy turned the pages which were yellow and crinkly.
c. It was awfully funny to read words that stood still instead of moving the way they were
supposed to.
d. They turned back to the page that they read before.
What do you know about these NP structures?
2. Identify the NP and the Head Noun which is connected with the Relative Clause.
3. What is the relationship between the Complex NP that contains the Relative Clause and the
sentence structure in which it appears in each of these sentences?
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4.
5.
6.

What is the structural relationship between the NP that contains the Head Noun and the
Relative Clause? In other words which part of the Relative Clause helps us to interpret this NP?
Are the words like when, which, that, etc. within the structure of the sentence or outside it?
Draw tree diagrams to show the internal structure of the sentences in 1(a) and 1(b).

Possible Generalizations:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

These NP structures have embedded Relative Clauses.
In 1(a), the NP is a time and the Head of the structure is the Noun time; in 1 (b), the NP is the
pages and the Head of this NP is pages; in 1 (c), the NP contains only the Head Noun words;
and in 1(d) we find the page as the NP with page as its Head.
In 1 (a), the Complex NP containing the Relative Clause appears as the Complement of the
Verb was; in 1 (b), it is the Object of the Verb turned; in 1 (c), it is the Object of the Verb read
and in 1 (d), it is the Object of the Preposition to.
In 1 (a) the complex NP which contains the NP a time and the Relative clause when all stories
were printed is structurally related to the Complement position of the Verb was. The empty
element e which appears within the VP of the Relative Clause (when all stories were printed)
stands for the NP all stories and is thematically interpreted as the Object of the verb printed.
This NP has occupied the subject position due to passivisation. In 1 (b), the NP the pages is
structurally related to the Subject position of the Relative Clause (which were yellow and
crinkly). Similarly, in 1 (c), the NP words also is interpreted as the Subject of the sentence
that functions as the relative clause (that stood still instead of moving the way they should). As
in 1 (a), in 1 (d) also the NP the page is interpreted as the Object of the Verb read in the
sentence (they read before).
The tree diagrams of these structures are shown below:
a. There was a time when all stories were printed on paper.
S
NP

there

AUX

VP
V
was

NP
S ’i

NP
a time

when

S
NP

AUX

all storiesj

VP
V

were printed
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b.

Margie and Tommy turned the pages which were yellow and crinkly.

S’
.......

S

NP

AUX

VP

V
Margie and Tommy turned

NP
NP
the pagesi

S’
which

S
NP
ei

AUX
V

were
Note:
1.
2.

3.
4.

VP
Adj P

yellow and crinkly

It is assumed that all sentence structures will have an AUX even though there may not be an
overt Auxiliary Verb.
The symbol S’ indicates that it is a category higher than S which contains NP, AUX and VP.
The name of the Node under which words like when, which, etc. appear in a Relative clause,
will be discussed later.
It is also assumed that all sentences have the S’ structure which is higher than S.
As can be seen in the diagrams the symbol ei shows the structural position which yields
interpretation to the NP that has been relativised.

Module 3: Complementation
Activity 1
Read the following passage:
Then they were lectured. When it was over, they were asked to offer explanations one by one. One
said that he had an attack of a headache and therefore could not come to school. He was asked to
bring a medical certificate. The second said that while he had been coming to school on the previous
day, someone had told him that there would be no school, and he had gone back home. The headmaster replied that if he was going to listen to every loafer who said there would be no school, he deserved
to be flogged. Anyway, why did he not come to school and verify? No answer. The punishment was
pronounced: ten days’ attendance cancelled, two rupees fine, and the whole day to be spent on the
desk. The third said that he had an attack of a headache. The fourth said that he had stomachache. The
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fifth said that his grandmother died suddenly just as he was starting for school. The headmaster asked
him if he could bring a letter from his father.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Consider the following sentences focusing on the parts that are underlined.
a. They were asked to offer explanations one by one.
b. One said that he had an attack of a headache and therefore could not come to school.
What do these sentences instantiate?
Where does the underlined part appear in each of these examples?
What difference do you find between the sentences (a) and (b)?
What is the structural relationship between these parts and the verb of the main clause?
What is the role of the word that in these parts? Identify the structure that appears after that.
What label can we give to the structure that contains the word that and the sentence that
follows it?
Draw tree diagrams to show the structure of these sentences.

Possible generalizations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.

6.

These sentences are examples of reported speech.
The underlined parts appear in the predicate part of the sentence
The underlined part in each of the sentences is the object of the verb that precedes it.
The word that is followed by a sentence (with the NP AUX VP structure). Links the sentence
with the verb.
The sentence in (a) has a to-infinitive clause structure embedded in the VP; the sentence in (b)
has a that- clause in the VP.
These structures are called complement clauses; the process of making a sentence as the
object of the verb in another sentence is called complementation. The word that in this structure
is the Complementizer (COMP).
The structures of these sentences are as follow:
a. They were asked to offer explanations one by one.
S

NP

AUX

theyi

were

VP
V

asked

S’

NP
PROi

AUX

VP
V

to give
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b.

One said that he had an attack of a headache
S

NP

AUX

one

VP
V

S’

said
COMP

S

that
NP
he

AUX

VP
V

NP

had an attack of a headache
Activity 2
Read the passage given above once again. Identify the other instances of complementation in it.
Draw the structures of the sentences that you have identified.

Module 4: Subordination
Activity 1
Read the following passage:
Har Singh and I went to shoot one day last April. We had started when the stars were paling. Since
we found nothing to shoot, we started for home towards evening. While we were taking a sandy nullah
that ran through dense scrub and thorn-bamboo jungle, a tiger was looking at us. It stared at us for
some time but went back.
1.

Consider the following sentences.
a.

Since we found nothing to shoot, we started for home towards evening.

b.

While we were taking a sandy nullah that ran through dense scrub and thorn-bamboo
jungle, a tiger was looking at us.

What are your observations about the underlined part of each of these sentences?
2.

Do both parts of these sentences have equal syntactic status? Which part of the sentence
can exist independently of the other?

3.

What is the role of the words like when and while in these sentences?

4.

Draw the tree diagrams showing the structures of these sentences.

5.

Compare these diagrams with the diagrams shown as 6 (a) in Module 3.
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Possible generalizations:
1.

The underlined parts of the sentences are adjuncts. They are also known as Adverbial clauses.
They have the structure S’ which is higher than S (i.e., the structure of the sentence).

2.

In 1 (b) the underlined part also contains a relative clause (a sandy nullah that ran through
dense scrub and thorn-bamboo jungle).

3.

The part of the sentence that has not been underlined can exist independently of the other.
The part of the sentence that is underlined does not have an independent existence.

4.

Words like when, while link two sentences and are known as subordinating
conjunctions. This syntactic process is called subordination. Sentences beginning with the
words like when, while lose their independent status. Such structures are known as subordinate
clauses.

5.

The structures of these sentences are shown below:
a.

Since we found nothing to shoot, we started for home towards evening.
S’

…

S
S’i

since

S

NP
we

NP
we

AUX

VP

V

AUX

VP
V
started

PP

PP

ei

for home towards evening

NP

found
nothing to shoot
Note:
The Adverbial clause which was originally the VP adjunct of the independent clause, has been moved
to the sentential adjunct position as shown in the diagram. The original position of the Adverbial clause
is indicated as the element ei It is assumed that all sentences have the S’ structure.
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b.

While we were taking a sandy nullah that ran through dense scrub and thorn-bamboo
jungle, a tiger was looking at us.
S’

…

S
S’i

while

S

NP
a tiger

AUX
was

NP AUX VP
we were V

VP
V

PP

looking

ei

at us

NP

taking
a sandy nullah

S’

that ran through dense scrub
and thorn-bamboo jungle
Activity 2
Read the following passage and identify sentences that instantiate subordination. Draw the tree
diagram of the sentences.
If you tear me limb from limb until you separate my soul from my body you will get nothing out of
me beyond what I have told you. What more is there to tell that you could understand? Besides, I
cannot bear to be hurt; and if you hurt me I will say anything you like to stop the pain. But I will take it
all back afterwards; so what is the use of it?

Module 5: Coordination
Activity 1
A policeman and the conductor are pulling Gandhi from the First Class car. Gandhi is clinging to the
safety rails by the door, a briefcase clutched firmly in one hand. The European cracks on Gandhi’s
hands with his fist, breaking Gandhi’s grip and the policeman and conductor push him across the
platform. It is ugly and demeaning… The conductor hurls Gandhi’s book at his feet as the train starts to
move.
1.
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a. A policeman and the conductor are pulling Gandhi from the First Class car.
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b.

2.
3.
4.

The European cracks on Gandhi’s hands with his fist, breaking Gandhi’s grip and the
policeman and conductor push him across the platform.
c. It is ugly and demeaning.
d. The conductor hurls Gandhi’s book at his feet as the train starts to move.
What are the structures combined by and in these sentences?
What are your observations on the structures involving subordination and the structures
containing and?
What are your observations on the syntactic role of and?
Draw the tree diagrams of these sentences and observe their structural differences.

Possible generalizations
In 1(a) a policeman and the conductor is a complex NP which contains the NP a policeman
and the NP the conductor conjoined by and; in 1 (b), on the other hand, and conjoins the two
sentences namely, (1) The European cracks on Gandhi’s hands with his fist, breaking Gandhi’s
grip and (2) the policeman and conductor push him across the platform; the second sentence
has a complex NP in the subject position which contains two NP’s conjoined by and; in 1 (c),
and conjoins two adjectives (AP’s) namely, ugly and demeaning. 1 (c) is an instance of
subordination involving the Adverbial clause as the train starts to move.
2. Subordination is a syntactic phenomenon involving two sentences where one sentence
loses its independent existence. In structures that contain and the two conjoined structures
have equal status.
3. The word and is a coordinator which conjoins two equal structures. This process is known as
coordination.
4. The structures of these sentences are shown below:
a. A policeman and the conductor are pulling Gandhi from the First Class car.
1.

S’
…

S
NP

NP

and

A policeman

AUX
NP

are

VP
V

PP

the conductor
pulling
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b.

The European cracks on Gandhi’s hands with his fist, breaking Gandhi’s grip and the
policeman and conductor push him across the platform.
S
S

NP
The European

AUX

and

S

VP

cracks on Gandhi’s hands
with his fist
breaking Gandhi’s fist

NP
the policeman

NP

AUX

and

NP

VP

the conductor
push him across the
platform

c.

It is ugly and demeaning.
S
NP

AUX

It

VP
V

AP

is

AP
ugly

and

AP
demeaning

(Note: Some details have been omitted.)
d.

The conductor hurls Gandhi’s book at his feet as the train starts to move.
S
NP

the conductor

AUX

VP

V
hurls

NP

PP

S’

Gandhi’s book at his feet
as the train starts to move

Note: In Coordination any structure can be conjoined but in subordination only two sentences are
conjoined whereby the sentence that is preceded by the Adverb becomes the VP adjunct of the main
clause.
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5.3 Construction of Formal Grammar Part-III
Module 1: The Auxiliary System
Vishnu looked at his old school bag. A cruel rat had eaten up its corners. “It doesn’t matter.
I can still carry my books in it,” he thought. “I should not put my pen or pencil in it.”
There was a stool in the corner of the room. Some notebooks had been placed on it. He
thanked Radhika’s father in his mind. “How kind he is!”
Two days back he had met Mr. Gopalan on the way to market. “Vishnu, I have bought some
note books for you. I will send them with Radhika,” he said. Vishnu looked at him with thankful
eyes.
Vishnu put two old notebooks in his bag. “There is no need to carry anything else today.”
Then he came to his mother. She was still sitting on her mat.
“Mother I have to go to school.”
She did not say anything. Vishnu felt sorry for his mother. “My poor mother! She has been
working hard to feed me and send me to school. That is why she falls ill very often,” he thought.
He went near his mother and kissed on her forehead.
“Ma... don’t worry. You will be all right soon.”
Now consider the following sentences.
1. Vishnu looked at his old school bag.
2. There is no need to carry anything else today.
3. It doesn’t matter.
4. A cruel rat had eaten up its corners.
5. I can still carry my books in it.
6. She was still sitting on her mat.
7. I have to go to school.
8. She did not say anything.
9. She has been working hard to feed me.
10. You will be all right soon.
11. Some notebooks had been placed on it.
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1. Split the verbal elements in each sentence into its components and identify the Tense in
each sentence.
2. What are your observations on the other verbal elements in these sentences?
3. What are your observations on the auxiliary verbs in these sentences?
Possible Generalizations:
1. We can split the verbal elements in these sentences as shown below:
1. looked (look + Past Tense)
2. is (be + Present Tense)
3. does (do + Present Tense)
4. had eaten (have + Past Tense; eat + -en )
5. can (can + Present Tense; carry [bare form])
6. was sitting (be + Past Tense; sit + ing)
7. have; go (have + Present Tense; go (bare Verb))
8. did not say (do + Past Tense – say (bare Verb))
9. has been working; to feed (have + Present Tense; be + en; work + ing; feed (bare
Verb)
10. will be (will + Present Tense; be (bare form))
11. had been placed (have + past; be + en; place + ed)
Sentences (2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10 contain Present Tense. In other words, we can say these
sentences are in the Present Tense. 1, 4, 6 and 8 contain the Past Tense and these sentences are
in the Past Tense.
•

Sentence (4) contains the Perfective Aspect (realized by the Perfective morpheme have
–en). The element have has taken the Past Tense and the element –en has been attached
to the verb form eat. This means that the Past Perfect Tense discussed in traditional
grammars is a combination of the Past Tense and the Perfective Aspect.

•

Sentence (5) contains the Modal can. It is in the Present Tense. Have The verb carry
that follows is a bare verb form.

•

Sentence (6) contains the Progressive Aspect (realized by the Progressive morpheme
be-ing ). The element be has taken the Past tense and the –ing has been attached to the
verb sit. The Past Continuous Tense discussed in traditional grammar is a combination
of the Past Tense and the Progressive Aspect.

•

In (7) the verb have is in the Present Tense form. The embedded sentence contains the
to-infinitive to go; the verb go here does not carry any Tense.
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•

In (8) there is the supporting verb do. It contains the Past Tense. The Verb form say does
not carry Tense or any other element.

•

In (9) we find the Combination of the Present Tense, the Perfective Aspect and the
Progressive Aspect. The Present Tense is attached to the Verbal element have of the
perfective aspect; the –en element of the Perfective Aspect is seen attached to the verbal
element be of the Progressive Aspect; the -ing of the Progressive Aspect is seen attached
to the verb work. The verb feed in the embedded sentence does not carry any Tense.
This sentence is an example of the Present Perfect Continuous Tense discussed in
traditional grammar.

•

In (10) there is the Modal will which is in the Present tense form. The verb be is a bare form.

•

In (11) we find the combination of Past Tense, the Perfective Aspect and the Passive
(realized by the morpheme be-en). The Past Tense is inflected on the element have of
the Perfective Aspect; the –en of the Perfective Aspect is attached to the verbal element
be of the Passive morpheme; the –en of the Passive morpheme is inflected on the verb
place as –ed (placed).

•

The Auxiliary System is a combination of the Tense, Modal, and the Perfective and
Progressive Aspects. The Passive realized by the morpheme be-en also comes under
the Auxiliary system. The different tenses discussed in traditional grammar is obtained
by the interplay of these elements.

•

There are only two tenses in English, the Present Tense and the Past Tense. The Tense is
a matter of inflection and it is always inflected on the first verbal element in the
sequence.

•

The supportive Verb do appears only when there are no Modals, Aspects or Passive in
the sequence of verbal elements.

The Auxiliary system in English can be represented with the help of a graphic organizer as
shown below:
Auxiliary System

Tense
+ Tense

- Tense

Modal
will

Aspects
Perfective (have-en)

Passive (be-en)
Progressive (be-ing)

Shall
Can, etc.
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Note: The support verb do and the primary auxiliary verbs such as have and be appear in the
position of Modal only.
Examples: You have seen this before (Compare with Have you seen this before); This is his
home (Compare with Is this his home?)

Module 2: The Auxiliary Inversion and Wh - Movement
Activity 1
Read the passage:
A huge wave hit the boat. It turned the little boat over. The men fell into the water. With
great difficulty, they set the boat right and climbed into it. They were tired and wet.
‘Are you all right, Harbo?’
‘Yes, I am,’ said Samuelson.
‘Do you want to sleep?’
‘Yes, I am tired.’
They slept for a long time. When they woke up, they were hungry and thirsty. There were
only a few biscuits left in a tin, and very little water in the tank.
‘What shall we do?’ asked Harbo.
‘When will we meet a ship?’ asked Samuelson. ‘What will happen to us?’ they wondered.
Did they see any ship? Yes. On 15 July, they finally saw a ship. The captain of the ship took
them aboard. He gave them a good meal. He also gave them fresh water and a lot of food to
continue their journey.
Now consider the following pair of sentences.
1

2

3

4

5
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(a)

Are you all right?

(b)

You are all right

(a)

Do you want to sleep?

(b)

You want to sleep.

(a)

What shall we do?

(b)

We shall do something.

(a)

When will we meet a ship?

(b)

We will meet a ship at some point.

(a)

What will happen to us?

(b)

Something will happen to us.
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1. What difference do you find between the (a) and (b) sentences regarding in the
positioning of Auxiliary verbs?
2. What are your observations on the Wh-words in the (a) sentences and the underlined
word/s in the (b) sentences?
3. How will we interpret the Wh -words in sentences (3) to (5)?
4. What will be the structures of these sentences?
Possible generalizations:
1. In all the (a) sentences the Auxiliary verb is placed before the subject NP; in other
wordsin the (a) sentences we get the configuration AUX NP VP whereas, in the (b)
sentences we find the configuration NP AUX VP. This is known as Auxiliary Inversion.
2. In the examples (3) to (5) we find a Wh-word in the initial position. These sentences
also exemplify Auxiliary Inversion.
3. The Wh-words in (3) to (5) seek information given in the underlined part of the
corresponding (b) sentences. In (3)a, the Wh-word what stands for the Direct Object of
the Verb do (cf. We shall do what?). When in (4)a stands for the adjunct in the 4(b)
sentence (cf. We will meet a ship when?). In 5(a) the Wh-word what stands for the
Subject of the Verb happen (cf. What will happen to us?).
4. We can interpret these Wh-words only in relation to the position from which they have
originated. The (a) sentences in (3) to (5) are examples of Wh-Movement. In other
words, the Wh-expression has originated in some position (Subject, Object, Adjunct)
of

the sentence and has moved to the initial position of the sentence.

5. In all cases of Wh-movement we find Auxiliary Inversion.
6. The structures of the (a) sentences in (1) to (5) can be represented as shown in (7) to
(11).
7. Are you all right?
S/
…
AUX
arei

S
NP

e

you
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V

NP

ei

all right
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Note: The verb are is the main verb of the sentence. But it can also function as auxiliary. From its
original position are has moved to the AUX position and from there to the initial position (see
the arrow).
(8) Do you want to sleep?
S/
…

S
AUX
Doi

NP

ei

you

V
want

VP
S/
PRO to sleep

Note: In this structure, the AUX do has moved to the initial position.
(9) What shall we do?
S/
whatj

S
AUX

NP

shalli we

ei

VP

V

NP

do

ej

(10) When shall we meet a ship?
S/
whenj

S
AUX
Willi
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NP
we
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ei

VP

V

NP

Adv

meet

a ship

ej
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(11) What will happen to us?
S/
whatj

S
AUX

NP

ei

willi

ej

V

PP

happen

to us

VP

Note:
1. In the structures (9) to (11) there are two instances of the element e. ei shows the original
position of the AUX whereas ej shows the position from which the Wh-word

has

originated. These movements are indicated by co-indexing. In (9) to (10), the Auxiliary
verbs and ei are co-indexed. Similarly, the Wh-words and ej are also co-indexed
differently.
2. These structures will be revised at a later point. For our present discussion these will
suffice.
Activity 2
Draw the structures of the (b) sentences in (3) to (5).

Module 3: Thematic Roles and Sentence Structure
Read the following passage.
Trees make all the starch in the world. Starch is the most important part of our food.
Without trees we will not have any starch to eat. They help us to get rain. The leaves of trees
breathe out a lot of water vapour into the air. This makes the air cool. The cool air helps rainfall.
Rain gives us water. No one can live without water. And we need trees to get water.
Trees have many more uses. The rubber tree grows in many parts of the world. From
the sap of this tree we get rubber. Rubber is a very useful thing. Some trees like eucalyptus
give us medicines. In South America there is a tree called the cow tree. People drink the sap of
this tree instead of milk! It is less expensive than milk.
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Consider the Verb Phrases in the sentences given below:
1. Trees make all the starch in the world.
2. Starch is the most important part of our food.
3. Without trees we will not have any starch to eat.
4. They help us to get rain.
5. The leaves of trees breathe out a lot of water vapour into the air.
6. Rain gives us water.
7. No one can live without water.
1. Identify the main verb and the categories that appear after the Verb. Do they belong to
the same syntactic category?
2. Are there any adjuncts in these sentences? If so, are they adjuncts of the VP structure, or
the S structure?
3. How many NP’s does each sentence contain? Is there any connection between the Verb
and the number of NP’s that should essentially be there in a sentence?
4. What are the possible generalizations regarding the categories that appear after the
Verb?
Possible generalizations:
1. (1), the Verb is make which is followed by the NP all the starch in the world whereas, in
(2); it is followed by the NP the most important part of our food. In (3), the verb is have
and it is followed by the NP any starch and the to-infinitive clause (PRO to eat). In (4),
the Verb help is followed by the NP us and the to-infinitive clause (PRO to get rain. In
(5), the Verb breathe out is followed by the NP a lot of water vapour and the PP into the
air which, is an adjunct. In (6) the Verb gives is followed by the two NP’s, us and water.
In (7), the Verb live is followed by an adjunct without water.
3. It is the semantic property of the Verb which decides what categories will be essential in
in the sentence.
4. There is a connection between the nature of the Verb and the number of potential NP’s
in a sentence. The number of essential NP’s in a sentence depends upon the thematic
(theta) role/s that the Verb has. For example, the Verbs is in sentence (2) and live in
sentence (7) have only one theta role each (starch; no one) which is received by the NP
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in the subject position. The verb makes in sentence (1) has two theta roles; one is
received by the Subject NP (trees) and the other is received by the Object NP (all the
starch in the world). This is true of the verbs in the sentences in (3), (4) and (5) also. The
verb give has three theta roles and therefore the sentence in (6) contains three NP’s,
namely, the Subject NP (rain) and the two NP’s (us; water) that appear as Objects.
Activity 2
Read the following passage focusing on the verbs:
The Head Master surveyed the class for a few minutes and asked, ‘Are you not ashamed of
coming and sitting there after what you did yesterday?’ Just as a special honour to them, he read
out the names of a dozen students or so that had attended the class. After that he read out the
names of those that had kept away, and asked them to stand on their benches. He felt that
punishment was not enough and asked them to stand on their desks. Swaminathan was among
them and felt humiliated at that eminence. Then they were lectured. When it was over, they were
asked to offer explanations one by one. One said that he had an attack of a headache and therefore
could not come to school. He was asked to bring a medical certificate.
Now consider the following sentences:
1. Are you not ashamed of coming and sitting there after what you did yesterday?
2. They were asked to offer explanations one by one.
i.

Identify the verbs, the number of theta roles each of the verbs in these sentences
and the NP’s that get these theta roles.

ii. What is the syntactic category of the group of words ashamed of coming and
sitting there?
iii. Draw the tree diagram of the expression ashamed of coming and sitting there.
iv. Compare the structures of the English expressions write stories in English and
in this class with the structure of their equivalent expressions in Telugu.
Possible generalizations:
1. The sentence in (1) contains the verbs are, coming, sitting and did. The verb are has one
theta role which is assigned to the Subject NP you. The verb come (in coming), sit (in
sitting) have one theta role each which is assigned to the pronominal element PRO. The
verb did in (1) has two theta roles; one is assigned to the NP you and the NP what.
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2. In (2), the verb asked has two theta roles: one is assigned to the NP they and the other is
assigned to the to-infinitive clause to offer explanations, which has the status of a Noun
Phrase. The verb offer has two theta roles; one is assigned to the NP explanations and
the other is assigned to the invisible subject PRO.
3. The theta roles of the verbs are to be assigned to some NP’s. Each NP in a sentence gets
one and only one theta role.
4. The expression ashamed of coming and sitting there is an Adjective Phrase; the Adjective
is ashamed and the prepositional phrase of coming and sitting there is its Complement.
5. The structure of this AP can be represented as follows:
AP
Adj

PP

ashamed

P

NP

of

S

and

NP

VP

PRO

V

S
NP
PRO

coming

VP
V

Adv

sitting

there

Note: The PRO in this structure will be co-indexed with you that appears in the subject position
of the sentence, Aren’t you ashamed of coming and sitting there?.
Activity 3
Identify the other verbs in the passage and the NP’s that receive their theta roles.

Module 4: The X-bar Schema
You have already come across the structures like NP, VP, PP and AP. In this Module we will
try to find out what is common about these structures.
Read the following passage:
Gopi is a student of this school. He can write stories in English. He is very proud of himself
because he is very good at English. He says that he has written a novel.
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Now consider the following tree diagrams.
NP (N//)

1.
Det

N/

a

N

P(P //)

student

P/
N//

P
of

Det

N/

this

N
school

AP (A//)

2.

A/

very

PP(P//)

A

P/

proud
P

N//

of

N/
N
himself

3.

VP
V/

…

N //

V
write

N/

Det
N
stories
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P

NP

in
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(Note: some details are left out in the diagram)
PP (P //)

4.

P/

…

N//

P
in

Det

N/

this

N
class

1. What are your observations on these structures?
2. Find out the relationship between
a. N and NP

b. Adj and AP

c. V and VP

d. P and PP

3. Words classified as N, A, V and P are lexical categories whereas, the categories
named as NP, AP, VP and PP are phrasal categories.
4. Any lexical category, X (i.e., N, A, V, P et.) has two level projections namely, X/ and X/
/

. X// is the maximal projection of X; NP, AP, VP, PP etc. are maximal projections.

5. Within the XP structure (i.e., NP, AP, VP, PP, etc.) we get X as the Head of the structure
and its complement. Apart from the Head and Complement there may be specifiers of
X. The Head always projects its phrase which is its maximal projection.
6. The schema related to the internal structure of a maximal projection is known as Xbar schema. This can be diagrammatically represented as shown in (7).
7.
X// (Maximal Projection of X)
Specifier
X (Head)

X/
Complement

X (the word that is the “core” of the phrase) is the Head of the structure; It determines the
type of phrase. As can be seen in the diagram, A complement is a phrase that the Head requires
in its own phrase. For example, in the VP structure shown in (3), the NP stories in English is the
Complement of V (Traditionally, this is known as the Direct Object). In this expression there is
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no Determiner. But it is assumed that the Determiner position is available for all NP’s. the PP in
English is the Complement of the Head noun stories. Similarly, in (4) the NP this class is the
Complement of the P in, which is the Head of the PP structure. Complement is the phrase that is
the sister of X. In other words both the X and its Complement appear under the N/ level (that is
to say, at the N/ node.. The Specifier is the phrase that is the daughter of XP. In other words both
the Specifier and N/ are the sisters that come at the N// node.
8. The linear order of elements (left-to-right) is language-specific. In the English expressions
the Head of structure appears initial position within the structure and its complement
appears after that. See the relevant expressions and their corresponding structures:
9. (a)
(b)

write stories in English (English)
English in stories

(Telugu)

10. (a)

of this school (English)

(b)

this school of (Telugu)

11. (a)

VP
V
write

(b)

NP
stories in English
VP

NP

V

stories in English
12. (a)

write

PP
P

NP

of
(b)

this school
PP

NP

P

this school

of
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Module 5: The CP and IP structures
Activity 1
Let us re-examine the sentence structure that we learnt in class IX. We will bring the S and
S/ structures under the X-bar schema. Consider for example, the sentences in the passage given
below:
One boy said that he had an attack of a headache. The headmaster got angry when he heard
this. He asked the boy to stand up on the bench.
1. What will be the Head, Complement and Specifier of the S and S / structures?
2. Where will we put the Adverbial when and the Complementizer that in the X-bar
structure?
3. What will be the structure of the equivalent expressions in Telugu?
Possible Generalizations
1. The sentence, One boy said that he had an attack of a headache has the structure as
shown below:
S/(CP = C//)
SPECifier
COMP

C/
S (IP = I// )
I/

SPEC
NP
the boy

I

VP
V
said

CP
C/

…
C

IP

that

SPEC
he

I/
I

VP
V

had
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2. The structure of the sentence ‘The headmaster got angry when he heard this,’ is
shown below:
CP
C/

…
C

IP
the HM

I/

I

VP
V

AP

got angry

CP
C/

when
C

IP
I/

he
…

VP
V

NP

Heard

this

Note: Some details have been left out from these structures for avoiding complexity.
3. All sentences have the CP structure. Tucthe Head of the CP is C (which stands for the
Complementizer or in short, the COMP). The CP structure has the Specifier (In short,
SPEC) and C/ as its daughters. The Specifier position will be occupied by Wh-words
in interrogative constructions.
4. The head of a sentence is I, the “inflectional head” (in short, INFL); morphemes (possibly
abstract/invisible ones) involving grammatical features such as verb tense and modality
(possibility, necessity, etc.) typically go in this position.
The complement of an IP is the predicate of the sentence .The specifier of an IP is the
subject of the sentence
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5. As per X-bar schema, the structure of a typical sentence will be as follows:
CP
C/

SPEC
COMP

IP
I/

NP
INFL

VP
V

Complement

6. On the other hand, the structure of a typical Telugu sentence will be as follows:
CP
C/

…
IP

C
I/

NP
VP
Complement

I
V

Module 6: Movement and Empty Categories
Activity 1
Let us reconsider the structures of the sentences we analyzed in Module (2) in the light of
X-bar schema. All the (a) sentences are reproduced here.
(1) Are you all right?
(2) Do you want to sleep?
(3) What shall we do?
(4) When will we meet a ship?
(5) What will happen to us?
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1. Where will we accommodate the AUX elements and the Wh-words in the structures
that he can be generated by the X-bar schema?
2. What will be the theta roles of the Wh-words in the sentences (3) and (5)?
Possible Generalizations
1. The structures of these sentences are shown in diagrams (2) to (6).
(1) Are you all right?
CP
C/

…
C

IP

are
i

IP
I/

you
I

VP

ei 

V

NP
all right

ei

The auxiliary verb are originated as V under the VP and then moved to INFL under I’ and
finally reached the position under IP as shown in the diagram.
(2) Do you want to sleep?
(2)

CP
C/

…
C

IP
doi

IP



I/

youk
I
ei

VP
V
want
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(3) What shall we do?
CP
C/

whatj


C

IP
shalli

IP



I/

we
I

VP

ei

V

NP

do

ej

(4) When will we meet a ship?

CP
C/



whenj
C

IP
willi


IP
I/

we
I
ei
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(5) What will happen to us?
CP
C/



whatj
C

IP
willi


IP
I/

ej
I
ei

VP
V

PP

happen

to us

2. In the sentence, what shall we do, the Verb do has two theta roles. One is assigned to the
subject NP we; the other is assigned to the object NP of do. The Wh-word what gets the
theta role of the Object NP. In the sentence, what will happen to us, the Verb happen has
only one theta role which is assigned to the subject NP. The Wh-word what in this
sentence carries this theta role. In the sentence, when will we meet a ship, the Verb meet
has two theta roles: one is assigned to the Subject NP we and the other is assigned to the
Object NP a ship. The Wh-word when is an adjunct; it does not carry any theta role.
3. In the structure shown in (2) there is a PRO. It gets the theta role of the Subject NP from
the Verb sleep. This Verb does not have any other theta role.
4. Both PRO and the e we see in these structures are empty categories. Of these e in these
structures is created by movement.
Activity 2
We have analyzed the structures of the (a) sentences in Module (2) using the X-bar schema.
Now draw tree diagrams of the (b) sentences in Module (2) in the same manner.
Activity 3
Read the following passage.
Millions of rupees’ worth of damage has been caused by a storm which was swept across
the north of the Uttarakhand state last night. The River Mandakini burst its banks after heavy
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rain. Many pilgrims were washed away by the floods. Volunteers received hundreds of calls for
help. Water flow reached ninety miles an hour in some places. Roads were blocked by fallen
mountain rocks. Electricity lines were brought down, leaving thousands of homes without
electricity.
“Everything possible is being done to get things back to normal,” a spokesman said. One
young girl was taken to hospital after she broke her leg. She has now been sent home.
1. Now consider the following sentences focusing on the underlined parts.
a. Millions of rupees’ worth of damage has been caused by a storm which swept
across the north of the Uttarakhand state last night.
b. Roads were blocked by fallen mountain rocks.
c. Everything possible is being done to get things back to normal
d. One young girl was taken to hospital after she broke her leg.
1. Look at the verbal elements that are underlined. Identify the Auxiliary elements in the
sequence. Split each verb form in the sequence to its components.
2. Where will we accommodate these verbal elements in the structure of the sentence as
per X-bar schema?
3. What difference do you find between the movement of a Wh-expression and the
movement manifest in these constructions?
Possible Generalizations:
1. The verbal sequences in these sentences can be split into components:
a. has been caused (Present Tense; Present Perfect (have-en); Passive (be-en) cause
(bare verb).
b. were blocked ( Past Tense; Passive (be –en).
c. is being done (Present Tense; be; Progressive (be –ing); do (bare verb).
d. was taken (Past tense; Passive (be-en); take.
2. The structures of the sentences are given below:
a. Millions of rupees’ worth of damage has been caused by a storm which swept
across the north of the Uttarakhand state last night.
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CP
C/

…
C

IP
I/

NPi
I

damage

has



millions of rupees’ worth

I/
I/

VP

been

V

NP

caused

ei

PP
P

NP

by
a storm which…last night
b. Roads were blocked by fallen mountain rocks.
CP
C/

…
C

IP
I/

NP
roadsi

were

VP



V
blocked

NP
ei

PP
P
by
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c. Everything possible is being done to get things back to normal
CP
C/

…
C

IP
I/

NP
everythingi

I/

is
being

VP
V

NP

done

CP

ei
PRO to get things back to normal

d. One young girl was taken to hospital after she broke her leg.
CP
C/

…
C

IP
I/

NP
one young girl

was

VP
V
taken

NP
ei

PP
to hospital

CP
C/

adv
after

C

IP

she broke her leg
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Note:
I.

In the diagrams (a) to (d), the movement of the Object NP to the specifier position of IP
(that is the Subject NP position) is indicated by the arrow marks.

II. Tense, aspects (i.e., the perfective and the progressive) and the passive come under the
INFL.
III. The difference between were (in a) and was (in b) is due to agreement in terms of
number ; agreement (in short AGR) also comes under the INFL node.
IV. The diagrams shown here do not represent all the intricacies involved in the syntactic
operations that have taken place.
3. The Passive construction involves NP movement. The moved NP occupies the specifier
position of IP. The Wh- expression is moved to the specifier position of CP.
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UNIT
VI

Analysis of Discourses

Introduction
The major activity of the post reading session is construction of a discourse by the learners.
By virtue of the inputs received through listening and reading, they are in a position to take up a
task which demands them to construct a specific discourse. For a fruitful construction of
discourses, the facilitator has to focus on three important areas –
•

Interaction for brainstorming to sensitize the learners towards the features and content
of a discourse.

•

Helping the learners by supporting them and securing them from the obstacles which
they face while writing a discourse.

•

Analyzing the discourse produced by the learners for theme, content and features.

Firstly, the teacher has to motivate the learners towards the theme of the discourse and the
main ideas (content) to be incorporated in it. This can be done only through interacting with the
learners. By reviewing the context leading to the discourse and asking questions that will evoke
emotions urge and attachment. For example, if the theme is social issues, the child has to be
sensitized towards the aspects like effects of the social issue on the society, sufferings of a group
of people due to it etc. the facilitator can bring out the ideas pertaining to the theme and content
of the discourse. This process will help the learner to gain ownership on the discourse and its
theme.
Secondly, the facilitator has to give support and timely feedback while the child is writing
a discourse. The facilitator shall take steps to secure the child against the obstacles that she may
face while writing. These obstacles can be spelling, and other unimportant things which hinder
the thought process and thus the flow of writing.
Thirdly, when the learners have produced the discourse either individually or in groups,
the facilitator has to analyse the three important fields in a discourse – the theme, the content and
the format.
To give proper feedback to the learners, the facilitator should know what to look for in a
discourse and how to do it. Let us observe with examples, how the following discourses can be
analysed.

1. Features of Narrative Writing
The basic purpose of narrative is to entertain, to gain and hold a readers’ interest. However
narratives can also be written to teach or inform, to change attitudes/ social opinions eg soap
operas and television dramas that are used to raise topical issues. Narratives sequence people/
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characters in time and place but differ from recounts in that through the sequencing, the stories
set up one or more problems, which must eventually find a way to be resolved.
Types of Narrative
There are many types of narrative. They can be imaginary, factual or a combination of both.
They may include fairy stories, mysteries, science fiction, romances, horror stories, adventure
stories, fables, myths and legends, historical narratives, ballads, slice of life, personal experience.
Features
•

Characters with defined personalities/identities.

•

Dialogue often included – tense may change to the present or the future.

•

Descriptive language to create images in the reader’s mind and enhance the story.

Structure
In a Traditional Narrative the focus of the text is on a series of actions:
Orientation: (introduction) in which the characters, setting and time of the story are
established. Usually answers who? when? where? eg. Mr Wolf went out hunting in the forest
one dark gloomy night.
Complication or problem: The complication usually involves the main character(s) (often
mirroring the complications in real life).
Resolution: There needs to be a resolution of the complication. The complication may be
resolved for better or worse/happily or unhappily. Sometimes there are a number of complications
that have to be resolved. These add and sustain interest and suspense for the reader.
To help students plan for writing of narratives, model, focusing on:
•

Plot: What is going to happen?

•

Setting: Where will the story take place? When will the story take place?

•

Characterisation: Who are the main characters? What do they look like?

•

Structure: How will the story begin? What will be the problem? How is the problem
going to be resolved?

•

Theme: What is the theme / message the writer is attempting to communicate?

Language
•

Action verbs: Action verbs provide interest to the writing. For example, instead of The
old woman was in his way try The old woman barred his path. Instead of She
laughed try She cackled.

•

Written in the first person (I, we) or the third person (he, she, they).

•

Usually past tense .

•

Connectives, linking words to do with time.
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•

Specific nouns: Strong nouns have more specific meanings, eg. oak as opposed to tree.

•

Active nouns: Make nouns actually do something, eg. It was raining could become Rain
splashed down or There was a large cabinet in the lounge could become A large cabinet
seemed to fill the lounge.

•

Careful use of adjectives and adverbs: Writing needs judicious use of adjectives and
adverbs to bring it alive, qualify the action and provide description and information for
the reader.

•

Use of the senses: Where appropriate, the senses can be used to describe and develop
the experiences, setting and character:

•

What does it smell like?

•

What can be heard?

•

What can be seen – details?

•

What does it taste like?

•

What does it feel like?

•

Imagery

•

Simile: A direct comparison, using like or as or as though, eg. The sea looked as rumpled
as a blue quilted dressing gown. Or The wind wrapped me up like a cloak.

•

Metaphor: An indirect or hidden comparison, eg. She has a heart of stone or He is a
stubborn mule or The man barked out the instructions.

•

Onomatopoeia: A suggestion of sound through words, eg. crackle, splat, ooze, squish,
boom, eg. The tyres whir on the road. The pitter-patter of soft rain. The mud oozed and
squished through my toes.

•

Personification: Giving nonliving things (inanimate) living characteristics, eg. The
steel beam clenched its muscles. Clouds limped across the sky. The pebbles on the path
were grey with grief.

•

Rhetorical Questions: Often the author asks the audience questions, knowing of course
there will be no direct answer. This is a way of involving the reader in the story at the
outset, eg. Have you ever built a tree hut?

•

Variety in sentence beginnings. There are a several ways to do this eg by using:

•

Participles: “Jumping with joy I ran home to tell mum my good news.”

•

Adverbs: “Silently the cat crept toward the bird”

•

Adjectives: “Brilliant sunlight shone through the window”

•

Nouns: “Thunder claps filled the air”

•

Adverbial Phrases: “Along the street walked the girl as if she had not a care in the
world.”
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•

Conversations/ Dialogue: these may be used as an opener. This may be done through
a series of short or one-word sentences or as one long complex sentence.

•

Show, Don’t Tell: Students have heard the rule “show, don’t tell” but this principle is
often difficult for some writers to master.

•

Personal Voice: It may be described as writing which is honest and convincing. The
author is able to ‘put the reader there’. The writer invests something of him/her self in
the writing. The writing makes an impact on the reader. It reaches out and touches the
reader. A connection is made.

(http://ncowie.wordpress.com/2008/02/10/features-of-narrative-writing/)

2. Descriptions
Quite often people get involved in certain situations where they may have to talk about
others. Sometimes they may have to talk about other things such as places, things, events, processes
and so on. This is why we have included description as one of the discourses to be addressed in
classroom transaction. As in the case of other discourses this discourse also has its own hierarchies:
•

The description of a place graduates itself as travelogue

•

Describing events ends up with writing narratives or news reports

•

Describing a person can lead to writing biographical sketches and profiles

•

Describing a process becomes writing recipes

The classroom process of constructing this discourse depends upon what type of description
is targeted and the stage at which the learners are undertaking the task. Let us see what will make
the theme of the description.
Describing a person
Details such as who and what the person is, the physical attributes, societal status,
achievements, contributions, personal impressions.
Describing an object
Details such as what it is, where it is found, physical properties such as shape and colour,
what it is used for etc.
Describing a place
Scenic details of the location, images, sensory perceptions etc.
Describing events
Details such as what the event is, where it is taking place, the persons or things involved,
the order of events, scenic details, images, sensory perceptions etc.
Describing a process
Details such as what it is for, things involved, sequence etc.
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The language used for dealing with these details at various stages also will be different. Let
me illustrate the point.
At stage 1 (i.e. classes 1 and 2) state verbs such as ‘be’ and ‘have’ will be used. At stage 2
(i.e. classes 3, 4 and 5) learners may also use action verbs to talk about social status, achievements,
contributions, etc.
At stage 3 we expect the learners to use figurative expressions (similes and metaphors),
images and so on.
Please note that description as a distinct discourse is relevant at the lower levels; at higher
levels description may get merged with other discourses such as narratives, autobiographies,
even in dramas and screen plays.
See the excerpts taken from classical writers to see the various features of a description.

1. Excerpt from the short story ‘Á Light Man’ by Henry James
Description of a room
He was in waiting to receive me. We found him in his library—which, by the way, is simply
the most delightful apartment that I ever smoked a cigar in—a room arranged for a lifetime. At
one end stands a great fireplace, with a florid, fantastic mantelpiece in carved white marble—an
importation, of course, and, as one may say, an interpolation; the groundwork of the house, the
“fixtures,” being throughout plain, solid and domestic. Over the mantel-shelf is a large landscape,
a fine Gainsborough, full of the complicated harmonies of an English summer. Beneath it stands
a row of bronzes of the Renaissance and potteries of the Orient. Facing the door, as you enter, is
an immense window set in a recess, with cushioned seats and large clear panes, stationed as it
were at the very apex of the lake (which forms an almost perfect oval) and commanding a view
of its whole extent. At the other end, opposite the fireplace, the wall is studded, from floor to
ceiling, with choice foreign paintings, placed in relief against the orthodox crimson screen.
Elsewhere the walls are covered with books, arranged neither in formal regularity nor quite
helter-skelter, but in a sort of genial incongruity, which tells that sooner or later each volume
feels sure of leaving the ranks and returning into different company. Mr. Sloane makes use of his
books. His two passions, according to Theodore, are reading and talking; but to talk he must
have a book in his hand. The charm of the room lies in the absence of certain pedantic tones—
the browns, blacks and grays—which distinguish most libraries. The apartment is of the feminine
gender. There are half a dozen light colors scattered about—pink in the carpet, tender blue in the
curtains, yellow in the chairs. The result is a general look of brightness and lightness; it expresses
even a certain cynicism. You perceive the place to be the home, not of a man of learning, but of
a man of fancy.
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Description of a person
He rose from his chair—the man of fancy, to greet me—the man of fact. As I looked at him,
in the lamplight, it seemed to me, for the first five minutes, that I had seldom seen an uglier little
person. It took me five minutes to get the point of view; then I began to admire. He is diminutive,
or at best of my own moderate stature, and bent and contracted with his seventy years; lean and
delicate, moreover, and very highly finished. He is curiously pale, with a kind of opaque yellow
pallor. Literally, it’s a magnificent yellow. His skin is of just the hue and apparent texture of some
old crumpled Oriental scroll. I know a dozen painters who would give more than they have to
arrive at the exact “tone” of his thick-veined, bloodless hands, his polished ivory knuckles. His
eyes are circled with red, but in the battered little setting of their orbits they have the lustre of old
sapphires. His nose, owing to the falling away of other portions of his face, has assumed a
grotesque, unnatural prominence; it describes an immense arch, gleaming like a piece of parchment
stretched on ivory. He has, apparently, all his teeth, but has muffled his cranium in a dead black
wig; of course he’s clean shaven. In his dress he has a muffled, wadded look and an apparent
aversion to linen, inasmuch as none is visible on his person. He seems neat enough, but not
fastidious. At first, as I say, I fancied him monstrously ugly; but on further acquaintance I perceived
that what I had taken for ugliness is nothing but the incomplete remains of remarkable good
looks. The line of his features is pure; his nose, _caeteris paribus_, would be extremely handsome;
his eyes are the oldest eyes I ever saw, and yet they are wonderfully living. He has something
remarkably insinuating.’

2. Description of a Scene in the drama Saint Joan by Bernard Shaw
Scene I
A fine spring morning on the river Meuse, between Lorraine and Champagne, in the year
1429 A.D., in the castle of Vaucouleurs.Captain Robert de Baudricourt, a military squire, handsome
and physically energetic, but with no will of his own, is disguising that defect in his usual fashion
by storming terribly at his steward, a trodden worm, scanty of flesh, scanty of hair, who might be
any age from 18 to 55, being the sort of man whom age cannot wither because he has never
bloomed.The two are in a sunny stone chamber on the first floor of the castle. At a plain strong
oak table, seated in chair to match, the captain presents his left profile. The steward stands facing
him at the other side of the table, if so deprecatory a stance as his can be called standing. The
mullioned thirteenth-century window is open behind him. Near it in the corner is a turret with a
narrow arched doorway leading to a winding stair which descends to the courtyard. There is a
stout four legged stool under the table, and a wooden chest under the window.
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Scene VI
Rouen, 30 May 1431. A great stone hall in the castle, arranged for a trial-at-law, but not
trial-by-jury, the court being the Bishop’s court with the Inquisition participating: hence there
are two raised chairs side by side for the Bishop and the Inquisitor as judges. Rows of chairs
radiating from them at an obtuse angle are for the canons, the doctors of law and theology, and
the Dominican monks, who act as assessors. In the angle is a table for the scribes, with stools.
There is also a heavy rough wooden stool for the prisoner. All these are at the inner end of the
hall. The further end is open to the courtyard through a row of arches. The court is shielded from
the weather by screens and curtains.
Looking down the great hall from the middle of the inner end, the judicial chairs and scribes’
table are to the right. The prisoner’s stool is to the left. There are arched doors right and left. It is
a fine sunshiny May morning. Warwick comes in through the arched doorway on the judges’
side, followed by his page

3. Decription of a sequence of actions taking place in a scene (taken from the screen
play of Gandhi)
Featuring the young Indian. It is the young Gandhi – a full head of hair, a somewhat
sensuous face, only the eyes help us to identify him.... He is lost in his book and there is a
slight smile on his face as though what he reads intrigues and surprises him. He grins suddenly
at some insight, then looks out of the window, weighing the idea. As he does a European passes
the compartment and stops dead on seeing an Indian face in the First Class section. The porter
glances at the European nervously.
Gandhi pivots to the porter, holding his place in the book, missing the European, who has
moved on down the corridor, altogether. We see the cover of the book: The Kingdom of God is
Within You, by Leo Tolstoy.
Description features
•

Description is nothing but giving verbal form to a visual. Hence, creating images is the
most important feature of a description. Attributes of size, colour, position etc., add life
to a description.

•

Figures of speech like similes and metaphors decorate the description and give it a rich
look.

E.g.

The apartment is of the feminine gender. (Description – 1)
…his polished ivory knuckles (Description – 2)
…eyes…have luster of old sapphires. (Description – 2)
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•

At the higher level, say, in classes 8 to 10, the learners are expected to use a variety of
sentences while describing a person, place or an event. These shall include short sentences
(The prisoner’s stool is to the left.), a variety of clauses, exclamations, embedded
sentences, sentences with a stress (Literally, it’s a magnificent yellow.) etc.

•

Very often writers include their own personal reflections and points of view in a
description, especially while describing a person.
E.g.

As I looked at him… seldom seen an uglier person. (Description – 2)
At first, as I say, I fancied him... I had taken for ugliness. (Description – 2)

3. Debating and arguing
A debate is an organised argument. You might think you’ve never taken part in a debate
before but you probably have without realising it! When you discuss topics in class or at home,
and put forward different points of view - this is debating. Debating allows you to discuss your
ideas and find out what other people think about a particular topic.
If you’re asked to take part in an organised debate at school, this is likely to be a more formal
discussion and follow a set of rules.
Here are some simple rules for formal debates:
•

First of all, you need two teams: the proposition team and the opposition team.

•

Then you need something to argue about. This is called a motion.

•

The proposition team starts. Their first speaker has to tell everyone what the motion is
all about.

•

The opposition team goes next. Then the teams take it in turns until everyone has had
their say.

•

The last speaker on each team has to sum up their team’s main argument.

Your team will need to do plenty of preparation - writing out the main points of your argument.
During the debate, your team is allowed to pass notes to each other so that you can add or change
things as you go along. The most convincing team wins the debate. Try to guess in advance what
your opposing team might argue to avoid being caught out.
Arguing
Use these tips to make your arguments as convincing as you can:
•

Use facts - it’s hard to argue against a fact so use as much evidence and as many statistics
as possible.

•

Use opinion too - debating is all about getting your opinion across and persuading
others to agree with you, so use a good balance of fact and opinion.
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•

Listen to the other team and comment on what they have said. You then have a chance
to convince the audience of the other side of the argument.

•

Structure your argument - as if you were writing an essay, you need a clear introduction,
a middle and a conclusion.

•

Arguing isn’t about shouting the loudest - present your arguments in a clear controlled
voice. Don’t lose your temper or get too emotional about the arguments.
(Source: BBC Bitesize)

4. Play script
A script is a piece of writing in the form of drama. Drama is different from prose forms of
writing like novels and short stories because it is intended to beperformed, either on stage,
radio, television or film. This means that it has to sound effective when it is read out loud. It also
means that it has to be written in a special form.This section will deal mainly with writing a
script for the stage. There will be a brief section at the end with some pointers for writing a radio
script or a screenplay.
A script consists of •

dialogue - what the characters say, and

•

stage directions - instructions to the actors and director.

Here is an example of an extract from a play script. Look at it carefully and note the special
layout.
The Bully
Scene: A school playground
Characters: JIM, a first year-pupil
EDDIE, a second-year pupil
(JIM is looking through his bag. EDDIE comes up and pushes him.)
JIM: (angrily) What do you think you’re doing?
EDDIE: Oh,sorry, did I hurt you? I was just wondering what you had in that bag.
JIM: What’s it to do with you?
EDDIE: I forgot my dinner money today. And I’m hungry.
(EDDIE grabs JIM’s lunch and runs off.)
JIM: Hey you, come back!
(Enter the JANITOR.)
JANITOR: What’s wrong, son?
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Notice the following features of the layout of a play script • Title
• Scene: say where and when the scene is set
• Characters: say which characters are in the scene at the start. You should give any
information that we need to know about them but keep this brief. This might be their age,
occupation or relationship with another character.
For example Jean, aged 24
Elizabeth, aged 55, mother of Jean
Bill, a plumber
Any characters who come into a scene after the start of it should be introduced by ’Enter’.
Use ’Exit’ if the character leaves.
The name of the character who is speaking should be written at the left-hand side of the
page (in the margin). It is a good idea to print it in capitals. Then write a colon:
Stage directions should be written in brackets.
Characters, plot and dialogue
It’s not just the layout of a script that’s important. You need to think about characters, plot
and dialogue.
Characters
In a short script, it’s best to limit the number of main characters. Too many characters can
be confusing and doesn’t give you time to let the characters develop. Stick to less than four.
Your characters should come to life. This is achieved through dialogue.
Plot
Usually a play has a conflict, crisis or problem at its centre which needs to be resolved. The
characters have to face up to this problemand this is what causes the interest of the play.
The problem at the heart of the play does not need to be particularly unusual or exciting in
itself. You could write a short script centred round, for example •

conflict between a parent and teenager about a bad school report

•

conflict between two friends about a boy/girlfriend

•

a teenager wrongly accused of stealing.

The success of the plot depends on how well it is handled.
You also need to think about how easy it will be to stage the plot convincingly on stage.
Plots which involve spaceships landing, for example, could lead to serious difficulties!
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Dialogue
Good dialogue is central to convincing drama. To make it sound realistic you need to read it
out loud to hear what it sounds like. You also need to think about your characters to know how
they would speak. Ask yourself •

where does this character come from?

•

what age is s/he?

•

what kind of person is s/he?

•

what mood is s/he in?

•

who is s/he talking to?

For example •

someone from Aberdeen will probably speak differently from a Glaswegian

•

a teacher will probably speak differently from a pupil, even though they come from the
same area

•

your granny probably uses some words which are different from yours

•

an angry person is going to speak differently from someone who is calm.

It can sometimes be effective to use dialogue to contrast types of speakers (e.g. a posh shop
assistant and a shopper with a broad accent). Remember also that people do not always speak in
the same way. The words we use, our accent, our tone will differ in different situations.

5. Twenty-five Steps to a Good Interview
By Russell Chandler
Editor’s note: This article came from a workshop that Russell Chandler gave at the 1992
Evangelical Press Association meetings.
1. Interview in person or on the telephone? If convenient, it’s best to do it in person.
Then you can catch the essence of the person in their surroundings and home.
2. Call ahead for an appointment and indicate your publication. If you’re a freelancer,
then say so when scheduling the interview. Don’t underestimate the time you’ll need for the
interview.
Where will you meet? Their home? Their office? I prefer a neutral location. It helps set the
person at ease and cuts down on interruptions. I dislike using restaurants since taping is impossible.
If you do interview at a restaurant, be prepared to pay.
Is your interview an exclusive or will it be shared with others? Find out ahead of time so
you are not surprised.
3. Before the interview, know as much as possible about the person. Have a current bio
sheet sent to you ahead of time.
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4. Cultivate a relaxed atmosphere.
5. When you first arrive, utilize the informal moments to gather impressions—
atmosphere of the house, details like flowers or cars in the driveway. Pay your subject a
sincere compliment to set the person at ease from the beginning.
6. To tape or not to tape. In a number of states, the law requires that the subject knows you
are taping. If it is a sensitive interview, you will want to keep that tape for your records.
Always inform the person, asking, “If it’s all right with you, I’m going to tape this conversation
because you may be speaking faster than I can write. I want to make sure it’s right.”
If you record the interview, also take notes since nothing is failproof.
7. On or off the record? I assume it is on the record, unless the person says that it is not. I
prefer not to go off the record. When part is on and part is off, I mark my notes clearly.
8. Prepare your questions before the interview. Write out a short list but don’t show the
questions to your subject. The only exception is when you have to interview through the mail or
email. Some times this is the only way to get the information. You can also interview by tape.
Send a tape with the questions and get tape recorded answers from the person.
If sharing the interview with a competing publication, try to get a portion where you ask
your questions in private.
9. Begin with the non-threatening, non-emotional topics. Usually this means you will
begin with something about their life background. I check the information from their bio and the
clips to see if there are any gross errors of fact.
10. Then move the interview to the person’s achievements, ideas and beliefs. You will
begin to ask and talk about areas which are more conceptual.
11. Catch the uniqueness, the mannerisms, and the feelings of the person. That’s why
interviewing in person better than on the phone.
12. Observe the person’s features. Good stories will include this information in the article.
13. Let the person reminisce, but if time is limited, be aware that you may have to
interrupt. The more limited your time, the more you have to keep the interview on track.
14. Here’s some techniques to get people talking: ”Tell me about...” Or “Did you ever...”
Or “How did you feel when...” If you need to play the devil’s advocate, instead of direct
confrontation say, “Suppose a critic were to say...”
15. Know your market for the article. What would your readers ask? What would they
sense and hear?
16. At the end of the interview, lay down your pen, turn off your laptop computer and
have a little chat. This is where they may remember things they haven’t before. Provided they
aren’t spooked, it’s all right to open up your notebook and take more notes.
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17. Use the feedback principle to restate the views of the person.Sometimes I’m not
sure what they are after. “In other words, your theory is...” Sometimes I want them to say it better
than they have but don’t want to ask them directly. I use phrases like, “What I hear you saying
is...”
18. Don’t allow yourself to become the subject and tell your life story. When the subject
says, “Tell me about yourself...,” use something like, “The reason, I’m here is to talk with you.”
19. Do you send a copy of your story to the subject beforehand? You may have to. I
agree to send it after publication—and only if they ask for it.
20. I agree to check all direct quotes or factual matters, but I don’t agree to their
editing my story. An exception is when your publisher has already made such an agreement
before the interview.
21. Ask ahead of time to call back for clarification or additional input.This paves the
way for any possible gaps from your interview. Stress that you want to be careful and accurate.
22. Anticipate any possible objections and opposition to your story but go in with an
open mind.
23. Don’t argue or try to prove the interviewee wrong. This is not the forum for that. If
the article is to include opposite views, tell the person that you’re looking for diversity of views.
24. If your interview is refused, you can simply say, “Thank you anyway and that’s
that.” Or “Thank you. But if you don’t mind, I’ll check with you again in a month. Or “The
story will be more balanced and fair if your views are represented. I wanted to hear your side.
Are you sure that you won’t change your mind?” Or in a hard ball approach, “I’m writing the
story anyway, so it will be a better story if your views are included?”
Ask if they will answer written questions. Or would they be willing to give a 15-minute
phone interview or do it by tape?
25. Be genuinely interested in the other person. Thank them for the interview. They’ve
given of their time about themselves. Remind them of the publication and the date. Make
arrangements for the photos.
Russell Chandler was a religion writer for the Los Angeles Times and is now retired and
living in Sonora, California.
(Source: http://www.right-writing.com/steps.html)

Note:
All the points given above may not be relevant for class 10. But the tips given here will certainly
help us understand how to prepare students for interviewing someone.
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6. Choreography Script
Choreography basically is a dance form through which the performer / performers bring out
certain themes. As a performance art it shares some of the features of a drama but is distinct from
it as there will not be dialogues and props. We are using choreography as a pedagogical tool for
facilitating language acquisition and also to help the learners develop deeper understanding of
the poem. At the higher level we use it also for critical appreciation of the poem.
As a written discourse, the choreography script will have the following features:
•

identification of the main theme and stanza wise themes

•

identifying manifestation of the theme as instances / events taken from real life

•

identifying the characters involved in the events and their actions

•

creating the setting through the actions of the chorus

•

sequencing the actions

•

maintaining proper layout of the script

•

using appropriate expressions for capturing the actions and movements of the characters
and the chorus.

See the choreography script of the first stanza of the poem, Änother Woman” taken from
Class 10 TB.
1. Name of the poem: Another Woman
2. The theme/ themes of the first stanza
(This morning she bought green ‘methi’ in the market ... and cooked the whole thing in the
pot over the stove, shielding her face from the heat)
•

The hardships of a woman as a homemaker

•

The uncordial relationship between the woman and her mother-in-law

3. Instances of the theme
•

A woman does all household work, goes to market and buys vegetables, returns home,
starts cooking

•

Her mother – in law scolds her for no obvious reasons

4. Locations
1. the interior of a house
2. the market
3. the kitchen
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5. Characters involved
1. The woman ( the protagonist)
2. Her mother – in law
•

The chorus for setting the location

•

The vegetable vendors

•

Two or three people

•

6 to 8 performers to set the different locations

6. Sequence of actions
Scene 1
•

The chorus enters the stage and pose themselves in such a way that a visual effect of a
house is created.

•

The woman mops the floor

•

The mother-in law comes from indoors and scolds the woman

•

The mother –in law commands the woman to go out

•

The woman goes out

•

All performers exit the stage

Scene 2
•

The chorus enters and creates the setting of a market

•

Two vegetable vendors sit on the ground and selling vegetables

•

One person buy vegetables

•

Two or three people enter the market and exit

•

The woman enters

•

She chooses vegetables and bargains with the vendor

•

She collects vegetables and exit

•

All performers exit

Scene 3
•

The chorus enters the stage and pose themselves in such a way that a visual effect of a
house is created.

•

The woman enters from outside

•

The mother-in law comes from indoors and scolds the woman for being late

•

The mother –in law commands the woman to cook fast

•

She keeps the pot on the stove

•

The woman cuts vegetables

•

The mother-in law comes near and scolds the woman

•

All performers exit the stage
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7. Essay
An essay is a short piece of writing that discusses, describes or analyses a topic. It can
discuss a subject directly or indirectly, seriously or humorously. It can describe personal opinions,
or just report information. An essay can be written from any perspective, but are most commonly
written in the first person (I), or third person (subjects that can be substituted with the he, she, it,
or they pronouns).
There are many different kinds of essays. The following are some of the most common
ones:
Expository
The function of the expository essay is to explain something to the reader by giving directions
or instructions, or to acquaint your reader with knowledge about how to complete a task or how
something is done. You are demonstrating your own knowledge and explaining with facts, not
your opinion. It is very important that your tone be reasonable and that your presentation be
factual and believable.
Compare and Contrast
The essay could be an unbiased discussion, or an attempt to convince the reader of the
benefits of one thing, person, or concept. It could also be written simply to entertain the reader,
or to arrive at an insight into human nature. The essay could discuss both similarities and
differences, or it could just focus on one or the other. A comparison essay usually discusses the
similarities between two things, while the contrast essay discusses the differences.
Cause and Effect
The cause/effect essay explains why or how some event happened, and what resulted from
the event. This essay is a study of the relationship between two or more events or experiences.
The essay could discuss both causes and effects, or it could simply address one or the other. A
cause essay usually discusses the reasons why something happened. An effect essay discusses
what happens after a specific event or circumstance. Sources are often required in a cause/effect
paper, and your choice of these sources is important as they reflect on the validity of your argument.
Argumentative (Persuasive)
An argumentative essay is one that attempts to persuade the reader to the writer’s point of
view. The writer can either be serious or funny, but always tries to convince the reader of the
validity of his or her opinion. The essay may argue openly, or it may attempt to subtly persuade
the reader by using irony or sarcasm. Your approach is to take a stand on an issue and use
evidence to back up your stance, not to explore an unresolved topic.
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You must choose a side, make a case for it, consider and refute alternative arguments, and
prove to the undecided reader that the opinion it presents is the best one. You must be aware of
other sides and be fair to them; dismissing them completely will weaken your own argument. It
is best to take a side that you believe in, preferably with the most supporting evidence. It can
often be educational to adopt a different position from what you might normally choose (debating
requires this kind of flexibility).
Informal
Written mainly for enjoyment. This is not to say that it cannot be informative or persuasive;
however, it is less a formal statement than a relaxed expression of opinion, observation, humour
or pleasure. A good informal essay has a relaxed style but retains a strong structure, though that
structure may be less rigid than in a formal paper.
The informal essay tends to be more personal than the formal, even though both may express
subjective opinions. In a formal essay the writer is a silent presence behind the words, while in
an informal essay the writer is speaking directly to the reader in a conversational style. If you are
writing informally, try to maintain a sense of your own personality. Do not worry about sounding
academic, but avoid sloppiness.
Critical Review
This type of essay can be either formal or informal, depending on the context. Its goal is to
evaluate a work such as an article or book. Your personal, informed, opinion plays a significant
role in the process. However, a certain objective standard needs to be maintained and, as in an
argumentative essay, your assertions need to be proved.
The formality of the review will be determined by how much of the essay is analysis, how
much is summary and how much is your reaction to the work you are reviewing. A more formal
review will not only discuss the work on its own merits but also place it in context. Newspapers
and popular magazines often review in terms of finance: is this CD or film worth spending your
money on? Critical journals will attempt to determine whether a new novel or play has achieved
something new and significant. A good review will discuss both the qualities and the importance
of a given work.
Research (Analytical)
The research essay leads you into the works of others and asks you to compare their thoughts
with your own. Writing a research paper involves going to source material and synthesising
what you learn from it with your own ideas. You must find texts on the subject and use them to
support the topic you have been given to explore. Because it is easy to become lost in a wilderness
of source material, you must take particular care to narrow your topic. A research paper should
demonstrate what you have learned, but it should also show that you have a perspective of your
own on the subject.
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The greatest danger inherent in the research essay is plagiarism. If your paper consists of
a string of quotations or paraphrases with little input of your own, you are not synthesising but
copying, and you should expect a low grade. If any of the borrowings are unacknowledged, you
are plagiarising, and the penalties can be severe.
Literary
In the literary essay, you are exploring the meaning and construction of a piece of literature.
This task is more complicated than reviewing, though the two are similarly evaluative. In a
review you are discussing the overall effect and validity of written work, while in a literary essay
you are paying more attention to specifics. A literary essay focuses on such elements as structure,
character, theme, style, tone and subtext. You are taking a piece of writing and trying to discover
how and why it is put together the way it is. You must adopt a viewpoint on the work in question
and show how the details of the work support your viewpoint.
A literary essay may be your own interpretation, based only on your reading of the piece, or
it may be a mixture of your opinions and references to the criticism of others, much like a
research paper. Again, be wary of plagiarism and of letting the opinions and ‘voices’ of more
experienced writers swamp your own response to the work. If you are going to consult the
critics, you should reread the literary work you are discussing and make some notes on it based
on your own viewpoint before looking at any criticism.
The features
•

title (sometimes followed by an introduction)

•

thesis statement, body and conclusion

•

appropriate paragraphing with main ideas

•

supporting details and examples

•

organization of ideas

•

maintaining coherence - using cohesive devices (such as pronouns, linkers)

•

presenting ideas without digression

A Fable for Tomorrow
There was once a town in the heart of America where all life seemed to live in harmony
with its surroundings. The town lay in the midst of a checkerboard of prosperous farms, with
fields of grain and hillsides of orchards where, in spring, white clouds of bloom drifted above
the green fields. In autumn, oak and maple and birch set up a blaze of colour that flamed and
flickered across a backdrop of pines. Then foxes barked in the hills and deer silently crossed the
fields, half hidden in the mists of the fall mornings.
Along the roads, laurel, viburnum and alder, great ferns and wildflowers delighted the
traveller’s eye through much of the year. Even in winter the road- sides were places of beauty,
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where countless birds came to feed on the berries and on the seed heads of the dried weeds rising
above the snow. The country- side was, in fact, famous for the abundance and variety of its bird
life, and when the flood of migrants was pouring through in spring and fall people travelled from
great distances to observe them. Others came to fish the streams, which flowed clear and cold
out of the hills and contained shady pools where trout lay. So it had been from the days many
years ago when the first settlers raised their houses, sank their wells, and built their barns.
Then a strange blight crept over the area and everything began to change. Some evil spell
had settled on the community: mysterious maladies swept the flocks of chickens; the cattle and
sheep sickened and died. Everywhere was a shadow of death. The farmers spoke of much illness
among their families. In the town the doctors had become more and more puzzled by new kinds
of sickness appearing among their patients. There had been several sudden and unexplained
deaths, not only among adults but even among children, who would be stricken suddenly while
at play and die within a few hours.
There was a strange stillness. The birds, for example where had they gone? Many people
spoke of them, puzzled and disturbed. The feeding stations in the backyards were deserted. The
few birds seen anywhere were moribund; they trembled violently and could not fly. It was a
spring without voices. On the mornings that had once throbbed with the dawn chorus of robins,
catbirds, doves, jays, wrens, and scores of other bird voices there was now no sound; only silence
lay over the fields and woods and marsh.
On the farms the hens brooded, but no chicks hatched. The farmers complained that they
were unable to raise any pigs the litters were small and the young survived only a few days. The
apple trees were coming into bloom but no bees droned among the blossoms, so there was no
pollination and there would be no fruit.
The roadsides, once so attractive, were now lined with browned and 249 withered vegetation
as though swept by fire. These, too, were silent, deserted by all living things. Even the streams
were now lifeless. Anglers no longer Rachel Carson visited them, for all the fish had died.
In the gutters under the eaves and between the shingles of the roofs, a white granular powder
still showed a few patches; some weeks before it had fallen like snow upon the roofs and the
lawns, the fields and streams.
No witchcraft, no enemy action had silenced the rebirth of new life in this stricken world.
The people had done it themselves.
This town does not actually exist, but it might easily have a thousand counterparts in America
or elsewhere in the world. I know of no community that has experienced all the misfortunes I
describe. Yet every one of these disasters has actually happened somewhere, and many real
communities have already suffered a substantial number of them. A grim spectre has crept upon
us almost unnoticed, and this imagined tragedy may easily become a stark reality we all shall
know. ...
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More about coherence and cohesion
Consider the following text,
If there is a fault with the toilet please call extn. 1-071. Place in water halfway up basin.
That’s where all that salty water comes from.
Though the text contains some shared words (toilet, basin, water) they do not relate to each
other. Nor does the whole text do. Moreover, it does not resemble any kind of text that we are
familiar with. This is because the text lacks coherence. Here follows another text for comparison.
We want you to be delighted with this facility. If there is a fault with the toilet please call extn
1071 on the white courtesy phone.
This text belongs to the type: public notices. The two sentences in it are logically linked. We
can also use a linker so between them.
There are a few things which make a text coherent. Some of these are:
•

A text follows certain textual conventions.

•

It is relevant to its context.

•

It is relevant to other texts (intertextuality).

•

The sentences have a logical relation

•

There is a consistent topic

•

If there are clear links between its parts (cohesion)

Coherence is not the same as cohesion. A text can be coherent even if there are no explicit
links between its sentences. See the text given below:
Remove carton. Pierce film. Place in water halfway up basin. Top up as necessary.
This type of text makes sense to the reader with the help of context clues and familiarity
with it in the absence of pronouns (e.g., it) and linkers (e.g., then).
Coherence, has more to do with the relation between the text and its context, and between
the speaker/writer and the listener/reader and is less a property of texts. Different readers and
listeners may experience coherence to varying degrees.
Cohesion
If the elements of a text are connected it will be cohesive. Cohesion is the use of grammatical
and lexical means to achieve connected text, either spoken or written. Cohesion is a stable property
of texts. The main cohesive devices in English are these:
Lexical:
•

Repetition of words, or words from the same word family (eg coherent, cohesive,
cohesion) or use of synonyms
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•

Use of general words (like the place, the girl, the facility) to refer to something more
specific that is mentioned elsewhere

•

Use of words from te same thematic field (eg texts, readers, written)

•

Substitution of previously mentioned words with one/ones

•

Ellipsis of previously mentioned words (ie, leaving a word out because it can be recovered
from the previous text

Grammatical:
•

Reference devices, especially pronouns (eg it may help ...) and some determiners (eg
this, that)

•

Substitution of previously mentioned clause elements, with do/does, or so /not

•

Ellipsis of clause elements

•

Linkers such as therefore, what’s more, then

•

Parallelism, ie, sentences that écho’ the structure of the previous sentence

In the following genuine text, the cohesive devices are identified.
Could you imagine being a 222 – car family?? Sounds crazy. But (1) in Singapore it (2) happens.
There (3) they have a big pool of cars (4). Honda cars (5) Many many cars (5) And (6) everyone
shares them (7). You use one (8) when you need it (9). (10) Drop it (11) off when you don’t
(12,13). We call it (14) the Intelligent Community vehicle (15) system. It’s 16) like one big happy
car (17) sharing (18) family (19). Perhaps one day we’ll make it (20) happen here. Do you
believe in the power of dreams (21)?
1. Linker
2. Back reference (to being a 222-car family)
3. Back reference (to Singapore)
4. Repetition (222 – car)
5. Repetition
6. Linker
7. Back reference (cars)
8. Substitution (a car)
9. Back reference (one)
10. Ellipsis (You)
11. Back reference (one)
12. Ellipsis (need it)
13. Parallelism
14. Back reference (to everything that has been described so far)
15. General word (for cars)
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16. As 14
17. Repetition
18. Partial repetition (of shares)
19. Re[petition
20. As 14
21. Word thematically related to imagine in first sentence
Typical ways of focusing on cohesion in the classroom include:
•

Adding the linkers to a text

•

Choosing the best way of continuing a sentence\

•

Identifying pronoun referents (ie, the things that the pronouns refer to)

•

Identifying chains of words that belong to the same thematic area

•

Inserting sentences into a text

•

Deleting ‘rogue’ sentences from a text
(Source: An A-Z of ELT by Scott Thornbury (2006), Macmillan Books for Teachers)

Characteristics of different types of Essay
Note: With all the types of rhetorical strategy mentioned below, we are not talking about essay
“types”, but about rhetorical styles which writers use for particular purposes. Some essays ask
for a more expository than argumentative style, and for particular strategies within those styles.
As we shall see later, authentic essays actually require you to use a combination of these styles.
Expository (mainly)
“Exposition” is a rather formal term which really means either “information” or
“explanation”, modes of communication we might use to write a manual, offer instructions on
how things work or where to find things, or recount what happened during a revolution, etc.
Below we have identified 4 types of expository essay found in university curricula:
Descriptive
Science-related essays often require background description: of a thing, process or state
of affairs - analyzing it into its parts. This can be done chronologically, serially, hierarchically,
etc. It is a test of your ability to select and synthesise ‘factual’ information.
Explanatory
This approach is asked for in essay looking for an account of reasons or causes in relation
to perceived effects or results. In most Social Science disciplines, you will be asked to draw
on theory to support your explanation. Your interpretation demonstrates how well you
understand the relevant theories.
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Illustrative
This could be fairly descriptive, but illustrations need to be relevant and appropriate, and
written with explicit reference to the theoretical point being supported
Analytical
This could apply to experimental data, or to an argument or text. It is the process of breaking
down something into its component parts, often in order to analyse patterns or categories based
on a theoretical position.
Argumentative (mainly)
Argumentative literally refers to everything that involves debate and possible disagreement,
and to opinion as opposed to the uncontested facts of exposition. It means agreeing or disagreeing
with a given proposition, either strongly or tentatively.
In more general terms it refers to a more subjective style of writing, where writers engage in
defining their terms or interpreting and evaluating the views, evidence or data very clearly from
their own perspective or viewpoint.
Defining
Essays which expect a strong defining component are common in philosophy, but also feature
in Sociology.
A question may look factual- e.g. ‘Do we have free will?’ , but the way to answered it is by
careful definition of what is meant by the concept of free will.
Evaluative
Some essays require you to pass judgement or make an assessment, according to stated
criteria. In cases when you could say ‘Well, it depends what you mean by (X) ... ’, it is important
that you define the terms by which you apply or explore these criteria. Terms, such as “success”
or “effectiveness”, are often value-laden.. Basically, you may be asked to judge how good or bad
something is, or how far it is true.
E.g.: Evaluate the contribution of political parties to the development of the movement for
democracy in Hong Kong .
Interpretive
Interpretation is classically a literary process, where you place your interpretation of a
text in the context of other, perhaps more established interpretations. It is also often used in
Political Science and History, where the causes, developments and results of political developments
or events are interpreted; there are conventional (and often competing) interpretations to reexamine.
Note: Interpretation + Evaluation: Critical Review essays typically combine these processes
and styles of writing.
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In all argumentative essays, you are expected to consider all sides of an issue before taking
a stand, and then to argue for the validity of your position.
(source: http://www4.caes.hku.hk/acadgrammar/essay/section1/EssayTys.htm

8. Key features of a newspaper article
Headline – usually only four or five words. It tries to attract the interest of the reader by telling
them what the story is about, in a short and interesting way.
•

What is the headline for your article?

•

How many words are in the headline?

By-line – who wrote the article
•

Who wrote your article?

Introduction – It will set the scene and summarise the main points of the article: who, what,
when, where.
•

Can you identify these important points in your article?
-

Who is the article about?

-

What happened?

-

When did it happen?

-

Where did it happen?

Body – provides more detail about the event, in particular it answers the questions how and why.
•

What else do you know now?

Quotes – sometimes articles will include what a person (like an eye-witness or an expert) has
said. These will be in speech marks.
•

Does you article have quotes? If so,
-

What was said?

-

Who said it?

-

How are they related to the event?

Photograph and caption – sometimes articles have a photograph, and a sentence explaining
the photograph
•

Does your article have a photograph? What does it show – describe exactly what you
see?

•

What does the caption say?

9. Speeches
The key to presenting the perfect speech is preparation and practice. World leaders don’t
just stand up and make up a speech on the spot - they carefully prepare beforehand. They even
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employ people to write their speeches, although remember, this is not an option at school! Speech
is basically an oral discourse. But students should also know how to write a speech.
An effective speech needs to:
•

Use the English language skillfully - as you have time to prepare your speech in advance,
you can show off your English language skills and vocabulary.

•

Be memorable - former prime minister Tony Blair was famous for making a speech that
included the phrase “Education, education, education”. This use of repetition made the
speech memorable and helped his audience identify his key point.

•

Make people think - you may have heard of Martin Luther King who repeated the
phrase “I have a dream” when he campaigned for equal rights for black Americans.
This was a speech designed to inspire and connect with his audience.

Excerpt from Martin Luther King’s ‘I have a dream’ speech
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not
be judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character.
I have a dream today!
I have a dream that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious racists, with its governor
having his lips dripping with the words of interposition and nullification; one day right there in
Alabama little black boys and little black girls will be able to join hands with little white boys
and white girls as sisters and brothers.
I have a dream today!
A good speech might contain the following:
1. Rhetorical questions
2. Repetition
3. Lists of three
4. Contrast
5. Emotive language
6. Direct address
7. Evidence (statistics, quotations, examples)
Here is an example of a speech to a group of students. Rollover the highlighted sections to
see how the writer uses the techniques from the list above.
Fellow students, have you ever felt afraid to walk around the school by yourself? (1) In
a recent survey carried out by the school council, 70 percent (2) of us have been bullied at some
time in our life at school.
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The bullies arevicious, violent and vindictive (3; 4) . Unfortunately, they are getting away
with it. Can this be fair? (5)
We, the victims, are afraid of wearing the wrong trainers. We are afraid of being too
smart or too stupid. We are afraid (6)of anything that might draw attention to ourselves. The
time has come for the fear to stop.
The bullies terrify other students, and yet they are cowards (7) themselves. If we pull
together we can fight this fear. Join me and fight this fear (8) today.
Speaking skills
Writing the speech is only half the task - the next part is presenting it.
The idea of presenting a speech might make you nervous but some people make speeches
every day as part of their jobs. Think about your teachers - they regularly stand up before you and
present to the class.
You might notice that some teachers are more interesting to listen to than others. It is not
necessarily what they say that keeps you interested, but often how they say it. What do your
teachers do to keep your attention? Make a list then compare it with the tips below.

Tips for successful speeches
Volume
Your listeners will switch off if they can’t hear you. Use a loud and clear voice, and if you’re
unsure if your audience can hear you at the back - just ask “Can you hear me at the back?”
Pace
If you speak too quickly, you won’t be clear. If you speak too slowly, your audience is likely
to go to sleep. Vary your pace for effect and use dramatic pauses where appropriate.
Pitch and tone
If you speak like a robot, in the same boring tone, your audience will quickly drift off.
Speak naturally and use the pitch of your voice to show your emotions.
Facial expression
You don’t have to gurn at your audience! But if you don’t look like you’re interested in what
you have to say, your audience won’t be either.
Gesture and movement
Again, keep it natural, but if you stand like a statue, you won’t be very interesting to watch
or listen to. On the other hand, too much arm flapping and leg hopping will distract your audience
from the point you’re trying to make.
Visual aids
Use them, but use them effectively. They need to be big enough to see, interesting to look at
and relevant to what you are talking about. Don’t be tempted to make a big poster to hide behind!
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Vocabulary
Choose words that are interesting, descriptive and appropriate to your audience. Don’t baffle
your audience with jargon or slang or lots of big words that are too difficult for anyone else to
understand.
Grammar
If it’s appropriate to your audience and task, try to use Standard English. You don’t have to
be too formal or put on a silly accent, just speak in a way that is easy for everyone to understand.
Getting over nerves
Most people feel nervous about speaking formally in front of other people. Here are some
tips to help you conquer your nerves:
•

Write your speech out in full and read it several times - this will help you gain confidence
in the content.

•

Prepare small cards with key points of your speech. By now you should be familiar with
your speech so these points will help you keep to your structure. Avoid the temptation to
read your speech in full - the idea is to test your speaking skills, not your reading skills!

•

Practice your performance before the real thing. Try practicing at home on your own, and
then in front of family or friends. If you have visual aids, be sure to practice using them.

•

On the day, take a deep breath, smile and try to enjoy it.

Footnotes:
Direct address Direct Address. The speaker is addressing the audience directly, asking
them to think about their own experiences.
Evidence Evidence. This is an example of evidence to make the argument more convincing.
Lists of three. Lists of three. A list of three words together sounds really powerful when it
is said out loud.
Emotive Language. Emotive Language. These three words are examples of emotive
language.
Rhetorical Questions. Rhetorical Questions. The audience aren’t expected to give an answer,
but the speaker wants them to think about what he is saying.
Repetition. Repetition. It is effective to repeat the word ‘afraid’ in a speech about bullying.
Contrast. Contrast. ‘Coward’ contrasts with ‘terrify’.
(Source: ttp://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/english/speaking_listening/speaking/revision/3/)

10. Tips on Writing a Biographical Sketch
Know how to write a biographical sketch is very important if you have the job of painting
the picture of someone’s life or if you are interested in promoting yourself for a particular reason.
A biographical sketch can vary depending on who it is being written for and about. The focus of
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a sketch written about other people is to explain who the person is and provide an overview of
the person’s life. If the biographical sketch is written about you from your own point of view, the
same criteria apply plus the goal is usually to present yourself in a positive light. There are some
tips to writing biographical sketches that will keep people engaged and make others want to
know more about the subject of the sketch.
Purpose of a Biographical Sketch
There a few reasons why you would write a biographical sketch for yourself or someone
else.
•

If you are considering writing one for yourself perhaps you need a biographical sketch
for a book or maybe you are making a presentation and it was requested that you provide
a biographical sketch to be included in a program.

Most of the time when you are writing a biographical sketch about yourself it is for
self promotion such as when seeking employment. Sometimes people will make professional
portfolios that include a resume, pieces of their professional works and the biographical sketch.
•

In instances where the biographical sketch is written about someone else, it is mainly
for the purpose of informing an audience about that person’s life. These types of
biographical sketches usually provide a very detailed account of a person’s life and will
include such information as the person’s full name, occupation and their life’s activities.

When writing a biographical sketch for yourself or about someone else it is important to
consider why you are writing such a piece as this will help you decide what information to add to
complete the sketch.
Writing a Biographical Sketch
Here are a few tips to help you compile and format all the information which is needed.
1. Get basic information about the subject - In order to effectively write a biographical
sketch about a person, you need to obtain basic information about that individual. Such
information as the person’s full name, date and place of birth and family background
are some examples of basic information that can be used in a biographical sketch.
2. List Achievements and Influences - When writing a biographical sketch about an
individual, you should mention his or her personal achievements and how accomplishing
certain feats affected his or her life. Likewise, you can also incorporate any personal
influences into the autobiographical sketch. There are many people who have a number
of personal influences.
3. Arrangement of Information - Once you have gathered all the information that is needed
to compose a biographical sketch, it is important that you have a format in which you
will present the information. When writing a biographical sketch, there are a number of
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ways that you can format all the details. There are many sketches that are presented in
book format with the story of a person’s life presented in chronological order. This is
one of the more popular ways to present a biographical sketch, as it allows the reader
trace the subject’s life from beginning to present day.
4. Verify Information - Before publishing or presenting a biographical sketch on an
individual, it is very important that the information is confirmed as being accurate. If
you are writing a biographical sketch, the subject is the best person to provide information
about him or herself. If you obtain information about your subject from other sources
make sure to verify its veracity.
Writing Your Own Biographical Sketch
The tips on writing a biographical sketch can also be used to write your own story. When a
person writes their own biographical sketch it is called an autobiography. Writing an autobiography
is something that many people do. There are many famous people who have published
autobiographies to either share their life story or to counteract an unauthorized biographical
sketch that was written about them.
Even you can write your own biographical sketch, and your personal biographical sketch
can be an ongoing project that you can build upon until you are ready to share it with others.
(source: http://grammar.yourdictionary.com/grammar-rules-and-tips/tips-on-writing-a-biographical-sketch.html)

11. Writing an Effective Personal Profile
Scholarship applications, personal profiles and supplemental information (when required)
are reviewed by a scholarship committee comprised of UA faculty and or staff. Depending on
how many scholarships each applicant is eligible for, many applications are reviewed by multiple
committes. The committees’ task is to match the scholarship program with a scholar. Direct
the readers. Why are you the exemplary choice to receive a scholarship? Committees will evaluate
the following: leadership, extra curricular involvement, presentation (grammar, punctuation etc),
your educational and career goals and plans, and any other information you feel the committee
should know about you or your application. Try to touch upon each of those criterions in
your personal profile and go into as much detail as you can within the 3000 character
(approximately 500 word) limit. It is recommended that you compose your profile in a word
processing program such as Microsoft Word, and then copy and paste into the box
provided. Effective profiles successfully do the following:
Give insight about who you are. They show us who you are, how you think, how you decide
to act (or not act) upon something, how you approach a problem or dilemma, how you interact
with your environment. Avoid being melancholy! You do have something interesting to write
about. Don’t write a resume (unless asked for); let us know what makes you stand out amongst
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the other applicants. Your personal profile is read by committee members making scholarship
recommendations so take the time to put your best foot forward. Profile Brainstorms:
•

Describe activities you are involved in that relate to your educational plan or your future
career.

•

Describe a scholastic achievement you have made, and why it is important to you.

•

Describe contributions you have made to your community and/or campus and explain
how those experiences have contributed to your personal growth.

•

Pick an experience from your own life and explain how it has influenced your development

•

Where do you see yourself 10 years from now. You may choose a topic that 200 other
students write about (which is fine). But how you write about your topic can distinguish
your essay from the pack.

•

Write logically where the reader can follow your train of thought. Make sure your sentences
relate to each other. Use transitions when a change takes place in your story or you are
making a new point.

•

Avoid redundant sentences and phrases.

12. Notice Writing
A notice is a formal means of communication. The purpose of a notice is to announce or
display information to a specific group of people. Notices are generally meant to be pinned up on
specific display boards whether in schools or in public places. Notices issued by the government
appear in newspapers.
Format:
A notice should be written in the following format:
•

the name of the organisation issuing the notice

•

the title ‘NOTICE’

•

a heading to introduce the subject of the notice

•

the date

•

the body of the notice

•

the writer’s signature, name (in block letters) and designation
Name of organisation/office issuing the notice

Date

Notice
Heading
Body of letter

Signature
Name
Designation
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Points to remember:
•

A well-written notice must inform the readers about the 5 Ws:
-

What is going to happen, (that is, the event)

-

Where it will take place

-

When it will take place (that is, the date and time)

-

Who can apply or is eligible for it

-

Whom to contact or apply to (that is, the issuing authority)

•

Only the most important points should be written.

•

A.O.D. – that is, any other detail given in the question.

•

One is free to add any relevant information not included in the question.

•

The sentences should be short and grammatically accurate.
(Source: http://wps.pearsoned.com/wps/media/objects/6524/6681325/Notice%20writing.pdf)

13. Poster/ Advertisement/ Invitation
•

Poster and advertisement are a kind of media useful for giving a piece of information to
general public or a specific group of people. The prime feature of these discourses is
grabbing the attention of the target group.

•

A picture or a caption which is catchy to the eye makes them attractive. These pictures
or captions should also be appropriate to the context of the discourse.

•

Brevity and to the point expressions mark these discourses. Especially in posters and
advertisements, the language used should be as brief as possible. If you observe any
advertisement, we do not find any lengthy sentences. Only the necessary information is
given in the form of catchy phrases and words.

•

A poster or ad has its own format and lay out. Following minimum lay out will make
the poster etc., understand in a very short time. But care should be taken to include all
the necessary details like purpose or context, venue, date, time, programme details,
attractions etc. whichever are applicable.

•

Apart from brevity, these discourses contain persuasive language which attracts the
reader. Rhythmic and slogan type of language is seen in posters and ads.

•

Also observe the graphics and pictures used in the above ad and also the other ads
around you.

14. Conversation
It is worth noting that, in global literature, a conversation generally appears as a part of
other larger discourses like narratives, dramas, plays, and novels etc. rather than as a discrete
discourses.
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•

Observe the features of the following conversation.

•

The characters involved in the conversation are –
Mrs. Amelia Slater and Mrs. Elizabeth Jordan
Mr. Henry and Mr. Ben

–Sisters

–Husbands of Amelia and Elizabeth.

Topoic –death of the sisters’ father.
Mrs. Jordan

: Well, Amelia, and so he’s gone at last.

Mrs. Slater

: Yes, he’s gone. He was seventy-two a fortnight last Sunday. (with tears.)

Ben

: Now, Amelia, you mustn’t give way. We’ve all got to die some time or
other.

Mrs. Jordan

: And now perhaps you’ll tell us all about it.

Mrs. Slater

: Father had been merry this morning. He went out soon after breakfast
to pay his insurance.

Ben

: My word, it’s a good thing he did.

Mrs. Jordan

: He always was thoughtful in that way. He was too honourable to have
‘gone’ without paying his premium.

Henry

: And when I came in I found him undressed sure enough and snug in
bed.

Mrs. Slater

: And when we’d finished dinner I thought I’d take up a bit of something
on a tray. He was lying there for all the world as if he was asleep, so I
put the tray down on the bureau-(correcting herself) on the chest of
drawers – and went to waken him. (A pause) He was quite cold.

Mrs. Slater

: Well, will you go up and look at him now, or shall we have tea?

Mrs. Jordan

: What do you say, Ben?

Ben

: I’m not particular.

Mrs. Jordan

: Well, then, if the kettle’s ready, we may as well have tea first.

Let us analyse the features of a conversation with regard to the above conversation.
1. The learner is expected to write a conversation containing dialogues with a number of
exchanges ranging from two to ten, based on the context and the level of the learner.
Here, in the above example, there are seven exchanges which speak about a single topic
or theme i.e., the death of an old man.
2. Observe the dialogues in the above conversation. These exchanges are in a sequential
order. Though there are a few intrusions in the speech of Mrs. Slater, (When she explains
how her father died), the ideas are expressed in a proper order.
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3. The conversation can be sustained sufficiently long by adding useful exchanges and
ideas. Generally, it is not ended abruptly. A conversation also includes involving or
inviting others into the conversation.
•

Mrs. Jordan and Ben add their opinions in between Mrs. Slater’s speech.

•

Mrs. Jordan invites Ben into the conversation by asking “What do you say, Ben?”.

•

Also observe, how Henry helped to sustain the conversation.

4. A conversation generally contains expressions and features depicting social norms such
as politeness, words expressing relationship (sir, brother, dad etc.), willingness to speak,
calling the attention of the others before starting to speak, by using the expressions like
– excuse me, well, etc., speaking intelligibly and clearly so that others can understand
clearly.
5. Certain words and phrases differentiate a conversation from the other discourses. The
expressions like – well, precisely, any way, I mean, you know, oh, then, actually, as a
matter of fact, to be frank, etc., make a conversation look natural. These are called
discourse markers of a conversation. With out these, a conversation may look like a
message from an answering machine!
6. The above conversation contains a few short responses (it’s a good idea and I’m not
particular). Short responses, question tags and contractions (we’d, mustn’t, I’ll etc.)
are also the features of a natural conversation.
7. The dialogues in a conversation should be apt to the context. This feature should be
given prime importance. A conversation shall contain certain expressions that clearly
indicate the mood of the speakers and the context of the conversation. The content of
the conversation should neither be prolonged with unnecessary details, nor made short
by missing out the necessary.
•

Observe what Ben says when Amelia starts crying.

•

The speakers praise the dead person. Such exchanges indicate and establish the
mood of the speakers.

8. The exchanges in a conversation are linked with each other using suitable cohesive
devices (linkers) like – but, now, somehow, anyhow, I suppose etc. these also include
expressions showing agreement and disagreement.
9. Care should be taken that the sentences used should have proper syntax or word forms
such as; tense, PNG, agreement, affixes etc.
10. The conventions of writing, i.e, punctuation marks and spelling are also important.
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15. Letter
Now, let us have a look at the features of a letter.
Kondamudusu Palem,
Kandukuru.
Nov. 27, 2013.
To
The Editor,
The Hindu,
Vijayawada.
Sir/ Madam,
I am a regular reader of your esteemed newspaper. I am very much interested in
reading the news in ‘Friday Review’ in your newspaper every week. I am writing to bring to your
notice certain feelings I had when I watched the colour version of the movie ‘Maya Bazaar’.
Recently ‘Mayabazaar’ was released again but this time it was a different ‘Maya
Bazaar’, Maya Bazaar-in colour!
Thanks to the Goldstone Technologies, I was carried away to a different world of
colourful visuals. Of course the audio part remained the same. But here and there the effects of
digital track sound have made some difference. Such an experiment began in Hindi with ‘MughalE-Azam’ and received applause from the audience. I hope many such experiments are welcome
to the film lovers.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
N. Sarathchandra
Z.P.HIGH SCHOOL
KANDUKURU
PRAKASAM (Dist.)
•

This is a letter written to the editor of a news paper. So, the language used is semi –
formal. Personal reflections also find a place in it, as it is written to express the writer’s
opinion.

•

The layout and format are of an official letter, where in we have certain expression like
Sir/Madam, Thanking you, Yours faithfully, etc., which are the indicators of a traditional
official letter. Other parts of the letter like the address of the writer, date, address of the
receiver, the necessary punctuations also make the format.
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•

There are 6 – 7 ideas in the letter, viz. establishing that he is a regular reader of the news
paper (introduction), why the letter is being written (the reason), and personal reflections
on the latest release of an old film in colour (the content). All these ideas have been
arranged in a proper sequence without causing any confusion. This helps in a smooth
reading and understanding of a text.

•

The letter does not look dry if the language is convincing and persuasive. Persuasive
language urges the reader to read the letter completely. The expressions – ‘I am a regular
reader of your…’, ‘I am very much interested in your…’ and ‘…to bring to your notice…’
come under this feature.

•

There are various ideas in the above letter as said above. These ideas are well linked
with each other. Not a single idea stands discrete. Observe how different ideas are
brought to coherence (linking of different ideas) using the linkers like – recently, of
course, thanks to, etc., and the conjunctions – when, and, but etc

16. Diary
A diary is a very important personal document. It helps in keeping the memories and
experiences of a person alive. Memories in the mind may disappear but the written words re –
spark them.
In other words, a diary is a permanent personal record that is kept of the events, thoughts
and ideas associated with an individual. Keeping a diary is an excellent means of documenting
experiences, ideas and feelings that will have meaning in future life or be of importance to the
next generations. It is often considered private and confidential.
Most people choose to write in a diary only when something new and exciting happens. It
also is a means of allowing pent up emotions to have some type of out let. Writing a diary leads
to the ability to put down emotions and thoughts in a written form, in a purely personal way.
Observe the diary entry for its features.
Friday, 1st October, 1942.
Dear Diary,
Just for fun, I am going to tell you each person’s first wish, when we were allowed to go
out again. Mrs. Van says, “If I go out, I’ll eat cream cakes”, Dussel says, “If I am let free, I’ll
rush to see my wife Lotje.”. Mummy says, “I’ll have a cup of coffee.” , Peter says, “I’ll go to
the cinema.” I long for many things. But I long for a home of our own.
•
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•

The sentences in a diary entry reflect the mood of the writer. The way of expression, the
language used is appropriate to the state of mind and expectations of the writer.

•

Further, writing a diary is a personal activity. Hence, we often find self criticism,
introspection and future plans.
E.g. I long for so many things. But I long for a home of our own.

•

Though there are various ideas and events in a diary entry, these are linked with each
other using various linkers as discussed earlier.

17. Review
We expect children to review different genres (story/ novel/ drama/ essay/ film). The features of
the review as a literary genre are the following:
Features
•

stating the context of the review (story/novel/drama/essay/film)

•

highlighting and commenting on certain features of the item reviewed (e.g. characters/
theme/setting / events/turning points etc.)

•

brevity

•

citation from the text to substantiate the point. (authenticity)

•

making personal impressions

•

maintaining coherence.

Please read the following reviews in the light of these features.
Review of the film, “”Titanic”
1)
James Cameron’s 194-minute, $200 million film of the tragic voyage is in the tradition
of the great Hollywood epics. It is flawlessly crafted, intelligently constructed, strongly acted
and spellbinding. If its story stays well within the traditional formulas for such pictures, well,
you don’t choose the most expensive film ever made as your opportunity to reinvent the wheel.
[The context]
2)
We know before the movie begins that certain things must happen. We must see the
Titanic sail and sink, and be convinced we are looking at a real ship. There must be a human
story—probably a romance—involving a few of the passengers. There must be vignettes involving
some of the rest and a subplot involving the arrogance and pride of the ship’s builders—and
perhaps also their courage and dignity. And there must be a re-enactment of the ship’s terrible
death throes; it took two and a half hours to sink, so that everyone aboard had time to know what
was happening, and to consider their actions.
[Justifying the story thread and the making of the film]
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3)
All of those elements are present in Cameron’s “Titanic,” weighted and balanced like
ballast, so that the film always seems in proportion. The ship was made out of models (large and
small), visual effects and computer animation. You know intellectually that you’re not looking at
a real ocean liner—but the illusion is convincing and seamless. The special effects don’t call
inappropriate attention to themselves but get the job done.
[Providing evidence from the film]
4)
The human story involves an 17-year-old woman named Rose DeWitt Bukater (Kate
Winslet) who is sailing to what she sees as her own personal doom: She has been forced by her
penniless mother to become engaged to marry a rich, supercilious snob named Cal Hockley
(Billy Zane), and so bitterly does she hate this prospect that she tries to kill herself by jumping
from the ship. She is saved by Jack Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio), a brash kid from steerage, and
of course they will fall in love during the brief time left to them. The screenplay tells their story
in a way that unobtrusively shows off the ship. Jack is invited to join Rose’s party at dinner in the
first class dining room, and later, fleeing from Cal’s manservant, Lovejoy (David Warner), they
find themselves first in the awesome engine room, with pistons as tall as churches, and then at a
rousing Irish dance in the crowded steerage. Their exploration is intercut with scenes from the
command deck, where the captain (Bernard Hill) consults with Andrews (Victor Garber), the
ship’s designer and Ismay (Jonathan Hyde), the White Star Line’s managing director.
[The story]
5)
Ismay wants the ship to break the trans-Atlantic speed record. He is warned that icebergs
may have floated into the hazardous northern crossing but is scornful of danger. The Titanic can
easily break the speed record but is too massive to turn quickly at high speed; there is an agonizing
sequence that almost seems to play in slow motion, as the ship strains and shudders to turn away
from an iceberg in its path—and fails.
[The story]
6)
We understand exactly what is happening at that moment because of an ingenious story
technique by Cameron, who frames and explains the entire voyage in a modern story.
[Commenting on some aspects of the film]
The opening shots of the real Titanic, we are told, are obtained during an expedition led by
Brock Lovett (Bill Paxton), an undersea explorer. He seeks precious jewels but finds a nude
drawing of a young girl. Meanwhile, an ancient woman sees the drawing on TV and recognizes
herself. This is Rose (Gloria Stuart), still alive at 101. She visits Paxton and shares her memories
(“I can still smell the fresh paint”). And he shows her video scenes from his explorations, including
a computer simulation of the Titanic’s last hours—which doubles as a briefing for the audience.
By the time the ship sinks, we already know what is happening and why, and the story can focus
on the characters while we effortlessly follow the stages of the Titanic’s sinking.
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7)
Movies like this are not merely difficult to make at all, but almost impossible to make
well. The technical difficulties are so daunting that it’s a wonder when the filmmakers are also
able to bring the drama and history into proportion. I found myself convinced by both the story
and the saga. The setup of the love story is fairly routine, but the payoff—how everyone behaves
as the ship is sinking—is wonderfully written, as passengers are forced to make impossible
choices. Even the villain, played by Zane, reveals a human element at a crucial moment (despite
everything, damn it all, he does love the girl).
[Personal impressions]
8)
The image from the Titanic that has haunted me, ever since I first read the story of the
great ship, involves the moments right after it sank. The night sea was quiet enough so that cries
for help carried easily across the water to the lifeboats, which drew prudently away. Still dressed
up in the latest fashions, hundreds froze and drowned. What an extraordinary position to find
yourself in after spending all that money for a ticket on an unsinkable ship.
[Personal impressions]
2. Review of “My Story”, autobiographical narrative of by Kamala Das
Year of first publication: 1973 (in Malayalam), 1988 (revised edition in English)
Genre: memoir
Country: India
American poet and activist Muriel Rukeyser once said “What would happen if one woman
told the truth about her life? The world would split open”. What Rukeyeser recognized was a
certain unspeakability of the feminine world, in comparison with a narrative that for centuries
had been exclusively male. Reading the autobiography of Kamala Das, one of the foremost
poets of the Indian subcontinent, one really has the feeling that with a simple act of sincerity the
world would indeed split open, letting out demons and demons. When this book came out, in
fact, the prudish Indian society was scandalized at the outspoken woman who could so freely
talk about her extramarital affairs and her teenage lesbian crushes. The effect for the reader is
now somehow softened by the dozens of women writers who have recently made sex and desire
the subject of their books, even in squeamish India (see Shobhaa
De, whom I haven’t read and whom I will not rush to read, not
because I’m prudish, but for the same reason that I don’t read
Sophie Kinsella!).
Kamala Das never revealed if the content of her
autobiography was the honest truth or if it was fruit of her longing
for a different life (a dilemma that makes me think of Janet Frame’s
autobiography). The preface by K. Satchidanandan (I have an
Indian edition of the book) says that “the writer, ever
mischieviously enigmatic, kept them [the readers] tantalized by
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dropping contradictory hints, first confessing it was nothing but truth and then declaring it was
just a wish-fulfilling fantasy, an alter-life she has created for herself” (p.vii). Kamala Das had an
apparently normal life: she was born in Malabar, Kerala, and was forced to move very often,
following her husband and family to Calcutta, Bombay and several other cities within the
boundaries of India. In this book she denounces the phobia of the Nair community for sex and
intimacy (“No wonder the women of the best Nair families never mentioned sex. It was their
principal phobia. They associated it with violence and bloodshed. They had been fed on the
stories of Ravana who perished due to his desire for Sita and of Kichaka, who was torn to death
by Draupadi’s legal husband Bhima only because he conveted her”, p.23) and the roughness and
stupidity of certain men (of a student leader she was in love with, she writes “I tried to wear
flowers in my hair. But all he said was that I should without wasting any more time, begin to read
Marx and Engels”, p.61).
The book is filled with poetry, the simple prose actually better than the real poems at the
beginning of each chapter. The author of the aforementioned introduction quotes a passage from
the first version of the book, written in Malayalam: “I like to call this poetry even if my words
lose their music when, after raising in my innards a beautiful liquid turbulence, they come to
surface in the relatively solid contours of prose. I had always longed for the strength necessary to
write this. But poetry does not grow ripe for us, we grow ripe enough for poetry” (p.viii). When
the author lingers on her everyday life, the tale remains sketchy: it is the simple story of a woman
scribbling poetry or writing stories in her spare time, after the children have gone to bed. She
never mentions, except once in passing, other important writers she spent time with, so the book
does not read like the tale of the famous writer’s glamorous life, but more like the story of a
restless woman, who felt very lonely and longed for a lover who could make her happy and
satisfy her sensual and intellectual appetite. Because the book was published in 1973 and then
revised in English in 1988, it doesn’t mention one the most controversial issues of Kamala Das’s
life: her conversion to Islam in 1999 and her later repentance.
While I sometimes rolled my eyes at the endless line of imaginary or real lovers in the
book, I was hungry for the parts where the poet reflects on what it means to be a woman, a
mother and a writer in a conservative society. I’ll finish with one of Das’s most striking
considerations: “Wherever a writer goes, her notoriety precedes her. The non-writers do not
normally trust the writers. This is because they are entirely dissimilar except in appearance. The
mind being an invisible limb, is not taken into consideration. Even birds have their own particular
heights. The land birds who do not rise far into the lonely sky, often wonder why the eagles fly
high, why they go round and round like ballerinas. The essence of the writer eludes the nonwriter. All that the writer reveals to such people are her oddities of dress and her emotional
excesses. Finally, when the muscles of the mind have picked up enough power to read people’s
secret thoughts, the writer shies away from the invisible hostility and clings to her own type,
those dreaming ones, born with a fragment of wing still attached to a shoulder” (p.169-170).
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Appendices
Appendix - I

Telugu version of “What is My Name?”
(C.Reading under Unit 10 of Textbook)

Ç\\¢ø>£ ±H˚ |ü+&É>öHê
Ç˝≤¢\T ø±ø£|Pü s¡«+ z j·TTe‹, #·<Tä eP dü+<Û´ä ‘Ó*M #êø£#ø· ´£ +,
düeTj·Tdü÷Œ¤Ø,Ô ˝≤dü´+ n˙ï ø£*–q ne÷àsTT.
ne÷àsTT n+<ä+ ‘Ó*M, yêﬁ¯ﬂ Hêqï Ç∫Ãq ø£≥ï+ u≤>± q∫Ãq z ∫qïyê&ÉT Ä ne÷àsTT yÓT&É˝À eT÷&ÉT
eTTﬁ¯Sﬂ y˚d,æ z Ç+{ÏøÏ Ç˝≤¢*ï #˚d,æ ªÇ~>√ neTà&É÷ á Ç\T¢ ˙~μ nì #Óù|Œ&ÉT. Ä Ç˝≤¢\T yÓ+≥H˚ |üsTT≥
q&ÉTeTTøÏ _–+∫, Ç+{Ïì n+<ä+>± n*øÏ eTT>∑T\Z T ô|{Ï+º ~. Ä ∫qïyê&ÉT yÓ+≥H˚ Ä Ç˝≤¢*ï yÓT#·TÃ≈£îì, ªªqTe⁄«
Ç\T¢ n\ø£&+É ˝À H˚sŒ¡ ]$ ` eTT>∑T\Z T yÓjT· ´&É+˝À n+‘·øH£ êï H˚sŒ¡ ]$ ` ôduÛ≤wt ø°|t Ç{Ÿ n|tμμ nì Ç+^¢wßü ˝À
yÓT#·TÃ≈£îì uÛTÑ »+ ‘·{≤º&TÉ .
<ë+‘√ Ä Ç˝≤¢\T eTT]dæb˛sTT, Ç\¢\ø£&yÉ T˚ <Û´˚ j·T+>± ‘·q J$‘êìï ø=qkÕ–+∫+~. m\¢|ü &É÷ Ç+{Ïì
|ü]X¯óÁuÛ+Ñ >± n*øÏ s¡+>∑Ts¡+>∑T\ s¡+>∑e*¢ø\£ T r]Ã~<˚~› . Ä $<Û+ä >± ÄyÓT J$‘·+ eT÷&ÉT n\T≈£î>∑T&É\¶ ÷ ` Äs¡T
eTT>∑TãZ T≥º\T>± kÕ–b˛‘·÷ e∫Ã+~. ø±˙ ˇø£ Hê&Ü Ç˝≤¢\T Ç\¢\T≈£î‘·÷ n\T≈£î‘·÷ ªªHêù|sπ $T{Ï #ÓbÕà!μμ nqT≈£î+~.
n˝≤ nqT≈£îì ñ*øÏÿ|ü&+ç ~. #˚‹˝À n\T≈£î >∑T&Ü¶, eTT>∑TZ ãT{≤º nø£ÿ&É |ü&d˚ æ øÏ{øÏ ° <ä>sZ∑ ¡ ì\ã&ç ‘·\ >√≈£îÿ+≥÷,
ªªHê ù|sπ $T{°.. Hê ù|sπ $T{°!μμ nì ‘Ó>∑ Ä˝À∫+∫+~. m<äTs¡T>± Ç+{ÏøÏ H˚yTé uÀsY¶ Áy˚˝≤&ÉT‘·÷+~. $Tôddt m+.düTVü‰dæì
m+.@, |æ.ôV≤#Y&ç ` Á|æì‡|ü˝Ÿ ªmø˘‡μ ø±˝Òõ nì ` ne⁄qT n˝≤π> ‘·qø° z ù|s¡T+&Ü* ø£<ë` Ç˝≤ eT]Ãb˛j·÷H˚$T{Ï?
Ç\¢*øπ dü+ãs¡+˝À ù|s¡T eT]∫b˛j·÷qT` Ç|ü&Ó˝≤>∑ nqT≈£îì Ä Ç˝≤¢\T ø£+>±s¡T |ü&bç ˛sTT+~. eTqdü+‘ê
∫ø±>±Z nsTTb˛sTT+~. m˝≤>√ Ä |üP≥øÏ Ç\¢\ø£&+É ø±ì∫Ã+~. n+‘·˝À |üì eTìwæ e∫Ã+~ ... b˛˙ ÄyÓTø¬ H’ ê
>∑Ts¡T+Ô <˚y÷Ó qì, ªªne÷àjYT Hê ù|s¡T ˙≈£î ‘Ó\TkÕ!μμ nì n&ç+~.
ªªn<˚$T≥e÷à neTà>±s¡¢ ù|s¡‘¢ √ e÷πø$T{Ï |üì! MTs¡+fÒ e÷≈£î neTà>±πs! |ò˝ü ≤Hê ‘Ó\y¢ T˚ &É ÁøÏ+<ä uÛ≤>∑+˝À
neTà>±s¡+fÒ MTs¡Tμμ nqï~ Ä ne÷àsTT.
ªªne⁄H˚¢ bÕ|ü+ ˙πø+ ‘Ó\TdüTμμ nqT≈£î+~ Ç˝≤¢\T.
dü÷ÿ˝Ÿ qT+∫ |æ\\¢ T eT<Ûë´Vü≤ï uÛÀ»HêìøÏ e#êÃs¡T. |æ\\¢ ø¬ H’ ê >∑Ts¡T+Ô <˚y÷Ó Hê ù|s¡T nqT≈£î+~ Ç˝≤¢\T.
ªªˇπs |æ\\¢ ÷, Hê ù|s¡T MT≈£î ‘Ó\TkÕ?μμ nì n&ç–+~. yêﬁ¯óﬂ ‘Ó>∑ ÄX¯Ãs¡´|ü&bç ˛sTT ªªqTe⁄« neTà$ ... ˙
ù|s¡T ny˚Tà ... y˚T+ |ü⁄{Ïqº |üŒ{ÏqT+N e÷≈£î ‘Ó*dæ+~ n<˚. ˙ ù|s¡T qTe⁄« e÷¬ø|ü&ÉT #Ó|Œü ˝Ò<Tä >∑<ë ... b˛˙ ˙
ù|s¡T‘√ ñ‘·Ôsê\T ≈£L&Ü sêe⁄μμ nH˚XÊs¡T yêﬁ¯óﬂ ... ne⁄qT ‘·q¬øes¡T ñ‘·Ôsê\T sêkÕÔs¡T? ne÷à Hêqï
ñHêïs¡T>±˙ HÓ\ø√, s¬ +&ÉT HÓ\\ø√ zkÕ] bò˛Hé #˚kÕÔsT¡ ... #Ó˝ﬁ¢… ó¯ ﬂ nø£ÿ\÷ ≈£L&Ü yêﬁ¯ﬂ yêﬁ¯ﬂ Çﬁ¯óﬂ n\Tø√ÿe&É+˝À
ìeT>∑ïyÓTÆ ñHêïs¡T. yêﬁ¯óﬂ n+fÒ @ ô|[ﬂ˝ÀH√ ù|s¡+≥˝ÀH√ ø£*ùdÔ ø=‘·Ô eTT>∑T*Z ï >∑T]+#√ ... e+≥*ï >∑T]+#√
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e÷{≤¢&TÉ ø√e&ÉyT˚ >±˙ ñ‘·sÔ ê\T ˝Òe⁄. Ç˝≤¢\T ìsêX¯|&ü +ç ~ >±˙ ÄyÓT≈£î nXÊ+‹ m≈£îÿyÓ+’ ~. ‘·q ù|s¬ ˝≤¬>H’ ê
>∑Ts¡TÔ ‘Ó#·TÃø√yê\H˚ ‘·|üq m≈£îÿyÓ’+~. n+‘·˝À |üøÏÿ+{≤$&É ù|s¡+≥+ |æ\e&Üìø=∫Ã+~ b˛˙ Ä$&ÉπøyÓTÆHê
>∑Ts¡T+Ô <˚y÷Ó qì n&ç–‘˚ Ä$&É øÏdTü ≈£îÿq qy˚«dæ,
ªªeTπs! MT ù|s¡T H˚q&É>±˝Ò<Tä ... MTs¡T #ÓbÕŒ˝Ò<Tä . ≈£î&ç#‹˚ yÓ|’ ⁄ü ‘Ó\y¢ T˚ &Ü$&É n\¢<Tä >√ Ä eT+<äT\ ø£+ô|˙
y˚TH˚»s¡T >±] uÛ≤s¡´ nH√ ˝Òøb£ ˛‘˚ ‘Ó\>¢ ± bı&ÉT>±Z ñ+≥T+<˚ Ä$&É nH√ #Ó|⁄ü Œ≈£î+{≤+ ... n+‘˚μμ nH˚d+æ ~ Ä
Ç˝≤¢\T.
Ç+ø£ ˝≤uÛ+Ñ ˝Ò<Tä ... |æ\\¢ ùdïVæ≤‘·T\T e÷Á‘·+ @ #ÓbÕÔsT¡ ... yêﬁ¯ﬂøÏ ø£eT˝≤yêﬁ¯ﬂ neTà nH√, Ä+{° nH√
‘Ó\TdüT ... Çø£ uÛsÑ >Ô¡ ±s=ø£ÿsπ X¯sD
¡ ´+ ... Äj·Tqπø >∑Ts¡T+Ô fÒ ñ+&Ü*.
sêÁ‹ uÛÀ»Hê\ <ä>sZ∑ ¡ n&ç–+~ ªª@e+&û Hê ù|s¡T eT]Ãb˛j·÷q+&ç ... MT≈£î >∑Ts¡T+Ô fÒ #Ó|Œü sê!
uÛsÑ >Ô¡ ±s¡T ô|<ä>› ± qy˚«dæ ªªn<˚$T{ÀjYT mqï&É÷ ˝Òì~yêﬁ¯ﬂ ù|s¡T dü+>∑‹ Á|ükÕÔ$düTHÔ êïe⁄. ìqTï ô|ﬁ≤ﬂ&çHêï{Ï
qT+N ª@yÓ÷jYTμ nì |æ\e&É+ n\yêf…bÆ ˛sTT+~. qTe⁄« ≈£L&Ü n˝≤ |æ\eø£+&ç Hê ù|s¡T Hê≈£î+~ ø£<ë nì
#Ó|Œü ˝Ò<Tä ... n+<äTø£ì H˚q÷ eT]Ãb˛j·÷qT ... Ç|ü&˚+? ìqï+<äs÷¡ $Tôddt eT÷]Ô n+{≤s¡T>∑<ëμμ nHêï&ÉT.
ªª$Tôddt eT÷]Ô ø±<ä+&û Hê ndü\T ù|s¡T Hêø±ÿyê* ` m˝≤–|ü&ÉT?μμ nqï~ Äy˚<qä >±.
ªª<ëìπø+ b˛˙ @<√ ˇø£ ù|s¡T ô|fÒdº Tü ø√ ø=‘·~Ô μμ nì dü\Vü‰ Ç#êÃ&ÉT Äj·Tq.
ªªu≤e⁄+<ä+&û ... MT ù|s¡T dü‘´· Hêsêj·TD eT÷]Ô nsTT‘˚ $TeTà*ï •esêe⁄ nH√ düT+<äss¡ êe⁄ nH√ ô|≥Tºø√eT+fÒ
}s¡T≈£î+{≤sê? Hê ù|sπ Hêø±ÿyê*μμ nqï~ ...
ªªu≤>±H˚ ñ+~. #·<Tä e⁄≈£îHêïe⁄ >∑<ë ` dü]|º ø¬æò ≥¢MT<ä ù|s¡T+≥T+~ >∑<ë ... Ä e÷Á‘·+ ø±eTHé ôdHé‡ ˝Òøb£ ˛‘˚
m˝≤ ... #·÷düTø√ yÓ[ﬂμμ nì dü\Vü‰ Ç#êÃ&Üj·Tq eT∞ﬂ...
Ç˝≤¢\T dü]|º ø¬æò ≥¢ ø√dü+ Vü≤√sêVü≤√Ø yÓ‹øÏ+~ ... ;s¡Tyê˝À |ü≥TºNs¬ \T, wæbÕò Hé N¬s\T ... H˚‘· N¬s\T ...
yêsTT˝Ÿ N¬s\T yê{Ï e÷´∫+>¥ C≤¬ø≥T¢, \+>±\T, >±E\T, |üPdü\T, eTT‘ê´\T, |æqTï\T, ≈£î+≈£îeT uÛ]Ñ D…\T,
>∑+<Û+ä –HÓï\T, yÓ+&ç ø£+#ê\T, ã+>±s¡+ q>∑\T n˙ï bı+~ø£>± neT]Ã ñHêïj˚T>±˙ n+<äT˝À mø£ÿ&Ü dü]|º ø¬æò ≥¢
C≤&É˝<Ò Tä . ne⁄qT ... ‘·qT ô|ﬁ¯ﬂsTTq ‘·sy¡ ê‘· Çø£ÿ&çø=#˚Ã≥|ü&ÉT n$ ‘Ó#T· Ãø√˝Ò<Tä .
ªªne⁄q+&û ... H˚qT n$ Çø£ÿ&çøÏ ‘Ó#T· Ãø√˝Ò<Tä ... H˚qT e÷ }s¡T yÓ[ﬂ Ä dü]|º ø¬æò ≥T¢ yÓ‘≈· î£ ÿì Hê ù|s¡T n&ç–
‘Ó\TdüTø=ì s¬ +&ÉT s√E˝À¢ e#˚ÃkÕÔqTμμ nì n&ç–+~ uÛsÑ ìÔ¡ .
ªªu≤>±H˚ ñ+~ ù|s¡T ø√dü+ }¬sﬁ≤ﬂ˝≤ @+? qTe⁄« }¬s&ç‘˚ á s¬ +&ÉT s√E\÷ Ç˝…e¢ s¡\T≈£î‘ês¡T?μμ nHêï&ÉT
Hê<ÛTä &ÉT. ne⁄qT ì»y˚T eT] ... ‘·q+<ä]ø£qï u≤>± n\T≈£î‘·T+<äì >∑<ë ... Ä |üì meØï #ÓjT· ´ìe« ˝Ò<Tä
ÇHêïﬁ¯Sﬂ ... me] |üqT¢ yêﬁ¯ﬂ≈£îHêïsTT. nj·TqøÏ ñ<√´>∑+ ... |æ\\¢ øÏ #·<Tä e⁄\T ... yêﬁ¯ﬂø¬ +<äT≈£î˝Ò ÁX¯eT bÕ|ü+
... nqT≈£îì ‘·H˚ Ä |üì #˚d÷ü Ô e∫Ã+~ ... yêﬁ¯ﬂøÏ ndü\T #˚‘ø· ±<äT eT]...
nsTTHê ù|s¡T ‘Ó©≈£î+&Ü m˝≤ Áã‘·ø&£ +É .
ÇHêïﬁ¯óﬂ Ä $wüjT· + >∑Ts¡TÔ sê˝Ò<Tä >∑qTø£ dü]b˛sTT+~>±˙ >∑Ts=Ô#êÃø£ ø£w+ºü >±H˚ ñ+~...
ªª¬s+&ÉT s√E˝…˝≤¬>H’ ê ø£w|ºü &ü +É &ç ... H˚ yÓ[ﬂ Hê ù|s¡T ø£qTø=ÿì sêø£b˛‘˚ Áã‘·ø˝£ ≈Ò î£ +&Ü ñHêïqTμμ nì
Áã‹$T˝≤&ç ãj·T≥|ü&+ç ~ Ç˝≤¢\T.
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ªª@e÷à Ç+‘·s+®¡ ≥T>± e#êÃe⁄? Äj·THê |æ\\¢ T u≤e⁄Hêïsê? ˇø£ÿ<ëìy˚ e#êÃy˚+? nì ne÷à HêHêï
nbÕ´j·T+>±H˚ |ü\ø£]+∫Hê n+<äT˝À ø=+‘· dü+<˚V‰ü ìï ≈£L&Ü CÀ&ç+#ês¡T. e∫Ãq |üì >∑Ts¡TøÔ =∫Ã...
ªªne÷à Hêù|sπ $T{À #Ó|Œü e÷àμμ nq&ç–+~ m+‘√ Bq+>± Ç˝≤¢\...
ªªn<˚$T≥e÷à qTe⁄« e÷ ô|<äe› ÷àsTT$. ˙≈£î _.@ <ëø± #·<Tä e⁄ #Ó|Œæ +∫ j·÷uÛy’… \˚ T ø£≥ï+ Ç∫Ã ô|[ﬂ #˚XÊ+
... s¬ +&ÉT |ü⁄s¡Tﬁ¯óﬂ b˛XÊ+ ... Á|ü‹ |ü⁄]{Ïø° ÄdüŒÁ‹ Ks¡TÃ\T y˚Ty˚T uÛ]Ñ +#ê+ ... ˙øÏ<s›ä T¡ |æ\\¢ T. MT Äj·Tq≈£î
eT+∫ ñ<√´>∑+ ... #ê˝≤ eT+∫yê&ÉT ≈£L&Üq÷ ... ˙ |æ\\¢ T ãT~∆eT+‘·T\Tμμ
ªªHê #·]Á‘· ø±<äe÷à ... Hê ù|s¡T ø±yê\e÷à Hê≈£î ... b˛˙ Hê dü]|º ø¬æò ≥T¢ mø£ÿ&ÉTHêïjÓ÷ #Ó|⁄ü Œμμ
ªª@yÓ÷qe÷à á eT<Û´ä q n\e÷s¡˝À¢ bÕ‘· ø±–‘ê\T, ô|ﬁ’ò ó¯ ﬂ n˙ï U≤∞ #˚ùddæ >±EkÕe÷qT¢ dü]+› #ê+. ø=ìï
eTTK´yÓTqÆ ô|ﬁ’ò ó¯ ﬂ n≥ø£MT<ä |ü&X˚ Ê+ ... sπ |ü⁄ yÓ‹øÏ<ë›+˝Ò ... Ç|ü&ÉT yê{Ïøπ + ‘=+<äs¡ ... Vü‰sTT>± kÕïq+ #˚dæ
uÛÀ»q+ ø±ìj·T´e÷àμμ nqï~ Ä Ç˝≤¢* ‘·*.¢ Ç˝≤¢\T Vü‰j·T>± kÕïq+ #˚dæ uÛÀ»q+ #˚d+æ ~ ø±˙ ìÁ<ä sê˝Ò<Tä ...
Ä&ÉT‘·÷ bÕ&ÉT‘·÷ Ç\¢\T≈£î‘·÷ eTT>∑TyZ d˚ ÷ü Ô ù|s¡T eT]Ãb˛e&É+ e\¢ Ç˝≤ Çìï ø£cÕº˝§kÕÔjT· ì m|ü&É÷ nqTø√˝Ò<Tä .
‘Ó\y¢ ê]+~ >±˙ n≥ø£MT<ä ô|ﬁ’ò ﬂ¯ ˝À dü]|º ø¬æò ≥T¢ yÓ‘ø· &£ +É |üP]Ô ø±˝Ò<Tä . á˝À>± Ä Ç˝≤¢\T ø£q|ü&¶É eTìwæq˝≤¢
n&ç–+~ ` #Ó≥Tºq&ç^ ... #Ós¡Te⁄q&ç^ ... ‘·qT #·~$q dü÷ÿ\Tq&ç^ ... ø±˝ÒJq&ç^ ... ns¡N ÄÁø√•+∫
m≥ºøπ \≈£î z $TÁ‘·Tsê*ì ø£*dæ ‘·q ù|s¡T dü+bÕ~+∫+~ ... Ä ùdïVæ≤‘·T\T ‘·q˝≤π>, ‘·q‘√H˚ #·<Tä e⁄ø=ì ‘·q˝≤π>
ô|[ﬂ #˚dTü ≈£îì, ‘·q˝≤>± Áã‘·T≈£î Ç\¢\ø£&+É >± ø±≈£î+&Ü, Ç\¢\ø£&+É Áã‘·T≈£î˝À z uÛ≤>∑+>± Áã‘·T≈£î‘·÷ ‘·q
ù|s¡Tq÷ ... ‘·q ùdïVæ≤‘·Tsêﬁ¯ﬂ ù|s¡q¢ ÷ ≈£L&Ü >∑Ts¡T+Ô #·T≈£îqï e´øÏÔ ... Ä ùdïVæ≤‘·Tsê\T á$DÏí #·÷&É>±H˚ >∑Ts¡T|Ô {ü ,ºÏ
ªªz! Vü‰jYT XÊs¡<ë!μμ nì øπ ø£\T ô|{Ïº øö–*+#˚dTü ≈£î+~. n|ü&Ü Ç˝≤¢*ì <ëVü≤+‘√ Äs¡TÃ≈£îb˛sTT, m+&çb˛sTT
ÁbÕD+ b˛e&ÜìøÏ dæ<|∆ä &ü qç yê&çøÏ ø=‘·Ô ≈£LC≤˝À ˙ﬁ¯óﬂ #Ó+#ê‘√ H√{À¢ b˛dæ Áã‹øÏ+∫q #·+<ä+>± ... Áã‹øÏ+∫+~
Ä ùdïVæ≤‘·Tsê\T`
ªªqTe⁄« XÊs¡<$ä . qe⁄« eTq dü÷ÿ˝À¢ f…HøÔé ±¢d˝t À |òdü ºt e#êÃe⁄, ø±˝ÒJ˝À »]–q eT÷´õø˘ b˛{°˝À¢ |òkü ıº#êÃe⁄.
n|ü&É|ü &ÉT eT+∫ eT+∫ u§eTà\T y˚ùd<ëì$ eTqeT+<äs+¡ |ü~eT+~ ùdïVæ≤‘·T\+ ... yêﬁ¯+¢ <äØï H˚qT n|ü&É|ü &É÷
ø£\TdüT≈£î+≥÷H˚ ñHêïqT ... y˚T+ ñ‘·sÔ ê\T sêdüT≈£î+≥÷H˚ ñHêï+ ... qTy=«ø£ÿ<ëìy˚ e÷≈£î n+<ä≈î£ +&Ü b˛j·÷e⁄.
#Ó|⁄ü Œ m+<äT≈£î nC≤„‘y· êdü+ #˚dTü HÔ êïe⁄μμ nì ì\Bdæ+~ Ä$&É.
ªªne⁄qT Á|üMT˝≤ ... qTe⁄« #Ó|Œæ +~ ì»+. H˚qT XÊs¡<Hä ˚ ... qTe⁄« #Óù|Œ<ëø± Hê≈£î C≤„|øü +£ sê˝Ò<Tä μμ ... Hê
yÓT<ä&TÉ ˝Àì ns¡\˙ï ≈£L&Ü Ç\T¢ m+‘· u≤>± n\ø±© nH˚ $wüjT· + MT<˚ øπ +ÁBø£è‘·+ nsTTb˛j·÷sTT. Ç+πø+
>∑Ts¡T˝Ô <Ò Tä . qTe⁄« ø£qã&Éøb£ ˛‘˚ Hê≈£î |æ#ÃÓ øÏÿb˛j˚T~μμ n+~ XÊs¡<ä nH˚ ù|s¡T >∑\ Ä Ç˝≤¢\T ... XÊs¡<ä düsêdü]
Ç+{ÏøÏ e∫Ã n≥ø£ møÏÿ bÕ‘· ô|ﬁ’ò ó¯ ﬂ ‹s¡><∑ √&ç ‘·q dü]|º ø¬æò ≥T¢, ‘·qT y˚dqæ u§eTà\T ` bÕ‘· Ä\“+\T mìï
kÕ~Û+∫+~. ‘·qT dü÷ÿ˝À¢, ø±˝ÒJ˝À >¬ \T#·T≈£îqï Áô|E
’ \T ≈£L&Ü yÓ‹øÏ |ü≥Tº≈î£ +~.
ø=+&É+‘· dü+‘√wü+‘√ Ç+{ÏøÏ ‹]– e∫Ã+~. ªªqTe⁄« ˝Òe⁄ ... Ç\T¢ #·÷&Ó˝≤ ñ+<√ ... düÁ‘·+˝≤ ñ+~.
neTàj·T´ qTy=«#êÃe⁄ Ç+ø£ e÷≈£î |ü+&É>π H√jYTμμ nHêï&ÉT XÊs¡<ä uÛsÑ .Ô¡ ªªÇ\¢\ø£>±H˚ |ü+&É>∑ ø±<ä+&û ... ne⁄qT
>±˙ Çø£qT+N qqTï @yÓ÷jYT^yÓ÷jYT nqø£+&ç Hê ù|s¡T XÊs¡<ä ... XÊs¡<ë nì |æ\e+&ç ‘Ó*dæ+<ëμμ nì
≈£Lìsê>±\T rdü÷Ô VüQcÕs¡T>± ˝À|ü*øÏ yÓ[ﬂ+~ ... @ eT÷\ <äTeTTà ñ+<√ mø£ÿ&É kÕe÷qT¢ Äs¡s¶ ˝Y À ˝Òy√qì
#ê˝≤ d”]j·Tdt>± yÓ‘T· ≈£î‘·÷, &çd|æ H¢ü é ø√dü+ ‘·|qü |ü&˚ XÊs¡<ä s¬ +&ÉT s√E\T>± <äT\|üì k˛bòÕ˝À Vü‰sTT>± #˚sã¡ &ç,
‘·qT ‘Ó∫Ãq u§eTà*ï |æ\\¢ ≈£î #·÷|æd÷ü +Ô ~.
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Appendix - II

Idioms, Phrases and Phrasal Verbs from Reading Texts
Unit – 1
A. Reading
kick down (phr.v)

: strike forcibly with the foot

medical explanation (phr)

: cause stated by medical science

cruel trick (phr)

: very sad and unfortunate thing happened by fate

got into (phr.v)

: started doing or enjoying something/ became involved
in

run over (phr.v.)

: hit someone or something with something (a vehicle,
challenge etc.) and drive over them

give me (somebody) the eye (idiom) : look at someone in a way that communicates romantic
interest
freak out (phr.v.)

: make someone upset / shock

sped (speed) off (phr.v)

: left (leave) quickly in a vehicle or on a bicycle

B. Reading
bounced back (phr.v)

: recovered quickly after a defeat or a failure / improved
/ started to be successful again after a failure

the driving force (idiom)

: a person or a thing that motivates or directs someone

turning blue (idiom)

: becoming exhausted

C. Reading
set in (phr.v)

: begin/ start

Unit - 2
A. Reading
The Dear Departed (idm)

: This is an idiomatic expression. This means ‘the dead
person’. This phrase is used by people to avoid the
word ‘dead’.

get her own way (idiom)

: to persuade other people to allow her to do what she
wants (to do what she wants in spite of opposition)

call into (phr)

: call to a person to come to some place

be off (phr.v)

: go away / depart / leave

would never do (phr.)

: not appropriate / not suitable in some way
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for ages (idiom)

: for a long time

talk over (phr. v)

: speak with others about something / have a discussion

set foot (idiom)

: enter

breaking down (phr. v)

: failing to function

arrange with (phr.v)

: plan something to include something

drive a hard bargain (idiom)

: work hard to negotiate agreements in one’s own
favour

got her eye (idiom)

: looked at / noticed

get rid of (phr. v)

: throw away / remove / discard as undesirable

get off (phr.v)

: (here) remove / take off

take off (phr.v)

: remove

run up (phr.v)

: move quickly to some place

stagger in (phr.v)

: walk

irritating air (phr.)

: annoying impression

give way (idiom)

: collapse or fall down suddenly

down the street (phr.)

: in the same street

on purpose (idiom)

: intentionally / deliberately

put up with (phr.v)

: tolerate / bear

nothing short of (idiom)

: strongly showing the quality of / equal to

turn over (phr.v)

: put someone under the control of someone

for certain (idiom)

: without doubt / definitely

pick up (phr. v)

: buy / collect / gather

stockinged feet (phr)

: wearing socks, but not wearing shoes3

B. Reading
what the devil (phr.)

:

old fashioned way of showing annoyance or
displeasure. This phrase is always used in questions.

took by surprise (idm)

: surprised somebody / happened unexpectedly so that
somebody is slightly shocked

what the dickens (idm)

: (old-fashioned and informal) used in questions instead
of ‘devil’ to show that you are annoyed or surprised

put on (phr.v)

: wear

at a loss (idm)

: puzzled

what the devil (idm)

: (old-fashioned and informal) used in questions to
show that you are annoyed or surprised
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nothing short of (idm)

:

as bad as/ as same as/ more or less the same as something bad

in black (phr.)

:

in dark or black clothes as a sign of mourning at somebody’s
death

bits of things (phr)

:

property

put up with (phr.v)

:

bear / look after / treat

out of senses (phr.)

:

silly and senseless /crazy and irrational.

a good while (idm)

:

for quite some time / or a long time

look after (phr.v)

:

take care of somebody or something

nod off (phr.v)

:

fall asleep

would rather (v. phr)

:

prefer to

broke out (phr.v)

:

started

Your Majesty (phr)

:

way of addressing a king or a queen

gates of the city (phr)

:

in the old times a city was protected by huge strong walls
and doors against attacks by the enemy

at dawn (phr)

:

early morning / at the time of sunrise

bare hands (phr)

:

(here) with out any weapon in hands

cheering crowds (phr)

:

a large gathering of people shouting in joy?

leave behind (phr.v)

:

not to take someone with you when you go somewhere

see off (phr.v.)

:

to go to an airport, station, etc. to say goodbye to someone

catch up (phr.v.)

:

to come from behind and reach someone in front of you by
going faster

bare feet (n.phrase)

:

the feet without chappals or shoes

C. Reading

Unit – 3
A. Reading

pebble-strewn road (n.phrase) :

the road over which pebbles are scattered

C. Reading
The Never-Never Nest (idiom) :

a house that can never become one’s own.

of course (phr)

:

used to introduce an idea or action as being obvious or to
be expected

as a matter of fact (idiom)

:

actually / in fact

come to (phr.v)

:

reach in total / amount to

Good heavens! (phr)

:

a phrase used to express surprise

note of hand (phr)

:

a promissory note
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see to (phr.v)

: accompany to some place

pay off (phr.v)

: pay completely

good money (phr)

: valuable money

black out (phr. v.)

: ends with lights off

Unit – 4
A. Reading
muster up confidence (idiom)

: gather or gain confidence

right away (idiom)

: immediately

come across (phr. v)

: meet by chance

on the dot (idiom)

: exactly on time

C. Reading
in the twinkling of an eye (idiom)

: very quickly

needless to say (phrase)

: no need to mention specially

lion’s share (idiom)

: major portion

Unit – 5
A. Reading
come up (phr.v)

: reach a particular point / approach / draw near

goddammit (phr)

: an expression used to show that one is angry or
annoyed

get down (phr.v)

: descend / come down / move down / go down

put... together (phr.v)

: assemble / bring together / used unitedly

initial momentum (phr)

: basic movement

with ease (phr)

: easily / without much effort

hang around (phr. v)

: stay in a place

day and night (phr.)

: all the time

sound health (phr)

: having the impression of keeping good health

humble salutations (phr)

: a polite expression of greeting people

knock down (phr. v)

: hit and injure someone

spring on (phr.v)

: throw / jump / make one responsible / blame

set foot (idiom)

: enter some place

fund amount (phr)

: the total amount of money that has been saved

at leisure (idm)

: at one’s convenience / when somebody is free (not
busy)
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mock sympathy (phr)

:

insincere or pretending feeling of sharing other’s emotions

idle curiosity (phr)

:

wanting to know something for no specific reason

gave out (phr.v)

:

made (a sound)

had been married off (v.phr)

:

got married

looked after (phr.v)

:

took care / managed

lifetime’s earnings (phr)

:

money saved in life

ran one’s (his) eyes (idiom)

:

looked quickly at the whole of something

wear out (phr.v)

:

become damaged

eat by turns (phr)

:

eat one after another ( There is no sufficient space or room
in the house to sit all at one time so they eat one after
another)

B. Reading
cry from the rooftops (idiom) :

public announcement

untouchable creature (phr)

a person who cannot be touched/ a person considered to be

:

the lowest social group
lose your (one’s) head (idiom) :

not to have control of your emotions

set aside (phr.v)

save something for a particular purpose/ save

:

turn one’s (your) head (idiom) :

cause to become proud or arrogant

breath last (idiom)

:

die

go in for (phr.v)

:

have an interest in / like / make a choice / choose something

shot (shoot) out (phr.v)

:

went (go) out

looked forward (phr. v)

:

expected/ hoped

at the sight of (phr)

:

on seeing

betel leaves (phr)

:

leaves offered in ceremonies in Hindu culture
(tamalapaakulu)

untouchable worm (phr)

:

an untouchable person who is not liked (here – Bayaji was
called untouchable worm)

swollen head (phr)

:

a person who thinks that he is more important than he really
is

gathered momentum (phr)

:

gained speed and force/ increased level

dropped off (phr.v)

:

fell asleep

in full swing (idiom)

:

moving quickly forward/ at the peak of the activity

rose up (phr.v)

:

increased

rent (rend) the air (idiom)

:

sound piercingly/ disturb sharply with loud noise
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took place (idiom)

:

occurred/ happened

caught (catch) fire (idiom)

:

ignited (ignite)

put out (phr.v)

:

extinguish/ stop burning

trapped creature (phr)

:

Here the ‘creature’ was Bayaji. He was caught (trapped) in
fire.

came down (phr.v)

:

fell down

gulped down (phr.v)

:

controlled emotions by swallowing hard

calmed down (phr.v)

:

stopped being angry or emotionally excited

sobbing .... heart out (phr)

:

crying / weeping a lot

pained at heart (phr)

:

The feelings of sadness touched their hearts.

rest in peace (idiom)

:

an expression used to wish eternal peace and rest to
someone who has died

go about ( ph.r v)

:

tackle

fight over (phr. v)

:

argue about something

trailed off ( phr v)

:

became gradually quieter and stopped

Broke down (phr v)

:

lost control of feelings and started crying

on high cloud (idiom)

:

having strong feelings of happiness or satisfaction

end up (phr.v)

:

finish / come to an end

at some one’s beck and
call (idiom)

:

be ready to do what some one asks

up and down (phrase)

:

in two directions

Unit - 6
A. Reading

C. Reading

Unit - 7
B. Reading

Unit - 8
A. Readaing
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Appendix - III

Additional Reading Text
(Unit 1 Picture Iinteraction)

Stephen Hawking
Exactly three hundred years after the death of the great scientist Galileo, Stephen William
Hawking was born in Oxford, England on 8th January, 1942. Little did his parents know that
Stephen would be hailed as one of the greatest scientists of this century. After schooling, Stephen
joined University College, Oxford and studied Physics. After obtaining a first class degree in
Natural Sciences, he went to Cambridge to do research. Since 1979, he has held the post of
professor of Mathematics, the one held by Isaac Newton in 1663. At the age of 17, Stephen
started noticing that he was becoming increasingly clumsy and even fell down a couple of times,
for no reason. Shortly after his 21st birthday, he was taken to hospital and made to undergo a
number of tests. He was shocked, when he realized he had an incurable disease, a type of sclerosis,
which weakened his muscles. The physicians predicted an early death for him. He went back to
Cambridge and carried on his research. He was not able to make much progress. He thought that
he might not live for long and that his PhD would never be completed. However he finished it.
As his scientific reputation increased, his disability got worse. Even feeding himself and getting
in and out of bed became difficult. In 1980, he had torely upon nurses. In 1985 he underwent an
operation in the wind- pipe. After this, he needed 24 hours nursing care. Before the operation,
his speech was not clear, but at least he could communicate. But the operation distanced him
from his ability to speak altogether. However, a computer programme specially devised for him,
helped him communicate. Using this programme, a book has been written, and dozens of scientific
papers have been presented. Many scientific talks have also been given. He was awarded medals
and prizes. He has twelve honorary degrees to his credit. Stephen Hawking’s life long illness has
not prevented him from having a very happy life, and being successful in his work. He continues
his research in Physics. He has been travelling and delivering public lectures though it requires
a great mental and physical effort. He has exhibited remarkable survival skills and has dared to
defy misfortune. From the life of Stephen Hawking, it is understood that one need not lose hope.
His life is an example that disability need not prevent one from reaching great heights. Grit and
determination are his formulae to overcome crises. If there is a will, one needs hardly to struggle
to find a way. For, the mind can triumph over matter! While Stephen William Hawking inspired
the whole world with his uncrushable spirit and will power, do you know, who inspired him
reach such great heights? He is none other than his Mathematics teacher, DikranTahta.
Sudha Chandran
Sudha Chandran was born in a Tamil family in the year 1964. Her father, K. Chandran, was
an employee of the American Centre in Mumbai. Both Mr. and Mrs. Thangam were art lovers
and hence Sudha was exposed to rich cultural heritage right from early age. When her parents
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saw her dancing at the age of three to the music, they decided to provide her formal education in
dance.
Mr. Thangam took Sudha to the famous dance school in Mumbai ‘ Kala Sadan’ when
she was just five years old. The teachers at the school refused to admit her in the school seeing
her tender age. But on the repeated persuasion of Sudha’s father the principal of the school
agreed to see Sudha’s dance. The Principal stood dumbfound on watching the graceful dance of
Sudha and she admitted her to the prestigious school.
Sudha practiced dance with much zeal and dedication. This did not stop her from
taking the general education. Her first performance on stage was when she was eight years old.
By the time she turned 17 she had already given more than 75 stage performances all of which
had been appreciated widely.
On May 2, 1981 while Sudha was traveling along with her parents in a bus, it suddenly
collided with a truck and in the terrible accident her legs were struck. Some college students
tried to help her out .They succeeded in pulling her out but not before her right leg critically
injured. She was taken to the nearest hospital where the doctor on duty plastered her leg. But in
next few days it was found that she had developed gangrene an din order to prevent her life her
leg was amputated. Sudha remained in a state of shock and for some time.
Gradually she started moving on with her wooden leg and crutches. Her father was her
motivator during that period. Six months since the amputation, Sudha read in a magazine that
Dr. Sethi of Jaipur has started manufacturing artificial legs. Sudha wrote to the doctor and got an
appointment. She along with her father went to Jaipur to meet the doctor. Sudha inquired if she
would be able to dance like before by using the artificial leg. The doctor assured her that she
could. He soon got an alununium foot manufactured which could rotate 360 degrees. He also
deputed an assistant to study Sudha’s dance and make the changes as per the requirement of the
dance. Inspite of all these it was not an easy task for Sudha, as her leg would often bleed after
every session of dance and the pain became severe as the movements became faster. She again
met the doctor to make the necessary changes in the artificial foot.
By this time Dr. Sethi was highly impressed with Sudha’s will power. He seriously observed
and assessed the various steps of her legs during the dance. Keeping in view the requirement of
the dance, he arranged for a new leg. After fitting the leg, he declared that he had done his best
and now it was Sudha’s turn.
Sudha restarted the dance practice. The problems were not yet fully over. The bleeding
started again. There used to be severe pain due to friction of the skin of the amputated leg and the
artificial leg. Once she had mastered all the dance positions, she started to wait for an opportunity
to perform on stage once again.
Sudha Chandran is an ace Bharatanatyam (a classical dance originated in South India) and
Kathak dancer and a known actress both in silver screen and Television. She has acted in more
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than 30 movies in different languages like Hindi, Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam. Now she is
very much engaged as a judge to one of the dance reality shows, Super Dancer Junior 3, in a
regional channel, Amrita TV.
A new dawn came to her life on 28th January 1984 when she was asked to perform a stage
show in a hall of the “South India Welfare Society” of Mumbai. The task was quite challenging
for Sudha as she had to keep up with her reputation which she had made by receiving the dance
awardsNritya Mayuri and Nav Jyoti both considered to be the best awards for dance. How ever
when she reached the stage she completely forgot that her leg was artificial and started dancing
swiftly. The programme was considered very successful. Dance reviewers appreciated the
performance. Newspapers and magazine were full of descriptions, appreciation and pictures.
Sudha had become a star over night.
Sudha is progressing well and her disability has now been left far behind. She has proved
to the world that despite a disability one can touch the peak of success.
Helen Keller’s Life
The name of Helen Adams Keller is known around the world as a symbol of courage in the
face of overwhelming odds, yet she was much more than a symbol. She was a woman of luminous
intelligence, high ambition and great accomplishment. She devoted her life to helping others.
Helen Keller was born in Tuscumbia, Alabama, in 1880. When she was only 19 months old,
she contracted a fever that left her blind and deaf. When she was almost seven years old, her
parents engaged Anne Mansfield Sullivan to be her tutor. With dedication, patience, courage and
love, Miss Sullivan was able to evoke and help develop the child’s enormous intelligence.
Helen Keller quickly learned to read and write, and began to speak by the age of 10. When
she was 20, she entered Radcliffe College, with Miss Sullivan at her side to spell textbooks –
letter by letter – into her hand. Four years later, Radcliffe awarded Helen Keller a Bachelor’s
degree magna cum laude.
After graduation, Helen Keller began her life’s work of helping blind and deaf-blind people.
She appeared before state and national legislatures and international forums, traveled around the
world to lecture and to visit areas with a high incidence of blindness, and wrote numerous books
and articles. She met every U.S. president from Grover Cleveland to Lyndon Johnson, and played
a major role in focusing the world’s attention on the problems of the blind and the need for
preventive measures.
Miss Keller won numerous honors, including honorary university degrees, the Lions
Humanitarian Award, the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and election to the Women’s Hall of
Fame. During her lifetime, she was consistently ranked near the top of “most admired” lists. She
died in 1968, leaving a legacy that Helen Keller International is proud to carry on in her name
and memory.
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Appendix - IV

Teacher Development Resources
The following are the some of the useful reference sources where teachers can make
use for their continuous professional development.
I. Government Organisations Working in the Field of Promotion and Development of
Languages
Name of the Organisation
Website
www.ciil.org
1. Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore
www.ciefl.ac.in
2. English and Foreign Language University, Hyderabad
3. National Council of Educational Research and Training, New Delhi
www.ncert.nic.in
www.ntm.org.in
4. National Translation Mission
II. Non-Government Organisations Working in the Area of Language Education
Names of the Publishers & their Website
www.aksharafoundation.org
1 Akshara Foundation, Bangalore
www.britishcouncil.org
2 British Council, India
http://cfl.in
3 Centre for Learning, Bangalore
www.clrindia.net
4 Centre for Learning Resources, Pune
5 Digantar Shiksha Evam Khelkud Samiti, Jaipur
www.digantar.org
6 Dr. Reddy’s Foundation, Hyderabad
www.drreddysfoundation.org
http://eklavya.in
7 Eklavya, Bhopal
8 Pragat Shikshan Sanstha,
Phaltan, Maharashtra
www.indiaprogressiveeducation.com
III. List of Some Popular Children’s Books’ Publishers
Names of the Publishers & their Website
1 A&A Book Trust / Arvind Kumar Publishers
www.arvindkumarpublishers.com
2 Alka Publications
www.alkapublications.com
3 Anveshi (through DC Books) - Tales from the margins a series of eight books
http://www.anveshi.org/content/view/172/99/
www.bgvs.org
4 Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti (BGVS)
5 BPI India Pvt. Ltd.
www.bpiindia.com
www.cambridge.org/asia/
6 Cambridge University Press
7 Center for Learning Resources
www.clrindia.net/materials/childrenbooks.html
www.chandamama.com
8 Chandamama India
9 Children’s Book Trust
www.childrensbooktrust.com
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10 Eklavya
http://eklavya.in
11 Eureka Books (EurekaChild An AID India Education Initiative)
www.eurekachild.org/eurekabooks
12 Hamlyn: Octopus Publishing Group
www.octopusbooks.co.uk/hamlyn/
www.harpercollinschildrens.com
13 Harper Collins Children’s Books
www.ibhworld.com
14 India Book House
http://janchetnaaa.blogspot.com/
15 Janchetna
16 Jyotsna Prakashan
www.karaditales.com
17 Karadi Tales Company
www.katha.org
18 Katha, New Delhi
http://international.macmillan.com
19 Macmillan Publishers
20 National Book Trust
www.nbtindia.org.in
21 National Council of Educational Research and Training
www.ncert.nic.in
http://navakarnataka.com
22 Navakarnataka Publications
23 Navneet Prakashan Kendra, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
24 Oxford University Press
www.oxfordonline.com
www.parragon.com
25 Parragon Books
www.pcmmagazine.com
26 PCM Children’s Magazine
www.prathambooks.org
27 Pratham Books
www.puffin.co.uk
28 Puffin Books, Penguin Group
29 Pustak Mahal
www.pustakmahal.com
30 Rajkamal Prakashan Samuha
www.rajkamalprakashan.com
www.ratnasagar.com
31 Ratna Sagar Publishers
32 Room to Read
www.roomtoread.org
33 Sahmat
www.sahmat.org
34 Scholastic India Publishing
www.scholasticindia.com/publishing.asp
35 Shree Book Centre, Mumbai
www.tarabooks.com
36 Tara Books
http://bookstore.teriin.org/childrencorner.php
37 TERI Press
38 The Learning Tree Store
http://www.tltree.com
www.tommynelson.com
39 Thomas Nelson
40 Tormont Publication Inc.
IV. Some Weblinks for Language Learning
1. http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/magickey/adventures/dragon game.shtml is a game that helps
learn about a question and a question mark.
2. http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/magickey/adventures/creamcake_game.shtml is a game that
helps learn rhyming words, their pronunciation and use in sentences.
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3. http://www.proteacher.com/cgi-bin/outsidesite.cgi?id=4731&external=http://
www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/actbank/sorganiz.htm&original =http://www.proteacher.com/
070037.shtml&title=Graphic%20Organizers contains well-delineated writing standards, level
wise.
4. http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAK1.htm contains a whole host of ideas for language
activities
5. http://www.col-ed.org/cur/lang.html has a plethora of links to lesson plans for language
learning, and none of them conventional ones.
6. http://www.op97.org/ftcyber/jack/puzzles/puzzles.html has easy, medium and hard jigsaw
puzzles that are based on fairy tales.
7. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lVNi-FpEuY has a video of the Panchatantra story about
the doves in a hunter’s net (collective strength) in Hindi.
8. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANjO VjjlDw&feature=related has a video of a story on
why the sea water is salty.
9. http://www.pitt.edu/~dash/type0510a.html contains links to different versions of the story of
CINDERELLA, from around the world.
10. http://www.darsie.net/talesofwonder/contains Folk and Fairy Tales from around the World.
11. http://www.rubybridges.org/story.htm contains the inspiring story of Ruby Bridges and her
teacher
12. http://www.thepromisefoundation.org/TPFLtRB.pdf is report of a Study on Learning to Read
in Bengali, useful for language researchers in Indian languages.
V. Some Websites for Language Resources
1. http://www.bookadventure.com/ki/bs/ki_bs_helpfind.asp allows the user to enter the
preference (level, type of book, etc.) and then generates an entire booklist, complete with
title, author name, ISBN number, etc.
2. http://school.discoveryeducation.com/ provides innovative teaching materials for teachers,
useful and enjoyable resources for students and smart advice for parents about how to help
their kids enjoy learning and excel in school. The site is constantly reviewed for educational
relevance by practicing classroom teachers in elementary school, middle school, and high
school.
3. http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/ allows the user to create and print customized
word search, criss-cross, math puzzles, and more using his/her own word lists.
4. http://www.henry.k12.ga.us/cur/Kinder.htm has a host of ideas for the classroom, to improve
language, science, math, art, and many other skills.
5. http://gem.win.co.nz/mario/wsearch/wsearch.php allows you to generate your own word maze/
word search puzzle.
6. http://georgemcgurn.com/articles/readingforpleasure.html has a good article on reading for
pleasure.
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7. http://www.atozteacherstuff.com/pages/374.shtml for a lovely idea on getting children
excited about reading.
8. http://www.readingrockets.org/article/c55/ for another idea
9. Also, see: http://www.bbc.co.uk/raw/campaignpartners/ideasbank/reading/
10. http://www.vrml.k12.la.us/krause/Reading.htm has slide shows for reading for kids.
11. http://kielikompassi.ulc.jyu.fi/kookit0405/seashore/mrshrimpandsammy.htm has a film to
teach pronunciation.
12. http://www.msgarrettonline.com/descripwords.html for descriptive words
13. http://esl.about.com/od/vocabularylessonplans/a/characteradj.htmfor an excellent activity that
develops and broadens knowledge of character adjective vocabulary.
14. http://www.scholastic.com/ispy/play/ for a set of award winning puzzles and games that allow
children to discover word associations, word play and themes that help them build important
learning skills including reading.
15. http://www.readwritethink.org/materials/in the bag/index.html for an interactive game that
builds vocabulary.
VI. Weblinks to access E-Books and Online Libraries
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

http://worldlibrary.net/WidgerLibrary.htm has several e-books that can be downloaded.
http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/ift/index.htm has links to Indian fairy tales.
http://primary.naace.co.uk/activities/BigBooks/index.htm has audio-e-books for kids.
http://www.vrml.k12.la.us/krause/Reading.htm for slide shows that excite a child to read.
http://www.arvindguptatoys.com/ contains an enormous list of books on enlivening language
learning, rated by Arvind Gupta. Many of them can be downloaded for free.

VII. Some Weblinks and Blogs useful for Teaching English Language
http://sixthings.net
http://jeremyharmer.wordpress.com
http://scottthornbury.wordpress.com
http://kenwilsonelt.wordpress.com
http://bettereflteacher.blogspot.in
http://chiasuanchong.com/author/chiasuanchong
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en
http://teachersofindia.org/en/classroom-resource
http://film-english.com
http://www.ted.com/talks/browse
http://sandymillin.wordpress.com
http://www.teachingvillage.org
http://www.iatefl.org
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http://www.tesol.org
http://traveloteacher.blogspot.in
http://mrstoutsblog.blogspot.in
http://iasku.wordpress.com
http://nikpeachey.blogspot.in
http://carolread.wordpress.com
http://younglearners.eslreading.org/blog/blogger.php
http://sjhannam.edublogs.org
http://jasonrenshaw.typepad.com
http://andrewarticlesandstories.wordpress.com
http://picturebooksinelt.blogspot.in
http://www.davedodgson.com
http://blog.storybird.com
www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/index.shtml
http://englishagenda.britishcouncil.org
http://www.hltmag.co.uk/index.htm
http://www.englishbanana.com
http://oecdeducationtoday.blogspot.in
http://chiasuanchong.com
http://ihlteachers.co.uk
http://ihjournal.com
www.englishaustralia.com
www.voanews.com/specialenglish
www.gutenberg.org
http://repeatafterus.com
www.americanrhetoric.com
www.tesol.org
www.eltai.org
http://teflgeek.net/
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Appendix - V

Phonetic Symbols
In English language there are 26 letters but it has 44 sounds (Consonents, Vowelsand
Dipthongs). There are is a list of words for pronunciation which is considered to be useful for
teachers and as well as students.
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Appendix - VI

Additional Poems
Text independent poems are given below. The teachers can make use of these poems in the
classrooms so that the children will be familiar with the text independent poems. This will be
useful in answering the questions from 18 to 12 in Paper-II. In addition to these, teachers may
use some more poems for the benefit of the poems. This will helps them to positive attitude
towards the English literature.
Where the mind is without fear
Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
By narrow domestic walls
Where words come out from the depth of truth
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and action
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake
- Rabindranath Tagore
Rainbow, rainbow
After the rain has stopped pouring,
and the thunder has stopped its growling.
Dark clouds with drops of water suspended,
makes in the sky an arch of 7 mist colored.
Rainbows are visible after stormy weather,
a time when things look sadder.
From the darkest gray clouds in the skies,
does a rainbow burst forth we all know why.
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They say the rainbow was sent for Noah.
A promise that God’s words would remain
The rainbow’s message carved for infinity,
made to all mankind by God Almighty.
The rainbow is a sign of this promise,
that he will guide us through the storms of life.
Provided we have faith in Him always,
and face stoically what comes in life’s difficult pathways.
- Renu Kakkar
Palanquin bearers
Lightly, O lightly we bear her along,
She sways like a flower in the wind of our song;
She skims like a bird on the foam of a stream,
She floats like a laugh from the lips of a dream.
Gaily, O gaily we glide and we sing,
We bear her along like a pearl on a string.
Softly, O softly we bear her along,
She hangs like a star in the dew of our song;
She springs like a beam on the brow of the tide,
She falls like a tear from the eyes of a bride.
Lightly, O lightly we glide and we sing,
We bear her along like a pearl on a string.
Indian weavers
WEAVERS, weaving at break of day,
Why do you weave a garment so gay? . . .
Blue as the wing of a halcyon wild,
We weave the robes of a new-born child.
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Weavers, weaving at fall of night,
Why do you weave a garment so bright? . . .
Like the plumes of a peacock, purple and green,
We weave the marriage-veils of a queen.
Weavers, weaving solemn and still,
What do you weave in the moonlight chill? . . .
White as a feather and white as a cloud,
We weave a dead man’s funeral shroud.
- Sarojini Naidu
The Merry Go Round
Riding along on a merry go round
Around and round we go
See all the smiling faces around
Enjoying the fun and the show
We go up, down, around and around
On the merry go round and round
We go up down, around and around
On the merry go round go around
We join the fun on all the stands
Throwing balls, and throwing cans
We don’t mind if we don’t win
‘Cause we’re having some fun at the fair
We’re having some fun at the fair
Having some fun at the fair
-Vance Freeman
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A Prayer To Mother Nature - Marcondes Perera
Beloved mother nature full of purity,
Fill my soul
With the sweetest serenity.
Embrace my body so little and poor,
Embrace my heart so weak,
Lead my spirit to a new door.
Beloved mother nature,
Feed my existence with your light.
Beloved mother nature,
Feed my essence with your might.
A true friend

Paul Sebastian

A friend for every moment of the day
A friend with embracing smile, heart’s joy ray
A friend who’s there in time of need
A friend who plods you to succeed
A friend who is real and dear to me
A friend who cajoles and pushes my best to be
A friend whom I shudder and tremble to lose
A friend without I am lost!
A friend I would treasure at any cost
A friend whether up or down I’d care
A friend in time of need I’d be there
A friend whose fire burns bright and strong
A friend warms one out in the cold so long
A friend who cares
A friend who shares
A friend who dares
A friend …who lives for all eternity
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Truth- Pranab Chakraborthy
what you see not truth
what you hear not truth
what you feel not truth
what you tell not truth
what you write not truth
what you express not truth
what is truth
beyond all organs of senses
what is truth
relative to your perception
and ultimately
truth is that
what you can’t think of
all these telling
collected attentively
from a hidden cave
of my dream!

Family –Candice Monagham
Family is the special tie,
you can feel inside your heart.
Family is the love and care,
that stops you from growing apart.
family can help you,
when your struggleing with pain.
Family will always love you,
even when youve gone insane!
family are your best friends,
that will always show you the way.
No matter what happens,
your family will always stay.
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My mother Leah Bonnet
My mother is like the sun
Warm and loving
My mother is like a lion
Brave and courageous
My mother is like a rose
Beautiful and full of life
My mother is as strong as Hercules
My mother means more to me than she will ever know
Oh! Dear Father – Gueneal Oristel
I once thought a Father needs to support their child.
A father suppose to be the star of a child life.
A father needs to love and care for their child.
But, you brought darkness into my life.
Oh! Dear father
How could you have becoming such a wicked father?
When we were like the stars and the skys
But that wind
Got me all confused and jumbled
Took you away from your own kin.
That is when I noticed my world crumble.
Oh! father
We have to end up here
I am sorry, but life has becoming too strong.
So, let’s keep the wall between us
So we shall live peacefully.
Oh! Father
Why am I now such a bother.
A Teacher- Jennifer Thomas
In the hands of a gifted teacher
a classroom is a magical place
In the hands of a gifted teacher
There’s a smile on each child’s face
English - Class X - Handbook
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In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
Creative Energy is Everywhere
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
There’s a Catalyst who Genuinely Cares
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
Desire and Wonder is Awakened
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
The Educational Agenda is Shaken
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
Self-Management Skills are Modeled
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
The Best of Reality is Bottled
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
Gifts and Talents are Refined
In the Hands of a Gifted Teacher
The Willed Future is Designed.
The Swing -Robert Louis Stevenson
How do you like to go up in a swing,
Up in the air so blue?
Oh, I do think it the pleasantest thing
Ever a child can do!
Up in the air and over the wall,
Till I can see so wide,
River and trees and cattle and all
Over the countryside—
Till I look down on the garden green,
Down on the roof so brown—
Up in the air I go flying again,
Up in the air and down!
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Paper boats Rabindranath Tagore
Day by day I float my paper boats one by one down the running
stream.
In bid black letters I write my name on them and the name of
the village where I live.
I hope that someone in some strange land will find them and
know who I am.
I load my little boats with shiuli flower from our garden, and
hope that these blooms of the dawn will be carried safely to land
in the night.
I launch my paper boats and look up into the sky and see the
little clouds setting thee white bulging sails.
I know not what playmate of mine in the sky sends them down
the air to race with my boats!
When night comes I bury my face in my arms and dream that my
paper boats float on and on under the midnight stars.
The fairies of sleep are sailing in them, and the lading ins
their baskets full of dreams.
Leave this chanting
Leave this chanting and singing and telling of beads! Whom dost thou worship in this lonely
dark corner of a temple with doors all shut? Open thine eyes and see thy God is not before thee!
He is there where the tiller is tilling the hard ground and where the pathmaker is breaking
stones. He is with them in sun and in shower, and his garment is covered with dust. Put of thy
holy mantle and even like him come down on the dusty soil!
Deliverance? Where is this deliverance to be found? Our master himself has joyfully taken upon
him the bonds of creation; he is bound with us all for ever.
Come out of thy meditations and leave aside thy flowers and incense! What harm is there
if thy clothes become tattered and stained? Meet him and stand by him in toil and in sweat of thy
brow.
Thy Gifts
Thy gifts to us mortals fulfil all our needs and yet run back to thee undiminished.
The river has its everyday work to do and hastens through fields and hamlets; yet its
incessant stream winds towards the washing of thy feet.
The flower sweetens the air with its perfume; yet its last service is to offer itself to
thee.
Thy worship does not impoverish the world.
From the words of the poet men take what meanings please them; yet their last meaning
points to thee.
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The road not taken

Stopping by Woods on a Snows Evening

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,

Whose woods these are I think I know.

And sorry I could not travel both

His house is in the village, though;

And be one traveler, long I stood

He will not see me stopping here

And looked down one as far as I could

To watch his woods fill up with snow.

To where it bent in the undergrowth;
My little horse must think it queer
Then took the other, as just as fair,

To stop without a farmhouse near

And having perhaps the better claim

Between the woods and frozen lake

Because it was grassy and wanted wear,

The darkest evening of the year.

Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.

And both that morning equally lay

The only other sound’s the sweep

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Of easy wind and downy flake.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way

The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,

I doubted if I should ever come back.

But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,

I shall be telling this with a sigh

And miles to go before I sleep.

Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I,
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
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Appendix - VII

Examination reforms of classes IX and X
[Class IX and X as per GO MS No. 17, Dt. 14.05.2014 and
Sub sequent amendments GO Ms. 2, Dt. 26.08.2014]
Why reforms in class IX and X – Background
•

APSCF-2011 was framed in accordance with RTE-2009 and NCF-2005. The textbooks
from classes I to X are revised (modernized) on the basis of APSCF-2011.

•

The new textbooks aim at achieving the class wise, subject wise, targeted competencies
and developing multifaceted personality and competencies such as thinking, self
expression, analysis, logical representation etc.

•

Developed Position Papers and approaches to teaching in all the subjects focusing on
the changes that are to brought in the Department of Education in the State. Similarly a
Position Paper has also been developed on the reforms in examination and make
examinations away from rote memory.

•

CCE for classes I to VIII is being implemented in the State since April, 2010 with a
focus on projects, self expression, change in the nature of questions etc.

•

A shift in the nature of teaching learning processes and engagement of the children in
learning process with activities, dialogue and discussions, projects, experiments etc.
The very process of experiencing and knowledge construction have been changed.

In view of changes as above in the school curriculum, textbooks, teaching learning process,
it is necessary to change the way we assess the children i.e. what to be assessed, how to be
assessed and feedback procedures etc. it become necessary to bring reforms in class IX and X
examination.
Need
•

The aspect that is to be worried about is mainly the role played by ‘school’. The role of
school is reduced to prepare the children mechanically for their exams limiting their
knowledge to textbooks. Learning by rote memory and mechanical completion of
syllabus do not prove to be beneficial for achieving the objectives of education. A school
must enable the children to explore, search, discuss, read the reference books,
discriminate and analyze. When these are kept in view, the present system of examination
has to be changed.

•

The class X is treated as an important class and more focus on examination outcomes.
Therefore, the syllabus of class X is being completed much earlier than decided months.
The teaching is mostly aimed at examinations and school encouraging memorizing the
answers with the help of guides, study materials etc. Most of the time the children are
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confined to reading and re-reading the texts and memorizing the answers. There is no
opportunity and space for children to think on their own and construct answers applying
their knowledge and experience. There is stress and anxiety in the entire preparation for
class X on the part of the children and teachers. The schools are confined as coaching
centres without much focus on developing analytical and logical thinking on the part of
the children and develop knowledge and wisdom.
•

The examination pattern and system is not focusing on testing the children’s logical,
analytical and communication abilities. Though the children are getting good marks, it
do not reveal their abilities and competencies. There is high expectation on the part of
the children at class X in terms of marks which leads to pressure on the children and
they resort to various types of incidences. Therefore, it is required to take up appropriate
reforms at class IX and X, which actually reveals the original potentialities and abilities
of children. The entire process of education should aim at developing, thinking, analytical
and communication skills among the children in a democratic climate.

•

School should function for the all-round development of children. For their all-round
development, children should participate in various activities and programmes to develop
physically, mentally, socially, emotionally and morally. Presently, teaching is limited to
languages, Science, Mathematics, Social Studies. Only these are being evaluated.
Teaching must take place considering Health & Physical Education, Arts & Cultural
Education, Work & Computer Education and Value Education & Life Skills as curricular
areas. They should not be treated as co-curricular activities. Even these areas also be
evaluated periodically.

•

The most important person in school education is teacher. Development of the students
depends on the activities and programmes conducted by the teacher. Unfortunately all
these activities are kept a side and giving utmost importance to only information oriented
examinations. As a result of these teachers are not being trusted. If teachers are believed
and given responsibilities fixing the targets we can achieve better results than now.
Hence, the evaluation methods need to be reformed in this angle. Instead of allotting
the complete weightage to the public exams, we should consider teacher at school level
and some weightage must be given to internal assessment or Formative Assessment.

•

In this present situation, children are under stress as evaluating them is just limited to
exams. Alternate aspects must be included to avoid pressure among children. Project
works, experiments, assignments, children’s notebooks and children’s participation must
be made use of while evaluating their performance.

Series of actions contemplated by SCERT for developing proposals on SSC Examination
reforms
•
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Conducted a meeting with textbook writers and experts on the proposed SSC examination
reforms during September, 2013 and discussed the issue.
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•

Based on the above discussions and the existing CBSE pattern, draft proposals have
been formulated.

•

A meeting was conducted with subject specific teachers, headmasters, Mandal Education
Officers, academic officers of AP residential institutions, representatives from private
school managements during March, 2014 and discussed the draft proposals and
formulated the second draft.

•

The draft proposals have been sent to all the RJD SEs and DEOs in the State and
requested them to discuss on the draft proposals and submit a report with suggestions
and proposed changes. Accordingly, the DEOs conducted meetings with teachers and
submitted their opinions and suggestion to the Director, SCERT.

•

A request was made to all the teacher organizations in the State duly furnishing the draft
proposals with a request to discuss the same and attend a meeting to submit their opinions
and suggestions. A meeting was convened with teacher organizations on 26th April,
2014 at SCERT where in the teacher organizations presented their opinions and
suggestions.

•

A meeting was conducted by the Principal Secretary, School Education (PE & SSA)
with Director SCERT, Addl. Directors of School Education, selective DEOs, Principal
and staff members of CBSE schools, Professors of SCERT on 3rd May, 2014 at
Conference Hall, J-Block, Secretariat, Hyderabad and discussed on the proposed class
IX and X examination reforms. The members interacted presented their opinions and
suggestions.

Based on the above meeting and discussions a penultimate draft on SSC examination reforms
have been developed as given here under.

New Examination Pattern
1) Number of papers for each subject
•

Presently there are two papers in class X for all subjects except second language (Telugu,
Hindi) which are of 2 ½ hours duration.

•

Language subjects- Two separate papers with 40 marks each and 20 marks internal
assessment i.e. Formative Assessment (Telugu, English, Urdu etc.) with 100 marks
each.

•

Science subjects- two separate papers i.e. one for Biological Science and the other for
Physical Science.

•

Social Studies subject- two papers i.e. one for Geography and Economics and the
other for Civics and History.

•

Mathematics subject- two papers i.e. the first paper in the areas of numbers, sets,
algebra, progressions, coordinate geometry and the other paper for the remaining chapters
of geometry, trigonometry, mensuration, statistics, probability etc.
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2) Papers – Marks
Subject

Paper I

Paper II

FA

Tot. Marks

First Language (Telugu/ Hindi/ Urdu)

40

40

20

100

Second Language (Telugu/ Hindi)

80

`

20

100

Third Language (English)

40

40

20

100

Mathematics

40

40

20

100

20

100

Sceince

40 (Phy.Sci) 40 (Bio.Sci)

Social Studies

40

40

20

100

Total

280

200

120

600

3) Marks - Weightage and duration of the examinations
•

The duration of summative examination will be 2.45 hours, within that 15 minutes for
reading the question paper.

•

The summative examinations which school based and also public exams at class X.
Each subject will be conducted for 80% of marks. The remaining 20% of marks are
through internal assessment i.e. Formative Assessment [FA].

•

The average of four formative assessments conducted in an academic year will be
accounted for 20% of marks i.e. the average of four formative assessments will be
taken and accounted for 20% of marks in class X public examinations.

•

Conduct one paper on each day except on general holidays.

Summative Assessment:
•

Three summative tests must be conducted in each academic year for classes IX and X.
In case of class X, public examination will be in place of third summative test to be
conducted by the Board of Secondary Education.

•

First and second Summative Assessments shall be conducted by schools itself through
preparing question papers for 80% of marks. This ensures that the children are trained
to write public exams. The remaining 20% of marks shall be awarded on the basis of
the Formative Assessment.
*

First Summative Assessment: 20% FA + 80% marks in the written exams.

*

Second Summative Assessment: 20% FA + 80% marks in the written exams

The questions must be developed based on the blue print reflecting the academic standards.
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Formative Assessment:
•

Sl.
No.

There will be four formative tests in each academic year for classes IX and X. The
items for formative assessment and marks are as given here under.
Item for Formative Assessment
Language subjects – Reading
storybooks, children literature,
newspapers etc.

Science – doing the experiments.
1
Mathematics– Generating
Mathematical problems under various
concepts.
Social Studies – Reading the text and
interpretation and reflections on
contemporary social issues.

2

3

4

Children’s written work in their
notebooks (self expression to the
questions/ tasks given in the exercise
part under each unit).

Marks

5

5

Reading the books, news papers,
magazines by each individual student,
comprehend and reflect in terms of
writing in and presentation in
classroom.
Conducting textbook experiments and
writing in the records.

5

Writing the problems in the notebook
for the given unit under various
concepts and presentation/ sharing.

5

Reading the social issues in the
newspapers and in other books,
observing the social issues in the
community followed by oral and written
and presentations.

5

After completion of every lesson/ unit
the children write answers to the
questions given in the exercise part
under each unit/ lesson on their own in
their notebooks. The children shall not
copy the answers from guides/ study
materials etc. They should think and
write on their own.

Project works
5

Slip test

5

Total

20
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Operational strategy

Children write the project report in the
notebooks and present/ share in the
classrooms.
This is an informal test without any
prior notice to the children. The teacher
conducts the exam in the given period
of 45 minutes in one or two completed
units/ lessons.
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•

A separate notebook for each subject for the formative assessment pertaining to three
items of serial numbers 1, 3, 4 of the above table shall be maintained by each student.
However, in case of serial number 2 i.e. a separate notebook may be maintained by each
child. These notebooks reflecting children works must be preserved which will be the
basis for awarding marks by the teacher and for the verification of officials whenever
required.

•

The same procedures of examination reforms now proposed for class X shall also
applicable for class IX.

•

Children must attend all the four formative assessments. In case any child is absent for
any formative assessment, teachers should conduct the test whenever the child return to
the school and accordingly award the marks.

Verification of internal marks and submitting to O/o Director, Govt. Exams:
•

After completion of the 4th Formative Assessment in February, the headmaster should
verify all the records for the above internal tests and after detailed verification by the
HM/ Principal should certify and submit the details of the marks to the SSC board in a
fixed format through on-line. The Dy.EO should verify the marks awarded to the
individual students in Formative Assessment. The programming part of this for
submission of internal marks from schools will be done by Commissioner, Govt. Exams
(CGE).

4) Pass marks and minimum marks for passing
•

Even though 20% of marks are allotted to formative assessment, children must attend
the public exam conducted for 80 marks and secure at least 28 marks in each subject. In
case of other then Hindi, where two papers in public examination and 40 marks for
each paper. There is minimum pass marks in Formative Assessment.

•

Children must score a minimum of 35% of marks in each subject which includes both
internals and externals. Students must secure 28 marks in external public exam.

Pass marks in Second Languages:
•
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The pass marks for second languages i.e. Hindi and Telugu will be 35% on par with
other language subjects.
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5) Grading
•

The marks based grading for classes IX and X with following range is given here under.
Grade

Marks in
Languages (100 M)

Marks in Non
Languages (50 M)

Grade
points

A1

91 to 100 marks

46 to 50 marks

10

A2

81 to 90 marks

41 to 45 marks

9

B1

71 to 80 marks

36 to 40 marks

8

B2

61 to 70 marks

31 to 35 marks

7

C1

51 to 60 marks

26 to 30 marks

6

C2

41 to 50 marks

21 to 25 marks

5

D

35 to 40 marks

18 to 20 marks

4

E

0 to 34 marks

0 to 17 marks

3

Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) will be calculated by taking the arithmetic average of
grade points.
6) Other curricular subjects (Co-curricular areas) – Evaluation
Co-curricular areas viz, Physical & Health Education, Arts & Cultural Education, Work
& Computer Education, Value Education & Life Skills are the part of school curriculum. Periods
have been allocated in the school timetable. These are the creative areas and develop skills,
attitudes and improve the affective domain and character formation and help in the over-all
development of children personality. Holistic development of students will be through inclusion
of co-curricular areas as above in the areas of study.
Following are the actions to implement the co-curricular activities:
•

Evaluation of co-curricular activities i.e. Physical & Health Education, Arts & Cultural
Education, Work & Computer Education, Value Education & Life Skills are introduced
in classes IX and X. Each area has 50 marks.

•

Grade details of these subjects are to be recorded in the memorandum of marks of class
IX and X.

•

No public exam shall be conducted in these subjects. However, these areas will be
evaluated for three times in an academic year i.e. quarterly, half yearly and annually.
Teachers shall observe and award marks. The average will be taken into account and
the details of grade must be submitted on-line by HM to CGE.

•

HM should allot the responsibility of conducting these co-curricular activities followed
by assessment to the teachers. Initially, choice may be given to the teachers to select the
areas based on their interest. If it is not possible, the HM should allot co-curricular
activities to the working teachers as suggested here under.
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Ex:
*

Value Education & Life Skills to language teachers/ Social Studies teachers.

*

Art & Cultural Education to Social Studies teacher/ language teacher

*

Work & Computer Education to Physical Science/ Biological Science teacher.

*

Physical & Health Education will be conducted by Physical Director/ Physical
Education Teacher. In case PD/ PET is not available other teachers like Bio sciences
etc. may be considered.

However, the co-curricular areas shall be shown separately and will not be counted for
grading the students in curricular areas.

Qualitative Aspects
1) Nature of the question papers
•

The nature of questions must be open ending, descriptive, analytic which tests children
abilities of thinking, critical analysis, judgments and leads to self expression and away
from rote memory. Children must be trained to think critically and construct the answers
on their own. No weightage will be given for the representation of text from the textbooks/
guides as such.

•

The questions should make the children think and write. The questions should be
analytical, application oriented and open ended.

•

The questions once appeared in public exams should not be repeated.

•

The questions given in the exercises of the textbook under each unit and lesson must
not be given as such. They should prepare questions reflecting the academic standards.

2) Academic standards/ competencies to be achieved
•

The questions in the public exam should be in relevance to the laid down academic
standards/ competencies to be achieved in the subjects concerned.

•

Weightage for the competencies of the subjects shall be developed and blue print/
weightage table prepared and accordingly questions shall be developed (by SCERT).

3) Types of test items
Following are the nature of test items proposed as given here under.
A) Non language subjects (Science, Mathematics and Social Studies)
*

Essay type questions.

*

Short answer questions.

*

Very short questions

*

Objective type questions – Multiple choice questions.

B) Languages subjects – Telugu and other Indian languages
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*

Reading comprehension

*

Writing
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*

Creative expression

*

Vocabulary

o

Grammar

C) Language – English
*

Reading comprehension

*

Vocabulary & Grammar

*

Creative writing (discourses)

•

Essay type questions:- Answers to these must be written in 3 to 4 paragraphs or 12 to
15 sentences.

•

Short answer questions:- Answers to these must be written in 2 or 3 paragraph or 6 to
10 sentences.

•

Very short answer questions:- Answers to these must be written in two or three
sentences.

•

Objective type questions which are multiple choice in nature.

4) Questions – Choice
•

Each question paper may contain internal choice for essay types of questions only.

5) Questions – Weightage
•

Blue print will be developed reflecting weightage to the nature of questions and academic
standards. No weightage to the lessons/ units and questions may be given from any
lesson/ any part of the textbook.

•

The weightage tables must be kept in view while preparing question papers. Type of
questions (essay, short answer, very short answer and objective questions) and academic
standard wise questions (how many marks and questions to each academic standard).

6) Single answer booklet and no additional papers
•

It is proposed to give one answer booklet to the students to write the answers since
suggestion given for the extent of answer in the form of paras/ sentences/ words. No
additional answer papers will be entertained.

7) Correcting the answer scripts
•

A teacher must correct 20 papers in the morning and 20 papers in the afternoon i.e. only
40 papers must be corrected per day.

•

As the questions are thought provoking and open ended, correction must be done
carefully. Appropriate guidelines will be given from SCERT to the teachers along with
key for undertaking proper correction of answer scripts.

•

Transparency in paper correction must be made by way of facilitating for re-counting of
the answer scripts if students represent.

•

Guidelines for correcting the papers will be framed from SCERT. Model answers to the
questions will be framed to evaluate the answers to different questions i.e. essay, short
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answer, very short answer etc. The children self expression, power of analysis, self
writing, application and explanation, argument and representation of their perspective
etc. will form the basis for the correction instead of subject matter alone.
8) SSC Memorandum of Marks
•

Following are the items represented in the class X public examination memorandum of
marks.

Part I:- General information about the student.
Part II:- Grades for the curricular areas i.e. languages and non languages - both internals
and externals and over-all grade.
Part III:- Grades for co-curricular activities with qualitative description.
Information on the grades and grade point average may also be given on the other side of
the memorandum of marks.
9) Training Programme
•

The SCERT shall design the training programme for the teachers teaching classes IX
and X along with supervisory staff. SCERT develop teacher handbooks on entire process
of examination reforms and new textbooks and train the District Level Resource Persons
in every subject area for the teachers teaching classes IX and X including supervisory
staff in collaboration with RMSA. The RMSA shall meet the expenditure towards
developing teacher handbook, conducting training to District Resource Persons and
actual conduct of training to the teachers in the field.

•

Training to the teachers and supervisory staff on the nature of questions and the process
and criteria for assessment.

•

The summative assessment for class IX and 1st and 2nd Summative Assessment in class
X must be on the lines of public exams.

•

Teachers and officials must be trained on nature of summative question papers for classes
IX and X and the methods of evaluating those papers.

•

Training must be given on conducting formative assessment, extracurricular activities
and their evaluation, methods of submitting these details through on line. All the officials
and teachers must be given training in this regard.

•

Teachers must be given training on 10th class textbooks, conducting exams, methods of
evaluation, learning problems of children etc. through teleconference once a month.
Their doubts in this regard must also be clarified and sharing of good questions.

10) Responsibilities of D.C.E.B
•

D.C.E.B. shall take up the responsibility of preparing question papers for classes IX
and X (except public exam paper) and also sending them to schools.
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•

One Headmaster with sound academic background and commitment must be made as
in-charge of D.C.E.B. Subject wise district teams must be formed with expert teachers
to prepare the question papers under D.C.E.B. The team members should include the
textbooks writers from the district, SRG members, subject experts, teacher educators,
experienced teachers.

•

The subject groups of DCEB shall develop question papers and also examine the good
questions furnished from schools and teachers. These teams must conduct subject wise
trainings in the district and also monitor the practice of assessment in the schools. They
may be considered as members in the moderation committee.

•

SCERT should conduct orientations and trainings to the DCEB Secretaries and subject
groups at regular intervals and build their capacity and also monitor the functional
aspects of DCEBs.

•

Action must be taken in the direction of interested teachers preparing summative question
papers and submitting them to DCEB. Such question papers must be observed by the
subject-wise teams, question papers must be prepared choosing.

•

D.C.E.B. should conduct seminars and training programmes on awareness of correcting
the answer scripts.

11) Others
•

District Educational Officers, Regional Joint Directors must conduct education seminars
and workshops to create awareness among teachers and parents about the reforms of
class X exams to be conducted in March, 2015.

•

Publicity must be given through media to make everyone aware of the reforms.

•

The teacher education institutions like DIETs, CTEs and IASEs shall coordinate with
DCEBs and provide necessary support with frequent field observations and studies. .

•

The SCERT shall develop a handbook on the processes and guidelines on the proposed
examination reforms for class IX and X along with a booklet on the model papers and
criteria for the corrections and feedback (key).

•

The DRGs must be from the districts must be oriented at State and District Level. The
DRGs are the subject-wise groups formulated for DCEB. The DRGs may be selected
by the DIET/ CTE/ IASE in collaboration with DEO, DCEB Secretaries and Dy.EOs.

Roles and Responsibilities
SCERT:
•

The Director, SCERT develops and submit the proposals to government in consultation
with Director, Government Exams.
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•

Develops guidelines on all aspects of examination reforms in the form of handbooks to
the teachers and supervisory staff along with additional booklet on subject-wise model
papers.

•

Develops guidelines for the valuation of answer scripts as a part of teacher handbooks.

•

Proposals to the government on the required facilities to the schools to implement the
curriculum so as to meet the examination standards.

•

Guidelines on the moderation for internals.

•

Monitoring and studies on the implementation of SSC examination reforms at various
levels and take up follow up action.

Director, Government Exams:
•

Collaboration with SCERT in finalizing the proposals based on the feasibility and for
submission to government for orders.

•

Development of programme for the on-line submission of internals to the CGE and
designing the memorandum of marks/ certification.

•

Monitoring the submission of internal marks and other nominal roles.

•

Correction of answer scripts and declaring the results.

•

Post examination work, revaluation etc.

RMSA:
•

The RMSA shall support SCERT in developing teacher handbooks, material and conduct
orientations to the teachers and supervisory staff.

•

The RMSA shall support high schools with the required teaching learning material,
resources to teach new textbooks, library and reference books based on the suggestive
lists of resources, TLM and library books both for teachers and children.

•

The RMSA shall take up printing of teacher handbooks on new textbooks, examination
reforms, model papers, syllabus copies and material on

co-curricular activities and provide to the schools.
RJD SEs and District Educational Officer:
•

Conducting orientation to the teachers and supervisory staff on the new evaluation
procedures. This also includes training to teachers and headmaster of private schools.

•

Restructuring and strengthening the DCEB with one in-charge i.e. Secretary and
constitution of subject specific groups with expert teachers @10 to 15 teachers per
subject.

•

Constitution of two member moderation committee for @1 for two or three Mandals.
Steps for the capacity building of these moderation committee members with the help
of SCERT and DIETs/ CTEs/ IASEs.
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•

Developing question papers printing and monitoring for the implementation for class
IX and X except class X public examination.

•

Focus on thinking and self expression of answers from the children and do away the
practice of memorizing answers from the guides and textbooks.

•

Gradual nurturing of self expression from class I onwards and focus on quality curriculum
transaction and children learning outcomes rather than focus on class X alone.

Dy. Educational Officers:
•

The Dy.EOs are responsible for 100% implementation of examination reforms of in
their division and monitoring the internals. This is for both government and private
schools.

•

Identification of expert teachers in all the subjects and communicating list of such
teachers to the DEO to consider for DCEB.

•

Monitor the work of headmasters in monitoring the correct work of internals and
implementation of curriculum and co-curricular activities.

•

Record the nature of curriculum implementation and examination practices in the
inspection book of every government and private school.

•

The Dy.EO shall supervise the implementation of new textbooks, teaching learning
process and implementation of formative and summative assessment procedures before
moderation committee visits the schools.

•

The Dy.EO is responsible for arranging training programmes and create awareness on
curriculum transaction and examination reforms.

•

Develop the knowledge on the basic aspects of curriculum, pedagogy, assessment duly
reading and referring teacher handbooks, source books from SCERT and from other
sources/ internet.

Headmaster:
•

Headmaster is the first level supervisory officer to ensure proper implementation of
curricular and co-curricular activities, teacher preparation, lesson plans, teaching learning
process and conduct of exams properly by all the teachers.

•

Identify and encourage teachers and children for their best efforts and talent and take it
to the notice of higher officials and SCERT.

•

Using of guides and study material by the children and memorizing the finished answers
will damage the children’s thinking capacities and self expression. Therefore, guides
and study material shall not be used. HM should ensure this.

•

Allotment curricular and co-curricular subjects to the teachers available and see that all
these areas must be transacted.

•

Headmaster must check the evidences for internal exams i.e. proper conduct of formative
and summative assessments at school level and offer suggestions on the records and
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registers prepared by teachers and children. He should verify all the children and teacher
records on FA and SA and satisfy himself before placing it to the moderation committee.
•

HM to furnish internal (FA) marks and grades on co-curricular activities to the Director,
Govt. Exams through on-line as per the schedule from Director, Govt. Exams.

•

The HM should follow the schedule for the conduct of internals and other exams and
maintenance children cumulative records and communicating the progress to the parents
at regular intervals.

•

The HM must ensure for quality classroom transaction by utilizing available TLM,
equipment and library books in the schools.

•

The HM should conduct monthly review on the performance of the teachers and children
and record in the minutes book along with suggestions for each teacher and review
follow up action on the minutes of the earlier meeting.

•

Arrangements for proper feedback to the children and their parents on children
performance and school activities.

•

The HM is the first teacher and must be sound in academic knowledge by way of reading
teacher handbooks, new textbooks and other source books and conduct frequent sharing
workshops within the school on teacher readings and other academic issues and concepts.

•

The HM should observe the classroom transactions of each teacher and offer further
suggestions and guidance for improvement.

Teachers:
•

The teachers are responsible for the proper implementation of new textbooks i.e.
activities, projects, experiments, field investigations, information tasks etc.

•

The exercises given under each unit/ lesson are analytical and thought provoking in
nature and children should think and write on their own. There shall not copying of
answers from the guides, study materials, copying from other children notebooks etc.
This is one of the items under formative assessment with appropriate interest and care.
Teachers should not encourage purchasing and using of guides, study materials etc.

•

The questions in the box items are meant for discussions in the classrooms where children
express and share their thinking and ideas. The box items are on the contemporary
issues and situations where children are expected to reflect their experiences and prior
ideas. This is helpful for application of textbook knowledge in their daily life situations.

•

Prepare and implement curricular and co-curricular subjects assigned to them and transact
in a qualitative way with a focus on interactive teaching, discussions with active
participation of children. Read resource books and additional reference material to get
more clarity on concepts and develop teaching notes on each lesson. Thus, add value to
the textbooks. Teachers
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•

Conduct formative assessments (internals) and summative assessments and value the
children notebooks and other records on regular basis. Give marks and grades based on
children performance and maintain evidences of children performances in the form of
children notebooks, records and keep ready for the observations of headmaster and
moderation committee. The teachers shall take up remedial teaching and support children
based on the gaps identified through formative and summative assessments.

•

Keep and read the teacher handbook, modules provided during training programmes
and take up follow up action. Teaching is a profession and teacher is a professional and
constant updation of knowledge and skills is a must for any profession. Therefore, the
teachers efforts for self development through reading resource books, magazines,
journals, attending seminars/ trainings, visiting subject specific websites, sharing in
teacher meetings etc.

•

Develop and use annual and lesson/unit plans and improve over time.

•

Furnish children and teacher records pertaining to FA and SA to HM for his verification
and for further guidance and suggestions.

•

Encourage children for their initiatives and attempts to improve and support them.
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